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Chapter 1IntrodutionThe study of the human beings' mind is ertainty one of the oldest and mostimportant objets of study in philosophy, but also one of the most polemi. Wean distinguish two main starting points to study mind. First we an studymind by introspetion. Every human being has at his disposal a mind and hisown beliefs, desires, et.... He is aware of his own mind but he has no meansto aess the others' minds: nobody an verify that somebody else really hasa mind and that this mind has the same struture and the same mental statesas his, or that these mental states have the same properties. This leads to thesolipsism problem (sine Gorgias in lost works or (Desartes, 1968)) that anbe summarized by: my mind is the only thing of whih I know it exists.A way to get around this problem and to analyse another human being'smind is to asribe mental attitudes to him, depending on his behavior. Ofourse, a orret analysis requires exat knowledge about environmental stimulito whih he has reated (whih is a really hard problem). Moreover his behavioris biased by the observer, in the sense that he an behave in some way with anobserver and in another way with another observer.Multi-Agent Systems (MASs) are a uniform way to represent human beingsor other entities having some autonomy and being able to interat with theenvironment and in partiular with other agents. Suh systems gained inreasingimportane during the last years. It turned out to be fruitful to analyze bothhuman and arti�ial agents in MASs in terms of mental attitudes. When appliedto MASs, above remarks ompel us to examine agents' mental attitudes fromboth points of view: the private and the publi one. In partiular they highlightthe need to identify the group of agents observing the mental attitude underonern. If a given group of agents is aware of some propositions (representingsome observations) while others are not, we an similarly to individual agentsutter that this group has a belief that other groups do not have.In most (if not all) ases, group belief results from the agents' interation.Consider the example of three rational agents in a ompany. Agent 0 thinksprivately for some reasons that his boss (agent 2) is smart. But this idea isnot widespread in his department: agent 0 meets agent 1, a very harismati11



12 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONagent who often laims publily that his boss (agent 2) is dumb. They disussabout their boss and agent 0 asserts that he is really a moron (for some soialreasons) and of ourse agent 1 on�rms. At this moment the boss omes andenters the onversation. Soon they get to disuss about himself, and agent 0ongratulates himself by asserting he is smart. Agent 2 and agent 1 (given theboss' attendane) express their agreement. These three agents together seem tohave reahed a stable state about their boss. The �rst aim of this dissertationis to de�ne a logi of group belief that is able to represent suh situations. Notethat the notion of ommon belief that is widely studied in theoretial omputersiene and arti�ial intelligene is not appropriate for our purposes. Indeed, ifsome group has a ommon belief then every subgroup of that group also holdsthat ommon belief: if the group made up of 0, 1 and 2 ommonly believes that2 is smart then the subgroup made up of 0 and 1 also ommonly believes so.As in our example, group belief typially results from a dialogue between twoor more agents. It is important to note that in our example agent 0 expressesontraditory points of view, depending on his hearers, and possibly distintfrom his private beliefs. As we are interested by what is publi in a dialogue, wehave to make preise whih group of agents makes up the publi: as illustratedabove, a speaker's behavior depends on who an hear what he says. Thus theseond aim of this dissertation is to present a formal aount of dialogues withdi�erent groups of hearers. We argue that group belief is a useful tool in theanalysis of dialogues between agents. We will fous on Agent CommuniationLanguages (ACLs).Indeed the dihotomy presented above will be present all along the thesis. Wewill always make the distintion between publi and private layer, in partiularbetween between agents' individual beliefs(that are private) and group belief(that is publi). But this group belief is the belief of the given group and thusremains private outside of this group, in partiular for other groups. We willgive a logial formalization of group belief in modal logi. Conerning the studyand formalization of mental attitudes, obligations, time or ations, modal logiis a widespread tool for purely theoretial studies (suh as in philosophy) butalso for pratial-oriented studies, (suh as in arti�ial intelligene or in MASs).The main ontribution of the dissertation is the formalization in modal logiof the group belief in a non-redutionist sense and its integration in a logialBDI framework (and in partiular the omparison with ommon belief as usuallyde�ned). Note that as far as we are aware, there does not exist another logialformalization of the group belief in this sense with a standard possible worldssemantis. The seond ontribution is the extension of this logi to a logi of thegroup aeptane by introduing an institutional ontext. It allows to formalizeinformal institutions anhored in agents attitudes. The last ontribution isthe appliation of the group belief logi to formalize Agent CommuniationLanguages. We take as starting hypothesis that by performing a speeh at,an agent publiizes some mental attitudes. We argue that we an use groupbelief operator to give a new kind of semantis to speeh ats, bridging the gapbetween mentalist and soial approahes of ACLs. We thus give a uni�ation



13of FIPA mentalist ACL and Walton & Krabbe's and Colombetti et al.'s soialapproahes.At this point, it is interesting to disuss our hoie of formalism, that ismodal logi. As mentioned above, we aim at formalize group belief and its linkswith individual mental attitudes and in partiular its (non-)link with individualbelief. Modal logi is the lassial logial formalism to represent these notions.Moreover this formalism is often used in the de�nition of speeh ats seman-tis (for example in FIPA-ACL). Given our aims, modal logi appears the mostnatural and powerful approah to represent studied soial notions and highlightformal links with individual attitudes. Nevertheless we are aware this approahis really hard to implement and thus that logis are not used diretly prati-ally. Moreover we admit that our language laks expressivity omparing otherformalisms. In partiular we do not have any notion of degrees in our operators,they only are binary (fully true or fully false), whih ould be a big limitationsin implemented systems onsidering soial notions suh as trust or reputation.We begin this dissertation by introduing in Chapter 2 the issue of olletiveIntentionality and in partiular of group belief and its link with group aep-tane. We will make a lear distintion between the redutionist view of groupbelief (in the sense of ommon belief, i.e. with a group belief depending of the in-dividual beliefs) and the proper group belief (in Gilbert's sense (Gilbert, 1987),i.e. with a group belief independent from individual beliefs). We summarizethe debate around Gilbert's group belief to larify its nature: is it a partiularkind of belief or rather a kind of aeptane? This disussion and the aboveone about redutionist and non-redutionist approahes allow to highlight mainfeatures of group belief in view of formalization.Chapter 3 is dediated to the logial formalization of proper group beliefin a modal logi. We highlight its properties and link it with other mentalattitudes suh as individual belief, hoie and intention, and with ations. Wealso ompare it with the ommon belief operator and point out main di�erenesbetween these two views of the belief of a group of agents. The material inthis hapter is based on a hapter that was ontributed to the book �Language,Cognition, Interation� (Gaudou, Herzig, and Longin, 2008).We extend our logial framework to take into aount group aeptane inChapter 4. We are interested in the aeptane of a proposition by a group asfollowers of an institution. We show that this allows to anhor the institutionalrules in publi mental attitudes of groups of agents. The main idea is thatan institution rests on the aeptane of agents following this institution. Weexplore informal institutions but give some starting ideas to take into aountformal institutions, too. The material of this hapter was published at the2008 International Conferene on Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent Systems(AAMAS'2008) (Gaudou et al., 2008).We then present in Chapter 5 an overview of the state of the art in theoriesof dialogue. We brie�y survey Speeh At Theory, and fous on its applia-tion to arti�ial agents with ACLs. We present two opposed approahes: thementalist and the soial approahes. One again the above dihotomy appears:



14 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONa distintion exists between mentalist approahes, based on agents' mental at-titudes, and soial approahes that are based on what is publi (in partiularommitments). We propose a new one to bridge the gap between these twoapproahes, attempting to bring together advantages of both. We thus studythe grounding proess and link it with group belief.In Chapter 6 we present how to formalize the standard mentalist ACL(FIPA-ACL (FIPA, 2002a)) with our framework. In partiular we show thatwe an ath interation protools used to manage dialogues suh as the Con-trat Net Protool. This hapter has been published for a large part in a paperat the 2006 International Conferene on Knowledge Representation and Rea-soning (KR'2006) (Gaudou, Herzig, and Longin, 2006a) and a paper at the2006 European Conferene on Arti�ial Intelligene (ECAI'2006) (Gaudou etal., 2006).Finally, Chapter 7 ontains a formalization of the other lassial approah todialogue, that is the soial approah based on ommitments. We thus propose arepresentation of ommitments in our framework. Part of this hapter has beenpublished in (Gaudou, Herzig, and Longin, 2006b).



Chapter 2Group belief: a state of theart2.1 IntrodutionIndividual belief and other individual intentional attitudes have been deeplystudied by philosophers and logiians. Sine the Greeks knowledge and its linkwith belief has been the subjet of interest of philosophers suh as Plato (Platon,1999): for example, knowledge was viewed as a justi�ed true belief. The MiddleAges were also the time of great interest for epistemi logi around variousproblems suh as the formulation of the epistemi oneption of entailment-propositions, inferenes with epistemi and doxasti formula or the links betweenonepts of truth, faith, knowledge and belief (Gohet and Gribomont, 2006).More details about epistemi logi in this period an be found in (Boh, 1993). Inthe twentieth entury, the development of mathematial/logial formalisms suhas the possible world semantis for modal logi (Kripke, 1963) triggered a revivalof interest for the study of those onepts and a proliferation of formalizationof various mental mental states. The main attitudes that were investigated areknowledge and belief with (Hintikka, 1962) as forerunner, followed by, among alot of others, (Fagin et al., 1995), (Lenzen, 1980) and (Meyer and van der Hoek,1995), or Intention (Cohen and Levesque, 1990a). We will desribe in details inthe following hapter a lassial formalization of belief.Although individual belief and shared belief, i.e. belief shared by everymember of a group of agents (Tuomela, 2004; Shelling, 1960; She�, 1967;Lewis, 1969; Shi�er, 1972) were investigated for deades, olletive intention-ality (with (Searle, 1995)), i.e. intentionality asribed to a group of agents, ingeneral and group belief (with (Gilbert, 1987)) in partiular has beome an a-tive �eld only reently. In eonomis, the related question of Soial Choie hasbeen introdued by Arrow in (Arrow, 1951) in order to merge both welfare eo-nomis and voting theory. In this thesis, the fous of investigation is olletivebelief. We will nevertheless address other doxasti attitudes suh as aeptane15



16 CHAPTER 2. GROUP BELIEF: A STATE OF THE ARTto better understand and haraterize belief.In natural language beliefs are ommonly asribed to groups as in the fol-lowing example.Example.[(Tuomela, 1992)℄ The government believes that war against Iraq willbegin soon.But this attribution is not so obvious and one has to justify its relevane. Wewill argue for it in Setion 2.2. This will give us the opportunity to introduesome basi important onepts suh as the ones of intentional states, doxastiattitude in general and belief in partiular.Some preliminary investigations to desribe olletive belief have been ledby Anthony Quinton (Quinton, 1976) and Emile Durkheim (Durkheim, 1982)among others. But the �rst study and haraterization of group belief as a wholeis due to Margaret Gilbert (Gilbert, 1987; Gilbert, 1989) and desribed anddisussed in Setion 2.3. Her aount will serve as starting point and refereneall along the thesis. This aount has been the objet of a lot of ommentsand ritiisms, in partiular by whom she named Rejetionnists, e.g. (Meijers,1999), (Wray, 2001) and (Tuomela, 2000). Critiisms onern the followingpoint: the phenomenon desribed by Gilbert as a kind of belief is rather a kindof aeptane. This dispute, presented in Setion 2.4.3, will lead to a deep andinteresting analysis of both notions. Moreover it will help us to identify mainfeatures of group belief (Setion 2.5).2.2 Important preliminary notionsFor a long time Intentionality was exlusively asribed to individual agents. Forexample, for (Goldman, 1987) (ited from (Tollefsen, 2002)):�Knowers are individuals, and knowledge is generated by mentalproesses and lodged in the mind-brain.�In this setion we de�ne and defend the idea of a olletive Intentionality andin partiular that olletive belief has to be de�ne in a non-redutionist way.2.2.1 IntentionalityFor Searle, following Brentano (Brentano, 1995) and Husserl, �Intentionality isthat property of many mental states and events by whih they are direted at orabout or of objets and states of a�airs in the world� (Searle, 1983, p. 1). Thisharaterization an be applied to many mental states suh as belief, intentionand some emotions (joy, hope. . . ): we believe that the earth is �at, we havethe intention to go to the dentist or we feel joy to meet a friend. It would beproblemati to utter: �I believe and I intend.�. Of ourse hearers would ask:�But what do you believe? What do you intend to do?�. It should always bepossible to exhibit the objet of an intentional attitude, what this attitude isabout.



2.2. IMPORTANT PRELIMINARY NOTIONS 17The onept of Intentionality has been used as key riterion by Brentano todistinguish mental (whih are Intentional) from physial fats (whih are not).Searle among others questions this distinguishing riterium: Intentionality anbe applied to many mental states suh as belief, intention or some emotions (joy,hope. . . ). But not every mental attitude an be quali�ed to be Intentional. Forexample, we an be in a bad mood today or we an be in an intense exaltationstate without being able to name the objet of these feelings. Moreover it anbe argued that some physial objets ould be alled Intentional. For example,a piture is always a piture of someone or something and thus by extendingSearle's haraterization we an say that it is also intentional. Thus Intention-ality annot be the key distinguishing riterium between physial and mentalobjets. In the sequel the word Intentionality will nevertheless always desribemental states. Moreover Intentionality should not be onfused with awareness:some onsious mental attitudes an be unintentional (a onsious exaltationfor example) and we are not aware of all our intentional mental attitudes (wehave a lot of beliefs and desires that stay unonsious).It is also highly important for this thesis to highlight the distintion betweenIntentionality and intention, in the sense of having the intention to do something.Intention is only a partiular kind of Intentional state, beause we always havethe intention to do something or to be in a state. But as it will be deeplydisussed in the sequel, while belief is an Intentional state, belief is not anintentional mental attitude, in the sense that it is not produed by an intendedation or aim at doing something. But it is always an Intentional mental attitudeas intention, desire, hoie or goal, are.Intentionality should not be onfused either with its lose homonym: in-tensionality (opposed to extensionality). Intensionality is a linguisti oneptqualifying some propositions laking existential generalization and existentialsubstitution properties1. Further investigations of the links between intention-ality and intensionality were made by analyti philosophers and are out of thesope of this thesis.We present in the following setion the Intentional state that we will refer toall along this dissertation, that is belief, and give an overview of its philosophialground.1Both following inferene priniples haraterize utteranes with the existensionality prop-erty:
• Existential generalization: From F (a) we infer that (∃x), F (x). For example forthe sentene: �The Frenh king is bald�, this priniple is not valid beause there is noking in Frane.
• Existential substitution: From F (a) and a = b we infer that F (b). For example theinferene from �Paul thinks that his father John is kind and John is the hangman� to�Paul thinks the hangman is kind� is not valid beause Paul does not know that hisfather is the hangman.



18 CHAPTER 2. GROUP BELIEF: A STATE OF THE ART2.2.2 An important intentional state: beliefThis dissertation is mainly foused on the partiular Intentional state of belief.First of all, we have to remark that, following philosophial tradition, we will usethe word belief in a muh stronger sense than in natural language. For example,when we say: �I believe that the sun will shine tomorrow�, we express a kind ofunertainty: we are not sure of the future weather. We only express that for methe sun will shine. If we were surer, we would use a stronger expression suhas: �I am sure that the sun will shine tomorrow�. The philosophial sense ofbelief is muh stronger beause it generally implies this unertainty. It ratherrefers to our internal view of the world (we will present below a more preisedesription).Beyond this idea of belief, no onsensus has emerged from di�erent philo-sophial streams about what it really means to believe and its de�nition andproperties. Among various theories, we present here only an overview of twoones. The �rst links belief to the agent's mind whereas the seond one links itrather to his behavior.Intuitively, when we try to represent a belief (for example the belief that it israining outside), we imagine a kind of entity (the belief about a representation2of the fat that it is raining outside) lying in our mind, as a data stored in aregister of a omputer memory. Moreover this belief will in�uene our behavior:as we believe that it is raining outside, we will arry an umbrella when we leaveour home whereas we would take a ap if the sun was sunning. This intuitiveview of belief is very lose to the representational approah to belief: �entralases of belief involve someone's having in her head or mind a representationwith the same propositional ontent as the belief� (Shwitzgebel, 2006)3.A diametrially opposite aount has been developed by dispositionalistswith for example (Braithwaite, 1932) and (Marus, 1990). They onsider thatan internal representation is not needed to asribe a belief to an agent. Typ-ially onsider the example of an alien, alled for instane Clark, adopted bya human family when he was a hild. He grows quietly in a small burg andbeomes journalist in a big ity without anybody knowing that he is an alien.Nothing allows to make some hypotheses about his internal representation a-paity and organization, but everybody would asribe beliefs to him, beausehis behavior is human like. This idea is the ground of the dispositionalists' viewof belief: �Traditional dispositional views of belief assert that for someone tobelieve some proposition P is for that person to possess one or more partiularbehavioral dispositions to P � (Shwitzgebel, 2006). The liberal extension of dis-positionalism extends this desription of belief to avoid the objetion that twoindividuals with same beliefs ould at oppositely, by not only reduing analysisof ation to a belief but also to desire and other inner feelings (Audi, 1972;2Note that this mental representation needs a language to ode it: the language of thought.The question of the language of thought is far from the sope of this dissertation (interestedletors an read (Fodor, 1985) for more details). In the sequel and in partiular in the logialsetion 3.1, we use propositional modal logi language.3Among other proponents of the representational view of belief, we an ite (Fodor, 1975;Fodor, 1981; Fodor, 1987; Fodor, 1990), (Millikan, 1984; Millikan, 1990) or (Dretske, 1988).



2.2. IMPORTANT PRELIMINARY NOTIONS 19Shwitzgebel, 2002).Interpretationists onentrate themselves on the onept of observable be-havior. They onsider that we an asribe a belief that P to an agent �if itsbehavior onforms to a pattern that may be e�etively aptured by taking theintentional stane and attributing the belief that P � (Shwitzgebel, 2006). Thistheory has been mainly developed by Davidson (Davidson, 1984) and Dennett(Dennett, 1987; Dennett, 1991). For example when we see Clark arrying anumbrella to go outside, I an asribe to him the belief that it is raining andthe desire to keep perfet his brushing, beause this asription helps me tounderstand his behavior.Belief is the most important and most studied doxasti state, but someother states pertaining to belief (i.e. doxasti states) have been distinguishedfrom belief. We an ite among others: aeptane, holding true (Engel, 1998)or holding as true (Ullmann-Margalit and Avishai, 1992). For example we anhold true without believing: �I may hold true the sentene �all equivalent in�nitesets have the same trans�nite ardinal� on the authority of a mathematiian.But if we do not understand what it says, we annot believe its ontent� (Engel,1998). Similarly we an aept without believing: �I may aept for prudentialreasons the proposition that it will rain tomorrow, and at on it, without reallybelieving it�. (Meijers, 2002). In the sequel only belief and aeptane will bemore deeply studied beause these two notions are entral in dialogues, as wewill show in Setion 5.5.2.2.3 Colletive IntentionalityThe representational approah is generally the most intuitive and ommonlyaepted belief aount. Thus as a olletive or a group does not have a mind,it appears that it is at least metaphorial or fallaious to asribe a belief to agroup. And by extension to other mental attitudes, olletive Intentionality isoften viewed as a way of speaking.But against this immediate and intuitive idea of individualism, Searle amongother authors defends the idea of a genuine olletive Intentionality: �the a-paity for olletive intentionality is biologially innate, and [that℄ the forms ofolletive intentionality annot be eliminated or redued to to something else�(Searle, 1995, p. 37).Against this idea of a olletive intentionality, Meijers for example answeredthat a group does not have a so-alled mind or onsiousness (Meijers, 2002).Colletive intentionality appears thus questionable. But Searle does not go asfar as to defend the idea of a olletive mind: �we an defend the notion ofolletive intentionality without being �ommitted to the idea that there existssome Hegelian world spirit, a olletive onsiousness, or something equallyimplausible� (Searle, 1995, p. 25)� (Zaibert, 2003).We an �nd arguments for olletive intentionality in (Tollefsen, 2002). Sheshows that group also an be viewed as Intentional agents in the same senseas individual agents. She uses the theory of interpretationist to defend herpoint of view: that is �the view that if an agent is interpretable then they



20 CHAPTER 2. GROUP BELIEF: A STATE OF THE ARTare an intentional agent� (Tollefsen, 2002, p. 88). Interpretationism presentedabove is not redued to individual human being but an be applied to anybeing, and in partiular to groups. For example onsider the following atualexample. Mirosoft has attempted a takeover against Yahoo!. We an explainthis takeover by asribing to Mirosoft the desire to strengthen its position onthe Internet market and the belief that it an buy the ompany: Mirosoft isthus interpretable from the intentional stane. Thus thanks to interpretationismwe an asribe intentionality in general and belief in partiular to groups.In the sequel we will take for granted the existene of a olletive inten-tionality and study more preisely how to asribe to a group the partiularintentional state of belief. We an remark that several works have already de-�ned and haraterized some attitudes suh as group intention (Tuomela, 2005;Grosz and Sidner, 1990; Cohen and Levesque, 1988) or group emotions (Gilbert,2002b). But the asription of a belief to olletive seems to be muh more polem-ial, as we will show in the following. Albeit in ommon language a olletivebelief is often asribed to olletives (as in the examples below) the preisenature of this attitude is still under disussions.Example. The team believes that it will win today's game. (Tuomela, 1992)Example. The United States believes that those responsible for these dreadfulats must be punished. (Gilbert, 2002a, p. 35)Example. The British believe that the Euro will eventually be introdued in theUK. (Meijers, 2002, p. 70)As far as Meijers is onerned (Meijers, 2002), the notion of group belief is aspetrum from an aggregate of individual beliefs (�opinion poll oneption�) toa group belief taken as a whole (�agreement-based oneption�). In the sequel,we present, analyse and question both bounds of this spetrum.2.3 Redutionist approahes of group beliefTraditionally, olletive belief has rather been viewed as a label of a partiularon�guration of individual beliefs. They are alled �summative� by Quinton(Quinton, 1976) and Gilbert (Gilbert, 1987), �statistial� or �aggregative� byTuomela (Tuomela, 1992) and desribed as an �opinion poll oneption� byMeijers (Meijers, 2002). The key point of those approahes is that suh a ol-letive belief is strongly linked to individual beliefs. They an be redued toindividual beliefs (hene they are alled �redutionist approahes�) and thus donot exist as a whole. We present in the sequel Gilbert's and Tuomela's redu-tionist approahes. Gilbert (Gilbert, 1987) exposes two di�erent approahes: avery simple one, based only on individual beliefs and a more omplex one usingommon knowledge, and Tuomela (Tuomela, 1992) introdues one based on thenotion of we-belief.First Quinton introdued the term �summative� to desribe the lone kind ofbelief that he onsiders being asribable to a group of agents:



2.3. REDUCTIONIST APPROACHES 21�Groups are said to have beliefs, emotions and attitudes and to takedeisions and make promises. But these ways of speaking are plainlymetaphorial. To asribe mental prediates to a group is always anindiret way of asribing suh prediates to its members. With suhmental states as beliefs and attitudes the asriptions are of what wehave alled a summative kind. To say that the industrial workinglass is determined to resist anti-trade-union laws is to say that allor most industrial workers are so minded.� (Quinton, 1976), from(Hakli, 2006)In the sequel, we will use the word �summative� to qualify a kind of beliefin a broader sense than Quinton's: if a group believes p in a summative sense,this implies that most of its members atually believe it.2.3.1 Gilbert's simple summative aount.As a �rst attempt, Gilbert proposes a simple summative aount lose to theone of Quinton, only based on the notion of personal beliefs and de�ned asfollows:Definition.[Simple Summative Aount (Gilbert, 1987)℄ A group I believes that
p if and only if most of its members believe that p.This aount ould appear to be well-adapted to apture examples suh as:Example.[(Tuomela, 1992)℄ Europeans believe that fae-to-fae disussantsshould keep at least half a meter apart from eah other.Indeed, if it appears as the result of an opinion poll on Europeans thatmost Europeans think (or assert that they think that) fae-to-fae disussantsshould keep at least half a meter apart from eah other, it is ommonly saidthat Europeans think so. We question, following Gilbert, this aount on thefollowing example:Example.[(Durkheim and Mauss, 1963, p. 44)℄ The Zuni tribe believes that thenorth is the region of fore and destrution.A �rst ritiism that an be raised against this aount is that it does nottake into aount the group formed by agents. For example, onsider a setof agents whose do not know eah other, without any link (soial, ultural,geographial...) between them. If eah agent believes that p, a group belief (inthe previous sense) that p holds would be attributed to this set. This propertyappears to be really too strong.Moreover in the partiular ase of the Zuni tribe, its members atually be-lieve that north is the region of fore and destrution (in the sequel we willsimply write p to represent this sentene), but keep seret this belief, thinkingthat no other member thinks so, and thus that everyone will mok him if heexpressed/revealed it. In this ase, it appears that the opinion poll approahis to weak to apture the group belief notion. A group an have suh a belief



22 CHAPTER 2. GROUP BELIEF: A STATE OF THE ARTwithout any group member being aware of it beause agents have no aess toother members' private beliefs. Nobody an thus express and defend this beliefon behalf of the whole group. For example, no Zuni an disuss with a memberof a neighbour tribe and asserts as a kind of representational member of histribe that Zunis believe that north is the region of fore and destrution.We an extend the above ritiism to take into aount links between agentsof a group: if every agent of the group believes that p and that every othermember believes it too, but thinks that they are alone to have this information,this remains to weak to have a kind of group belief. For example if every �ereZuni warrior thinks that p, and believes that other members think so themselves,without being aware that others are aware that himself believes this sentene,no tribe members will dare to assert that there is a group belief about p. Doingso he thinks that he would reveal his own thoughts.By iterating these remarks, we ome to the onlusion that we need a moreomplex aount with at least the ommon belief notion to orretly take intoaount suh examples. We an note that a subjetive ommon belief, i.e. anagent believes that a ommon belief on p holds, would neither be strong enoughfor the same reasons as above beause it implies, as beliefs an be wrong, thatthis ommon belief ould not hold.2.3.2 Gilbert's omplex summative model : the ommonknowledge aountA more omplex aount is based on the notion of ommon knowledge to har-aterize olletive belief. The notion of ommon knowledge is tehnially ratheromplex: there is ommon knowledge in group I that p if and only if every G'smember knows that p and knows that every member knows that p and so onin�nitely4 (another tehnial haraterization is given in terms of the �x-pointaxiom f. following hapter). This onept helps to apture the soial featureneeded in group belief de�nition. It has been tehnially de�ned in, amongother works, (Lewis, 1969; Lewis, 1972), (Shi�er, 1972) and (Heal, 1978). Ithas also been introdued in eonomis in (Aumann, 1976).Gilbert (Gilbert, 1987) uses Common Knowledge in her omplex summativeaount of the group belief:Definition.[Common Knowledge Aount (Gilbert, 1987)℄ A group I believesolletively p i�:(1) most of the members of I believe that p, and(2) it is ommon knowledge in I that (1).4A losely related notion has been introdued to represent not ommon knowledge butommon belief. It is de�ned similarly by replaing knowledge by belief in the above de�nition.Distintions between these two notions are only related to those between knowledge and beliefi.e. mainly that believing p does not entail that p is true.



2.3. REDUCTIONIST APPROACHES 23This approah seems more realisti to apture the notion of olletive belief.In partiular, a group with suh a belief would be aware of its own belief. It isa partiularly interesting feature of the ommon knowledge to be publi: everymember of the group is aware, as in the following example.Example.[(Tuomela, 1992)℄ The Finns believe that sauna originated in Fin-land.But this approah is not free from ritiisms either. For example, it is toodeeply related to individual beliefs. In partiular it does not allow membersof the group to hold private beliefs distint from the olletive belief, whih ishowever a partiularly interesting feature of the proper group belief (as detailedin the following setion).2.3.3 Tuomela's we-belief aountTuomela (Tuomela, 1992) introdues the �we-belief� aount of group belief.He proposes his own aggregative aount of group belief de�ned as a sharedwe-belief, i.e. a we-belief shared by every group member.More generally, he de�nes a we-attitude as �a psyhologial attitude asribedto a member of a group, say I, that the members denotes by the pronoun �we��(Tuomela, 1995, p. 37). Indeed a we-attitude is the internalisation by an agentof an attitude asribed to the group of whih he is a member. This de�nition anbe applied to any kind of attitude (belief, desire, intention...). It is important tonote that a we-attitude does not imply in his theory that this attitude atuallyholds: an agent an have erroneous beliefs about group mental attitudes.A we-attitude an be haraterized by:Definition.[We-attitude (Tuomela, 1995, p. 38)℄ An agent i has a we-attitudeto ϕ in group I i� i(1) shares ϕ in the mode of that attitude,(2) believes that ϕ is so shared in I and(3) believes also that it is mutually believed5 in I that ϕ is so shared in I.Thus Tuomela (Tuomela, 1992) uses this we-attitude notion to introdue his�simple we-belief approah� of group belief. A group belief expressible by �Webelieve that p� is a shared we-belief, i.e., single members' we-beliefs that areshared in the group (f. Miller's approahes (Miller, 1990) for a more sophisti-ated version). This an be haraterized by6:Definition.[Simple We-belief Aount℄ A group I believes ϕ as �We believe that
ϕ� if and only if every agent i member of I believes5Note that mutual believe is equivalent to ommon belief presented later. Tuomela alsogives an interesting disussion about the usefulness of in�nite onjuntions, in partiular heassumes that in many ases only two iterations are neessary (Tuomela, 1995) hapter 1 and(Tuomela, 1984) hapter 7.6Note that we-attitudes are simpli�ed in the ase of beliefs.



24 CHAPTER 2. GROUP BELIEF: A STATE OF THE ART1) that ϕ and,2) that it is mutually believed in I that ϕ.For Tuomela, this approah is essential to represent olletive beliefs in aseswhere the set of agents is more an aggregate than a soial/strutured group,suh as:Example.[(Tuomela, 1992)℄ The Finns believe that sauna originated in Fin-land.That means that eah Finn believes personally that Finland is the ountry oforigin of sauna and that this fat is ommonly believed by the Finns. When heonsiders Finns in the aggregative sense, he denotes only the set of agents withthe ommon feature to have the Finn nationality. No hierarhial link betweenthe Finns is taken into aount. But Finns ould also be used as a struturedgroup when we onsider it with its institutions, its hierarhy between agents7.2.3.4 About insu�ienies of redutionist approahesAlthough the above approahes seem su�ient to represent some ases of om-mon belief, suh as the example of Finns among others, they annot aount forall ases of olletive beliefs. Consider the three following examples:Example.[(Meijers, 2002)℄ The abinet believes that genetially modi�ed foodis safe and that it should not be forbidden.Example.[(Tuomela, 1992)℄ The Government believes that war against Iraqwill begin soon.Example. The Frenh government believes it an raise the growth rate to 2,25%in 2007 and 2,5% in 2008.The above presented aounts are indeed insu�ient to apture these ex-amples. Gilbert (Gilbert, 1987) and Meijers (Meijers, 2002) highlight somearguments against the summative aount and sketh thus a more general andomplete group belief aount.A �rst ritiism against summative aounts (and the omplex summativeaount in partiular) an be built on the following example by (Gilbert, 1987):Example. It is probably ommon knowledge in the population of adults whohave red hair and are over six feet tall that most of them believe that �re burns.It seems too strong to asribe a group belief to this human beings' set that�re burns. The above aount does not require a soial group formed by agents.Colletive belief in this sense is a too asual phenomenon that takes into aount7In this ase we would use rather the world Finland instead of Finns, as in the sentene:�Finland delares war against United States�.



2.3. REDUCTIONIST APPROACHES 25neither the existene of the soial group nor its in�uene on agents. In this aseit is not relevant to speify the group of agents beause he does not take partin the formation of this belief. Moreover this group does not seem to have anylink with the fat that �re burns.(Meijers, 2002) gives three additional arguments for another kind of groupbelief aount. First, the olletive belief has a binding e�et on the groupmembers. In Example 2.3.4 every agent qua group member of the governmenthas to express and at aordingly to the fat that government believes thatwar in Iraq is imminent. He should also defend and argue for this belief if it ishallenged by another agent, as if it was his personal and private belief8. Everyagent takes it also for granted that every other government member will at so.He thus annot hange his mind extempore and individually, i.e. without anydisussion with other government members: he is bound to this group belief andhanging his mind at the soial level should be the result of a group onsensus.Above summative aounts do not take into aount this binding feature:indeed nothing in ommon belief as de�ned above does have any binding orpersistent feature. Moreover as soon as an agent privately hanges his mind9,for any reason or evidene and independently of other group members, theommon belief and thus the olletive belief should be dropped.Seondly Meijers argues that this ommitment to olletive belief is ondi-tioned by its aeptane by other members and their ommitment to it. Considerthe following example that is losed to the Prisoners Dilemma.Example. Consider two riminals that were arrested. They laim both that theyare innoent. We an thus asribe them a olletive belief that they are innoent.They are examined separately: they still laim that they are innoent and thattheir partner is also innoent. But if a polieman informs one of them that theother has denouned him then (if he believes the polieman), he would onsiderthat their binding ommitment is broken and ould denoune his aomplie.Thus every group member is ommitted to defend the group belief in front ofanyone, but as soon as one member violates this ommitment, other members donot have to defend the olletive belief and the group belief annot hold anymore.This feature, as the above one, annot be understood in a redutionist aountof group belief.The last and perhaps the more important argument of (Meijers, 2002), alsoited by (Gilbert, 1987), against the redutionist approahes is the fat that ol-letive belief should be independent from individual beliefs. In fat, the Frenhgovernment an believe that it an raise the growth rate and every ministeran defend this perspetive, while some of them are privately onvined thatit is infeasible. We an also imagine extreme ases (in this ase Tuomela allsthe olletive belief spurious olletive belief) where no government member8But this should not indue anything for the private beliefs, only on his behavior.9In Gilbert's omplex aount, only most of the agents and not all are needed to have agroup belief. But the above remains: the idea is that if some agents privately hange theirmind, the group belief would be modi�ed independently of any disussion and onsensus.



26 CHAPTER 2. GROUP BELIEF: A STATE OF THE ARTthinks privately that the growth an be raised at suh a rate. Tuomela givesthe following relevant example:Example.[(Tuomela, 1992)℄ The Communist Party of Ruritania believes thatapitalist ountries will soon perish (but none of its members really believes so).This example highlights that the group an believe a statement without anymember believing it privately: thus group belief does not imply individual belief.But in most ases, olletive and individual beliefs �t together. Example 2.3.1shows that although every member of the Zuni tribe believes that the north isthe region of fore and destrution, we annot asribe a group belief to the tribebeause they keep seret their feeling/belief. We thus an say that individualand olletive beliefs are independent.Durkheim in (Durkheim, 1982) has already expressed that any proper groupbelief must be �external to individual onsiousness�. In fat a group belief anbe the result of a negotiation, deliberation, persuasion proess and thus of aonsensus between two or more parts with very di�erent viewpoints. It aneven be the result of more or less ethial proesses as propaganda or threatas in example 2.3.4. Thus Durkheim's feature allows to handle ases whereolletive belief is the result of a disussion and where a ompromise betweeneah disputant has been reahed, as in the following example:Example.[(Meijers, 2003b)℄ A seletion ommittee an believe that a partiularandidate is the best andidate for the job, without any of its members believingthis individually. Eah of them ould have a di�erent andidate as their �rsthoie. However, in their role as members of the ommittee they believe theseleted andidate to be the best for the job.With these ritiisms as starting point, a new trend appeared, led by Gilbert(Gilbert, 1987), who onsiders the group belief as a whole, i.e. no more reduedto other attitudes.2.4 Non redutionist approhes: toward a propergroup belief aount2.4.1 The Plural Subjet Aount (Gilbert, 1989).Let us begin by onsidering the following example from Gilbert:Example.[The poetry group (Gilbert, 1987)℄ A group of people meet regularlyat one member's house to disuss poetry. The format followed when they meet,whih evolved informally over time, is as follows. A poem by a ontemporary poetis read out. Eah partiipant feels free to make suggestions about how to interpretand evaluate the poem. Others respond, as they see �t, to the suggestions thatare made. An opposing view might be put forward, or data addued to supportor refute a suggestion whih has been made.



2.4. NON REDUCTIONIST ACCOUNTS 27From this disussion a onsensual view of the poem will emerge. It willrepresent the view of the group or the olletive opinion about this poem, i.e.it is the belief of the group on this poem. Although this attitude appears to bea belief, it does not have the same properties as group beliefs in the summativesense.In opposition to �summative� approah, Gilbert proposes in her book(Gilbert, 1989) the following haraterization of what we an name proper groupbelief:Definition.[The plural subjet aount (Gilbert, 1989)℄1. A group I believes that p if and only if the members of I jointly aeptthat p.2. The members of I jointly aept that p if and only if it is ommon knowl-edge in I that the members of I individually have intentionally and openlyexpressed their willingness jointly to aept that p with the other membersof I.As uttered above, the agents' individual beliefs are not taken into aount inthis formalization. Moreover this de�nition is by no way related to any individ-ual attitudes. Indeed they always are private, i.e. unaessible to other agents.The only way to aess indiretly (and thus with risks of mistakes) to individualattitudes is by agents' behavior and ations, and their interpretation by otheragents. For example it is ommon that agreement is reahed in opposition tosome members' private attitudes.We an also note that this kind of group beliefs implies a ommon beliefbetween every agent of this group belief: indeed as the joint aeptane needs aommon knowledge of every agents about their willingness to aept the propo-sition, we an dedue that every member is aware of the group belief and eventhat there is ommon knowledge of it whih also implies ommon belief of thegroup belief. Whereas in the above aount 2.3.2 the summative group beliefneeded the mutual knowledge on individual beliefs that the proposition p holds,in this aount the ommon knowledge is only about the group belief itself.This ommon knowledge represents the publi feature of the group belief in thefollowing sense: if p is olletively believed then every group member is awareof it and that others are so, too.It is important to note that Gilbert uses the word aeptane in the ommonuse sense. She does not have in mind the philosophial sense, in whih aep-tane is opposed to belief (see the next setion for more details). Tuomela in(Tuomela, 1992) remarks that this de�nition is irular: the word joint aep-tane is used in its own de�nition. In the light of this remark and the aboveone, Gilbert proposed a slightly di�erent haraterization of group belief:Definition.[(Gilbert, 2002a)℄ The members of a population P olletively be-lieve that p if and only if they are jointly ommitted to believe that p as a body.



28 CHAPTER 2. GROUP BELIEF: A STATE OF THE ARTFirst of all we need to explain the term jointly ommitted (see also (Gilbert,1996) for more details). A preise disussion about di�erent kinds of om-mitment will be presented in the sequel (Setion 5.4.2). Joint ommitmentrepresents a kind of persistene toward a deision taken by group, similarly topersonal ommitment to stik to an intention until it is ful�lled (Cohen andLevesque, 1990a). As far as Gilbert is onerned, a joint ommitment is formedby the expression by every group member of his readiness to be ommitted withthe group. This expression is performed under hypotheses of sound and om-plete ommuniation, i.e. that there is ommon knowledge in the group of whathas been expressed.2.4.2 A re�nement: Tuomela's version of proper olletivebelief (Tuomela)Tuomela in (Tuomela, 1992) disusses Gilbert's group belief de�nition and showsin partiular that in the ases of strutured groups (for example with represen-tatives) Gilbert's approah (Gilbert, 1987) needs to be adapted. Tuomela takesthe following example:Example.[(Gilbert, 1989)℄ The United States believe that the [Soviet℄ invasionof Afghanistan was an unonsionable at.Not all Amerians aepted this utterane, we only need that a small sub-group alled the government, that we ould name also the leaders or represen-tatives, aepted it. Tuomela's purpose is not to give an example of a subgroupwhih imposes its beliefs to the whole group. Every member of the governmentould believe the opposite of the group belief but deide to aept it as thegroup belief. On the ontrary, the other members of the group ould be inaordane with it, and only have to taitly aept it (beause they give theirdeision willingness to their representatives).Tuomela gives the following analysis of proper group belief, being inspiredby his group intention formalization based on the distintion between �opera-tive� and �non-operative� members (the ones who form the intention and theothers who aept it taitly) and de�nition of the �right soial and normativeirumstanes� (a kind of institution omposed by norms, roles, soial rules andtasks. . . ):Definition.[(Tuomela, 1992)℄ The group I believes that p in the soial irum-stanes C if and only if in C there are operative members A1, ..., Am of I inrespetive positions P1, ..., Pm suh that:1. the agents A1, ..., Am, when they are performing their soial tasks in theirpositions P1, ..., Pm and due to exerising the relevant authority systemof I, (intensionally) jointly aept that p, and beause of this exeriseof authority system, they ought to ontinue to aept and positionnallybelieve10 it;10Positional beliefs are beliefs that eah agent inherits from his funtion: for example



2.4. NON REDUCTIONIST ACCOUNTS 292. there is a mutual belief among the operative members A1, ..., Am to thee�et that (1);3. beause of (1), the (full-�edged and adequately informed) nonoperativemembers of I tend taitly to aept, or a least ought to aept, p, as mem-bers of I;4. there is a mutual belief in I to the e�et that (3).This haraterization seems muh more realisti and omplex than Gilbert's.We an view it as a generalization of the previous approah. It keeps the mainaspets introdued by Gilbert: this group belief is not related to individualbeliefs, it is publi (in the sense presented above) and requires joint aeptaneof all members. Moreover, if we onsider that every agent is an operative agentand that the set of propositions expressing soial and normative irumstanesis empty, Tuomela's approah is brought down to Gilbert's one.Tuomela's view of group belief presented in (Tuomela, 1992) appears as anextension of Gilbert's aount. But in ontrarily his more reent work (Tuomela,2000) is more ritial in partiular with the question of the nature of Gilbert'sgroup belief in the ontext of the distintion between group belief and groupaeptane. This dispute is presented in the following setion.2.4.3 Against Gilbert's plural subjet aount: the Reje-tionnist trendSome voies raised against Gilbert's plural subjet aount of group belief,rejeting the fat that this aount desribes a kind of belief. We an iteamong those who are named Rejetionnists (Gilbert, 2002a) by Gilbert, K. BradWray (Wray, 2001; Wray, 2003), Anthonie Meijers (Meijers, 1999; Meijers, 2002;Meijers, 2003b), Raimo Tuomela (Tuomela, 2000).First of all it is important to highlight that Rejetionnists mostly do notrejet the olletive intentionality or the idea to asribe mental attitudes toa group, neither are they opposed to the plural subjet aount proposed byGilbert (Gilbert, 2002a). Thus this position annot be desribed as individu-alism, in the sense that mental attitudes an only be asribed to individuals,and olletive Intentionality an always be redued to individual Intentionality.The nature of the phenomenon the plural subjet aount desribes is ratherthe dispute point. Everyone agrees plae it into the lass of olletive doxastistates, but whereas Gilbert argues that it orresponds to a form of belief, K.Brad Wray responds that �... the phenomenon that onerns Gilbert is a speiesof aeptane [rather than belief℄� (Wray, 2001). Thus Rejetionnists agree withnon-redutionnist approahes of group belief or more generally of olletive In-tentionality, but they onsider that Gilbert's group belief is not a kind of beliefbut rather a kind of group aeptane.�the Flat Earth Soiety seretary has the positional rule-based belief that the earth is �at�(Tuomela, 1992).



30 CHAPTER 2. GROUP BELIEF: A STATE OF THE ARTThis distintion, although it is interesting in itself for epistemi reasons,allows moreover to desribe even more preisely both belief and aeptanenotions. Opposite arguments indue the need of a deep and �ne analysis of thephenomenon and bring about a better understanding. This helps also to tendtoward a preise (and thus formalizable) haraterization of group belief.The distintion between aeptane and belief at the individual layer hasalready been studied sine deades ((Cohen, 1989) among plenty of others),but the key features of eah notion are not the objet of a onsensus betweenauthors yet. This distintion following the key features of eah notions presentedin Setion 2.4.3.1 will be mostly used as basis to the dispute between Gilbert'sBelievers (Tollefsen, 2003) and the Rejetionnists and as guideline of the urrentsetion.2.4.3.1 Belief versus Aeptane at the individual layerWhereas belief has been studied for deades (Hintikka, 1962) as representativeof doxasti mental states, aeptane has only been examined more reentlyto study, among others, more preisely the nature of argument premises (Stal-naker, 1984) or to reformulates Moore's paradox (Cohen, 1989). We presenthere quikly the distintion between both notions11.Semantially, a belief that p is a feeling that p is true (Cohen, 1989) 12,whereas aeptane is �a deision to treat p as true in one's utteranes andations� (Hakli, 2006), �the mental state of having a ertain poliy� (Meijers,2002) and serve as �bakground assumptions in deliberation� (Bratman, 1992).For example, onsider two sientists Fox and Dana that are workmates.Fox believes that Aliens exist13, beause he feels onvined by the evidene oftheir existene. In ontrary Dana does not believe in their existene. But shean all the same aept it as a working hypothesis. This aeptane will leadher experiments in a partiular way, until either she is in a state where thishypothesis or its onsequenes are in ontradition with grounded theory (inthis ase the aeptane will be dropped) or this hypothesis an be proved andthus grounded.As belief and aeptane seem to be very lose, the question of theirs links11Readers an also see (Lehrer, 1990), (Velleman, 2000) and (Frankish, 2004) for importantdisussion about aeptane.12 �First then, and very brie�y, belief that p is a disposition, when one is attendingto issues raised, or items referred to, by the proposition that p, normally to feelit true that p and false that not-p, whether or not one is willing to at, speak,or reason aordingly. But to aept the proposition or rule of inferene that
p is to treat it as given that p. More preisely, to aept that p is to have oradopt a poliy of deeming, positing, or postulating that p � i.e. of inluding thatproposition or rule among one's premises for deiding what to do or think in apartiular ontext, whether or not one feels it to be true that p.� (Cohen, 1992,p. 4)13Note we really refer to a belief here. It is not a ase of faith suh as when we say: I believein God.



2.4. NON REDUCTIONIST ACCOUNTS 31appears immediately. Most authors (Tuomela, 2000; Bratman, 1992; Cohen,1992) onsider that both notions are independent, i.e. without entailment links.We an aept a proposition without believing it: f. the above example withDana or similar examples with sientists in (Van Frassen, 1980). We an alsobelieve a proposition without aepting it: we an believe genuinely that ourlimbing partner has well �xed the rope at his harness, but we will aept it astrue only after having heked, by a preautionary priniple (similar examplesare in (Bratman, 1999)).In partiular, Clarke (Clarke, 1994) argues the �Entailment thesis�, i.e. thataeptane implies belief (at least to some minimal degree as Tollefsen shows(Tollefsen, 2003)). For example, if Dana were absolutely onvined that aliens donot exist, we annot understand why and how she ould aept even as workinghypothesis their existene. At least at the instant of her aeptane she shouldadmit that there is at least a hane that they exist, i.e. she believes it at a verysmall degree. In ontrary, Stalnaker (Stalnaker, 1984) has a broader view ofaeptane. For him, �to aept a proposition is to treat it as a true propositionin one way or another�14 and thus in his view belief entails aeptane.Some authors, without any onsensus either, have highlighted features thatdistinguish belief and aeptane. Five main ones emerge (Hakli, 2006; Meijers,2003b):
• Beliefs are not subjet to the agent's will, whereas aeptanes are volun-tary.
• Beliefs aim at truth, aeptane at utility (they depend on goals).
• Beliefs are shaped by evidene, whereas aeptanes need not be.
• Beliefs ome in degrees and aeptanes are binary.
• Beliefs are ontext-independent whereas aeptane depends on ontext.But in fat, this distintion is not as lear as it is stated. For instane (Hakli,2006) rather onsiders that the atual distintion between both doxasti notionsis based on voluntarism. (Tuomela, 2000) exhibits some ases of aeptanethat aim at truth15: for instane onsider the Dana example or the one where�a person [. . . ℄ learns that she is a bunh of leptons and hadrons, and rationallyaepts it as true without really starting to believe it� (Hakli, 2006). This14 �Aeptane, as we shall use this term, is a broader onept than belief : itis a generi propositional attitude onept with suh notions as presupposing,presuming, postulating, positing, assuming and supposing falling under it. [...℄To aept a proposition is to treat it as a true proposition in one way or another- to ignore, for the moment at least, the possibility that it is false. [...℄ To aepta proposition is to at, in ertain respets, as if one believed it.� (Stalnaker,1984)15Following (Engel, 1998) he even makes a distintion between aeptane as true andpragmati aeptane.



32 CHAPTER 2. GROUP BELIEF: A STATE OF THE ARTperson has not aepted this physial truth thinking it an bring him some utileounterpart. As a famous professor has taught him, he will aept it trustingin his reputation but he annot belief it yet. (Hakli, 2006) shows that beliefand aeptane an, but do not need to, be shaped by evidenes. For exampleonsider a person who is afraid of little dogs. He may believe, without anyevidene, that they will bite him if he tries to aress them. That is a kindof instintive fear. But if he sees that some people have aressed Putty, thehihuahua of her neighbour, he may aept (in a �rst time) thanks to theseevidenes that Putty is gentle and try to aress him. Moreover following thetraditional modal logi paradigm, we will onsider in the sequel that belief andaeptane are only qualitative16.In the sequel of this setion, we will detail on�iting points opposing Re-jetionnists and Believers, i.e. authors defending the plural subjet aount asbeing a belief aount.2.4.3.2 The question of the methodIn general, the method used by Rejetionnists is to start their argumentationfrom the distintion presented above between belief and aeptane (and alsoother doxasti attitudes) at the individual level, to apply it at the olletivelayer and to �nd some asymmetries between individual and olletive beliefs intheir relation with harateristis distinguishing belief and aeptane. Theythus onlude that olletive belief in the plural subjet aount sense is not akind of belief.But for Gilbert (Gilbert, 2002a), a fallay appears in this demonstration.She argues that it is unfair to redue belief only to individual belief. As o-urrenes of belief an be asribed to individuals as well as to groups (as theabove examples show), features of belief, as general onept, have to integrateattributes of both. For example if the absene of willingness is a key feature ofindividual belief (allowing to distinguish it from other doxasti attitudes) andthat olletive belief is produed by the joint willingness of group members,then will should not be onsidered as a key attribute of belief in general. It isonly a ontingent tool to disriminate two individual attitudes. Thus it appearsfallaious to distinguish group belief and group aeptane on the basis of willand, more generally, of other features that annot be proved to be onstitutiveof belief.But, as K. Brad Wray shows in (Wray, 2003), there is a major weakness inGilbert's above argument: indeed Gilbert's argument appears di�ult to defend.It seems to be intuitive to admit that belief has harateristis of both kinds ofbelief. But Gilbert's fallay is to take as granted that the result of the pluralsubjet aount is a kind of olletive belief. Whereas the questioned point isthe nature of her group belief, she asserts that it is a kind of group belief andthus that belief harateristis should be updated in onsequene. Using thisupdated belief, it is unfair to infer that olletive belief is a kind of belief.16Note that some works have examined quantitative belief (Laverny and Lang, 2005).



2.4. NON REDUCTIONIST ACCOUNTS 33(Meijers, 2003b) gives another kind of ritiisms against Gilbert's argument.Gilbert onsiders important to oppose her top-down methodology (i.e. featuresharaterizing belief are extrated from a general notion of belief) to the Re-jetionnists' bottom-up methodology (their starting point is rather individualbeliefs as basis for belief features). Meijers argues that with a deep enough inves-tigation, we should ahieve the same onlusion whatever methodology we used.Moreover he argues that Gilbert's ritiism is misguided by the fear of individu-alism: if individual belief is the starting point of the disussion, she is afraid tohave to fae individualism a priori, i.e. that a group belief onsidered as a wholeis a mistake (or is at best metaphorial). In ontrary, Rejetionnists would berather her allies w.r.t. the existene and relevane of olletive intentionality.The question of the asription of a doxasti mental state labeled as �belief� to agroup is really the dispute point. Indeed within Rejetionnists themselves thereis no onsensus about the possibility to asribe a non-redutionist group beliefto some group. On the one hand Meijers (Meijers, 2002) argues that a redu-tionist group belief an be asribed to an aggregated group (i.e. group withoutstruture) while a non-redutionist ognitive state (result of the plural subjetaount for example) an be asribed to a strutured group. But these ognitivestates are kinds of aeptane; thus no group belief as a whole an be asribedto a group. On the other hand other Redutionists do not seem to rejet theidea of a olletive belief at least for some groups; but in their view Gilbert'splural subjet aount does not desribe suh a belief (only an aeptane).It appears thus in the light of this disussion that the Rejetionnists' methodis well related and well adapted to disuss the nature of Gilbert's theory method.We detail in the sequel their various arguments opposed to Gilbert's aount.2.4.3.3 Belief and ContextContrarily to belief, aeptane is often viewed as ontext-bound. Whereas ourbeliefs are independent of the ontext and of the role played in this ontext,aeptane is deeply related to suh soial or pragmati features. For exampleas a seller of a spei� brand of soda, we need to aept that our soda is reallythe best one and at in aordane in order to sell more soda even if we preferanother brand of soda and thus believe that the latter one is better. Beliefs arenot a�eted by the ontext in suh a way.(Meijers, 1999) onsiders that ontrarily to individual belief, olletive beliefin Gilbert's sense is ontext-dependent and argues that: �we as a group believethat p ... always given a partiular situation, role, or point of view. Genuinebeliefs, on the other hand, are not ontext-bound. A person believes that pregardless of ontext she is in� argues (Meijers, 1999). He argues that individualsare always in�uened by the group they belong to, due to the fat that theyhave a partiular role to play in this group. Thus they do not at freely butrather aordingly to their role. Furthermore he keeps on his argument byreferring to the example of the abinet of a genetially modi�ed food ompany:�The abinet's belief that genetially modi�ed food is safe and should not beforbidden is typially ontext bound� (Meijers, 2002). For Meijers it appears



34 CHAPTER 2. GROUP BELIEF: A STATE OF THE ARTlear that in this ase, the belief agreed by group members is typially tied to thepartiular ontext of this partiular ompany ommittee. As group members ofa genetially modi�ed food ompany they have to agree to the safety of theseproduts.Consider the following example:Example.[(Gilbert, 1989)℄ Phil, Cass, Ben and Ted are the members of theampus improvement ommittee. In a session of the ommittee they disuss whatnew amenities might be needed on ampus. Eah then expresses his readinessto be ommitted with the other members of the ommittees to believe as a bodythat there needs to be a afe on ampus.(Gilbert, 2002a) answered that olletive belief is not always or neessarilyin ontext. She argues that in the above example of the ampus improvementommittee, it is �unproblemati� to onsider that the ommittee has a olletivebelief and that this belief is not tied to a partiular ontext. Indeed as the olle-tive belief is preisely produed by a joint ommitment to believe (without anyexpliit or impliit ontext), we annot asribe a ontext to the group belief andthis olletive should have the same relation to ontext as individual beliefs. Sheonludes thus that olletive belief, as de�ned, is not always ontext-bounded.Moreover following her view about the method she argues that if olletive beliefis nevertheless sometimes bounded to a partiular ontext, this suggests thatbelief in general is so, too.Following suh arguments, we ould also answer to Meijers's example ofthe ompany ommittee: the board of diretors does not have this olletivebelief in a partiular situation or ontext. Whatever the ontext in whih theabinet will be (or more preisely any of its member will be), he will defendthis belief: for example in front of a governmental ommission, in an eologialmeeting or with farmers, any representative of the abinet will stay lose to theabinet's olletive belief. For the abinet, this statement publily representsthe real world. In our view the onfusion omes from the fat that olletivebelief emerges from the expressed aeptane of eah abinet member in thepartiular ontext of the abinet (i.e. aeptane qua group member). Eahmember aepts that genetially modi�ed food is safe for a partiular reason,for personal pragmatial onsiderations or beause he atually believes that thisstatement is true. After the joint agreement, the abinet as a whole believes thatgenetially modi�ed food is safe whatever the ontext is in whih the abinetwill be, without pragmati onsiderations.(Meijers, 2003b) agrees with Gilbert's example showing that group beliefis not indeed ontext-related in some ases. He also agrees with the fat thatindividual or olletive beliefs an be ontext-bound. But, although he on-edes that olletive belief is not always ontext-bound, he gives two examplesin whih he thinks that olletive belief is deeply linked to a partiular ontextwhereas individual belief is not. Firstly, �in order for a belief to be a olletivebelief there has to be a shared understanding of the ontext of suh a beliefamong the members of the group� (Meijers, 2003b). For example, in the aboveexample of the abinet, the exat sense of the terms �genetially modi�ed food�



2.4. NON REDUCTIONIST ACCOUNTS 35needs to be disussed and grounded among abinet members. Thus the olle-tive belief is tied to a partiular ontext in whih the sense of the ontext hasbeen grounded. Meijers remarks that this need of grounding does not exist forindividual belief. We an �rstly answer to Meijers that this shared understand-ing is soially grounded privately and loally in the group; it is independent ofthe ontext, the institution in whih the group is. Although this onsensus on ashared understanding is not needed in an individual, we have to remark that anindividual understanding of the believed proposition is nevertheless needed. Wean only aept that we are a bunh of leptons and hadrons (f. above Hakli'sexample) but we need at least to understand what it means to really start tobelieve it. Individual and olletive beliefs appear thus similar on this point.�Seondly, olletive beliefs are ontext bound in the sense that they arerole bound� (Meijers, 2003b). This an be illustrated by the abinet example:whatever the abinet members individually believe, in their role of group mem-bers they believe that genetially modi�ed food is safe and an be onsumed.Individuals' beliefs are not so linked to roles. But Meijers is one again �guiltyof ommitting the fallay of omposition� (Wray, 2003): he still onsiders olle-tive belief at the sub-level of its members and not at the layer of the group as awhole. In the abinet example, positional beliefs in Tuomela's sense (Tuomela,1992) or simply members aeptane rather than genuine beliefs are taken intoonsideration.Rejeting Meijers' arguments we stay lose to Gilbert's view on this point:olletive belief is no more ontext-related than individual beliefs; they anboth have a link with ontext in some partiular ases whereas aeptane isontext-bound. We now disuss the links between olletive belief and evidene.2.4.3.4 Belief and EvideneBelief is often viewed as a feeling that works it's way into our mind led byevidene supporting it, whereas aeptane is rather driven by pragmati orprudential reasons. For example, as a lawyer we an trust in the innoeneof our lient but aept his guilt in order to plead guilty in front of judges(beause we think that we risk too muh by pleading his innoene). Thus linkto evidene is viewed as a key feature to distinguish belief from aeptane.Rejetionnists argue on the one hand that �responsiveness to evidene distin-guishes belief from aeptane� (Wray, 2003) and in the other hand that beliefformed by a group is formed only on pragmati/prudential riteria. Thus thisgroup attitude should not be named belief but aeptane.For (Meijers, 1999), �we may give up our ... olletive beliefs for reasons notrelated to the epistemi evidene we have but, for example, beause of prudentialonerns�. The following example illustrates this point:Example.[(Meijers, 1999)℄ An military alliane of states jointly believes abombing ampaign against a foreign ountry will ahieve a ertain result. Butthe members of the alliane of states fear the politial reperussions at home of



36 CHAPTER 2. GROUP BELIEF: A STATE OF THE ARTthis partiular bombing ampaign, �and onsequently the alliane may give upits belief � that the bombing will ahieve the desirable result.Indeed (Meijers, 2002) argues that similarly to aeptane, olletive beliefsare not solely shaped by evidene; pratial reasons have also an important role.In this presentation of the example, the goal of proteting their own ountrybeomes stronger than their olletive belief, thus this pragmati reason seemto have led them to drop their former belief.Gilbert (Gilbert, 2002a) gives two objetions against this example. Firstly,although the individual members beliefs of having an important bene�t in aseof a giving up of the group belief and the fear to maintain this olletive beliefobviously play some role in the abandon of the group belief, but nothing groundslearly that they are the key reasons to give up the olletive belief.Moreover, and this is deeply linked to previous objetion, we an imaginea ommon senario in whih this group belief is dropped for purely epistemireasons (Gilbert, 2002a): onsider this alliane omposed of three states repre-sented by Peter, Antoine and Karl, having the olletive belief that bombingwill ahieve their goal. But eah having his own reason, all want to give up thisbelief. We an imagine that Karl speaks �rst and questions the truth of thisbelief: �Is the objet of our belief really going to ahieve our goal?�. As othermembers want to give up the olletive belief, they will seize the opportunityand utter that it is not going to ahieve the goal. The alliane will reah a jointagreement to drop the pre-existent belief (beause every member have agreedto the truth of the sentene: �Bombing will not ahieve our goal�) and to adoptthe belief that bombing will not ahieve their goal on the basis of epistemireasons17. Thus Gilbert have shown that purely epistemi reasons an also bethe reasons to drop this belief.But of ourse Karl ould also have questioned the interest for the alliane tokeep or give up this belief and reahed the same onlusion as previously but forprudential reasons. But as Gilbert showed, human beings an also assess theirbelief in the light of both epistemi and prudential onsiderations. Consider theexample of Joe and his unfaithful wife:Example. Joe may wonder if it is in his interests to believe that his wife isunfaithful. (Gilbert, 2002a)Pragmati onsiderations will drive here Joe's behavior: Joe may deide notto belief his wife is unfaithful, else the belief would make him miserable.Gilbert argues in (Gilbert, 2002a) that Rejetionnists are wrong beause�responsiveness to evidene� does not allow to distinguish olletive belief fromindividual one and that both individual and olletive beliefs an be droppedfor epistemi and pragmati reasons.(Wray, 2003)'s point is that the distinguishing fator is not the link betweendoxasti states and evidene but rather between doxasti states and goals ofthe agent: agents aept a view in light of their goal whereas they annot17Of ourse Antoine and Peter ould have answered Karl by expressing their preferene togive up the olletive belief, but it would have been irrelevant here.



2.4. NON REDUCTIONIST ACCOUNTS 37believe something for the same reason18. Moreover, ontrary to what Gilbertexpressed, Meijers (Meijers, 2003b) and he reognize that beliefs an sometimesbe produed for non-evidential reasons. As Hume explains in (Hume, 1977)�it is a mirale that so many people persist in believing something that is soontrary to experiene�. People an be sometimes so impervious to evidenesthat we must aept that belief annot be only direted by evidene and thatsomething else in�uenes our beliefs. But it would be too strong to onludethat people an believe what they hoose, as the man of Gilbert (Gilbert, 2002a)that an hoose between believing that his wife is unfaithful and that she is not.Wray argues that this in�uene (of this �something else�) is in fat �as muhout of our ontrol as the impat that evidential onsiderations have on us� andthat Gilbert's example would be better formalized with aeptane: the manan aept or refuse to aept at will the fat that his wife is unfaithful (but itwould be a kind of Hume's mirale that the husband does not believe his wifeunfaithful with some evidene under his eyes).(Meijers, 2003b) questions both Gilbert's answers to Rejetionnists' rit-iisms about links between group belief and evidene. In the one hand sheargues that olletive belief may be given up for epistemi reasons (f. the ex-ample of the alliane) and in the other hand that personal belief may be droppedgiven pratial onsiderations (f. the example of the deeived husband). FirstlyMeijers lari�es his previous argument: he did not assume that olletive beliefannot be dropped for epistemi reasons, but rather that it is not solely shapedby evidene, beause the proedure needed to reate, alter or drop a olletivebelief is �never purely epistemi� (Meijers, 2003b). Seondly, Gilbert's exampleof the deeived husband is highly questionable for Meijers too, and in partiularhe sees in this example a ase of aeptane rather than one of belief. It seemsmore intuitive to represent this example as: Joe hooses to aept that his wifeis unfaithful and to at aording to this aeptane, otherwise he would bemiserable.But (Hakli, 2006) questions all arguments about the link between belief,aeptane and goal for and against plural subjet aount as a aount ofproper group belief, beause he thinks that the question is hedged by someommon preliminary hypotheses: aeptane is neessarily goal-dependent andthis feature is a key distinguishing fator. He argues that, as (Tuomela, 2000)highlights, there are kinds of aeptane that are only dependent on epistemigoals and thus that their distintion from belief on this riteria appears prob-lemati. Moreover he argues following (Molden and Higgins, 2005) that goals,interests or emotions an interat in the belief formation proess: for example,it appears that we have a inlination to be more sensitive to evidene in favorof our beliefs. Thus for him goal-dependeny does not distinguish between be-lief and aeptane, and he argues that the disussion should be shifted towardanother feature.We an illustrate his purpose by following examples. Indeed, some individ-18Moreover as groups are typially onstituted by their goals, every group belief is in partshaped by goals.



38 CHAPTER 2. GROUP BELIEF: A STATE OF THE ARTGilbert Meijers Wray HakliBelief E/P E E/P E/PGroup belief E/P E/P P E/PAeptane P E/P P E/PTable 2.1: Summary of positionsual beliefs an be adopted in the light of prudential onsiderations (see Joe'sexample) whereas some views an be aepted following evidene of their truth.For example if Joe surprises his wife with her lover, he will have to aept hertwo-timing due to evidene (or if he stays unrealisti he an deny evidene andstill trust in his wife's faithfulness). Moreover as Meijers and Wray onsiderthat �the purpose of aepting is to advane some goal�, it appears obvious thatif a view has evidene for its truth, these evidene will have big in�uene on itsaeptane. Furthermore with Joe's and alliane examples, she has showed thatboth individual belief an be dropped for pratial reasons and olletive belieffor epistemi ones. We an thus onlude that the link with evidene does notallow to disriminate belief and aeptane.We an summarize this setion by adding to Hakli's table (Table 1 (Hakli,2006) his own position on the table 2.1. In this table, �E� means that theattitude is a�eted neessarily by epistemi fators, �P� means that the attitudeis a�eted neessarily by pragmati fators and �E/P� means that the attitudeis neessarily (or an only be) a�eted by both kinds of reasons.We will follow Hakli's position and shift this disussion toward another fea-ture, that is indeed losely related to both former studied ones.2.4.3.5 Belief and TruthBelief is often viewed as aiming at truth whereas aeptane aims at utility,beause it depends on goals. For example we an illustrate this point on theabove example of the lawyer: a lawyer trust in the innoene of his lient beauseof evidene means that for him it is true that his lient is innoent but he willplead guilty only for utilitarian reasons. We an see immediately that thisdisussion is deeply linked to both previous features.(Gilbert, 2002a) assumes only that due to previous onsiderations aboutevidene and ontext, olletive belief hold the same relation with truth asindividual belief.For (Meijers, 2002), at least three points indiate that olletive belief on-trarily to individual belief aims does not aim at truth: olletive belief is ontext-bound, olletive belief an be drop for prudential reasons and we may olletivebelief that no member takes to be true. He defends this point with the seletionommittee example. As every member aims at truth and that the olletivebelief resulting from their onsensus is di�erent from their individual beliefs, wean onlude that the aim of this belief is not at truth but rather follows thegoal of the ommittee: the andidate does not need to really be the best but



2.4. NON REDUCTIONIST ACCOUNTS 39only the one who is the objet of the onsensus.Moreover he adds in (Meijers, 2003b) that this issue is deeply related tothe two following ones: the role of epistemi onsiderations in the group beliefand the link between the group belief and group members' individual beliefs.If only epistemi onsiderations shape olletive beliefs, i.e. if the aim of thetruth is the only point of the olletive belief, Meijers do not understand whya ommitment towards other members is needed to build a olletive belief. Ifolletive beliefs relied to the truth of its ontent, why does this belief need tobind agents whih others? Moreover, Meijers argues that if the reation of theolletive belief is led by evidene, there should not be independene betweenolletive and individual belief. He supports thus the argument that a groupannot reate a proper group belief following the plural subjet aount. Agroup an thus only have a olletive belief in the �opinion poll oneption� anda olletive agreement-based aeptane when the set of agents is viewed as astrutured group of agents. As previously we an still reproah to Meijers tofall into the �fallay of omposition� by linking deeply olletive and individualbeliefs.As this part of the disussion is losely related to previous ones, he does notbring us some fators to answer our question. I will disuss in the followingsetion the link between belief and will that promises more debates.2.4.3.6 Belief and WillTraditionally, in most omparisons between belief and aeptane (see (Meijers,1999), (Engel, 1998), (Wray, 2001) and (Williams, 1970) for example), a key dis-tintion between these two doxasti states is their relation to will: it is laimedthat we annot believe something at will whereas aeptane an be viewed asthe result of a kind of intentional ation.Example. I annot believe at will that I shall never die (Meijers, 2002).Example. I aept some proposition for the sake of an argument by a voluntaryand intensional mental ation or an expressed at of onession.For Meijers, olletive beliefs �... require some sort of voluntary assent,agreement, or deision by the members of the group for the belief.� (Meijers,1999, p. 64). Members deide voluntarily to agree to be jointly ommittedwith other members. Thus for (Meijers, 1999) and (Wray, 2001), as Gilbert'solletive belief is neessarily at will, the obvious onlusion is that olletivebelief is not a kind of belief but rather a kind of aeptane.(Gilbert, 2002a) questions the premise of the above argument. She arguesthat there is a onfusion about the agent that wills. Indeed the olletive beliefneeds not to be willed by the group, as a whole. Of ourse olletive belief isprodued voluntarily by the agreement of eah individual agents to be jointlyommitted to believe as a body, but this body has not the will to have thisbelief. Wray onedes this point to Gilbert and adds that �Meijers is guilty ofommitting the fallay of omposition� (Wray, 2003), i.e. when he refers to the



40 CHAPTER 2. GROUP BELIEF: A STATE OF THE ARTbelief of a group, he indeed refers to a omposition of individual members' beliefand not to the one of the group as a whole.But an a olletive belief be produed only by the will of a olletive?Suppose that a group adopted a olletive goal to have the belief that p (byagreement of eah member to be jointly ommitted with eah other to have thisbelief). Indeed the group did not reate the olletive belief automatially andeah member still needs to aept to be jointly ommitted with eah others tothis belief. We an thus argue that a olletive, as an individual agent, annotbelieve at will; the hypothesis of involuntarism19 still holds.Meijers handles this issue only by answering that there is a �di�erent onto-logial orientation� (Meijers, 2003b) between him and Gilbert. Indeed the fatto distinguish the will of the group as a whole and the will of eah members isproblemati for him (Meijers, 2003a).(Hakli, 2006) has a slightly di�erent view upon this question. For him,voluntarity is the feature that distinguishes aeptane among other doxastistates. But his de�nition of voluntarity is a bit di�erent from the ommon one.Definition.[Voluntarity℄ An attitude that p is voluntary (V ) for an agent ifand only if the agent has diret ontrol over the attitude in the sense that theagent an diretly adopt, revise and abandon the attitude either at will or byforming an intention. The omplement property of voluntarity is involuntarity(V ), whih means that it is not possible diretly to adopt, revise and abandonthe attitude at will. (Hakli, 2006)For Hakli, aeptanes are those doxasti states that an be in priniplereated, hanged or dropped at will. Thus he argues that olletive belief is akind of aeptane beause, if the group wants to hange one of its beliefs, hean do it, whatever the sense given to the group is.(Gilbert, 2002a) has opposed the following argument:Example. Fran and her friend Trudy expliitly adopt as their olletive goaltheir olletively believing that their future is bright, without any onern forwhether or not their future atually is bright.(Gilbert, 2002a)She argues that the key point of this example is that, after having adoptedtheir goal, their group belief is not reated automatially and immediately onlythanks to the former goal agreement. Group members need to disuss and tojointly aept this belief. Thus for Gilbert, �a group annot diretly bring itsbelief into being by an at of its own will�. Hakli answers that olletive beliefseems nevertheless to �t with his notion of voluntarity sine after having deidedto have this partiular goal the group does not need anything else as additionalevidene to adopt its olletive belief20. We an note that the temporal aspet of19For Gilbert, this word refers to the fat that �We annot bring a belief of mine into beingby at of will, or not diretly� (Gilbert, 2002a)20Hakli remarks that in some spei� ases that he exludes for the sake of demonstration,group belief annot be grounded due to on�its or inonsisteny with e.g. onstitutive ruleof the group.



2.4. NON REDUCTIONIST ACCOUNTS 41Gilbert's example does not appear here. Hakli an thus onlude that olletivebelief is a kind of aeptane.But to answer to Hakli's argument, we need to make preise the sense of thewords �diret ontrol� in his de�nition of voluntarity. As far as we are onerned,and by referring to the above argumentation, the diret ontrol of an agent overan attitude refers to his apability to reate, hange or drop it at will, i.e. byan intensional ation, without the inferene of other agents and with his ownapaity. Thus we annot stritly say that the group has a diret ontrol overhis beliefs beause he needs a disussion and a onsensus among his membersto reate his belief. A group needs, and we think that is the sense of Gilbert'sexample, that his members jointly ommit to believe in order that the groupbelieves.Moreover (Gilbert, 2002a) and (Tollefsen, 2003) question the fat that vol-untarism is a disriminatory feature between belief and aeptane. An agenthas nevertheless a kind of power over his beliefs. He has the ability to plaehimself in a partiular situation to obtain a spei� belief. For example (Tollef-sen, 2003), in order to write a dissertation student reads some artiles and booksand not other ones and thus by this hoie between artiles he plaes himselffavorably to gain some beliefs. Thus belief is for Gilbert between voluntarismand involuntarism. Moreover if we aept with (Tollefsen, 2003) that belief hasat least a little part of voluntarism, it appears that belief is also goal-direted.For example we an refer again to Tollefsen's argument. The student has gaineda lot of beliefs in order to write his dissertation and with the goal to beomePhD.One again no argument emerges against the plural subjet aount of groupbelief. But the question of the link between belief and will is disputable, inpartiular beause we onsider the will of the group and its apaity to reate abelief. The question of the will of a group and his link with members' will is outof the sope of this dissertation. We stay lose to Gilbert's view on this point.And we onsider group will in a non-redutionist paradigm. In this ontextwe feel that Gilbert's arguments is quite aeptable and no salient distintionappears between individual and olletive belief w.r.t. will.Besides this main argumentation, we an ite some additional arguments infavor of the being of a genuine group belief desribed by Gilbert's plural subjetaount.2.4.3.7 Additional argumentsThe entrality of belief. Tollefsen (Tollefsen, 2003) reuses Davidson's �en-trality of belief� priniple (Davidson, 1984). In its weakest version, it says thatan agent annot have some propositional attitude without belief. A strongerversion states that all intentional states get their ontent from the web of be-liefs. That does not mean an agent needs to believe a proposition p in orderto have the intention that it beomes true. The entrality of belief argues onlythat the agent needs to have some beliefs around this proposition to intend it.Tollefsen's argument is that, due to the priniple of the Centrality of belief



42 CHAPTER 2. GROUP BELIEF: A STATE OF THE ARTand to the Rejetionnists point that a group an have aeptane but annothave belief, Rejetionnists have to abandon either olletive intentionality orRejetionnism (Tollefsen, 2003). A group annot thus have an aeptane inthe non-redutionist sense without having a belief in the same sense. We notethat this argument annot be uses to defend Gilbert's group belief aount butonly to defend the existene of a genuine group belief.The entailment thesis. Tollefsen (Tollefsen, 2003) uses against Rejetion-nists Clarke's �Entailment Thesis� (Clarke, 1994). Clarke argues that an agentannot aept a proposition without believing it and thus that aeptane is justa kind of belief. Tollefsen applies this argument to the olletive layer to rejetthe argument that a olletive annot have a kind of belief but only aeptane.She defends this thesis by arguing that to aept some proposition as true,an agent has to believe it at least at a ertain degree. We do not give moredetails about this argument, beause it uses a notion of belief that gets a bit tofar from the one introdued in the beginning of this hapter.Colletive belief and olletive aeptane. Along this setion, we havepresented the defense of Gilbert's plural subjet aount of olletive beliefagainst Rejetionnists who see it rather as a kind of aeptane. This defensean be more powerful by representing olletive aeptane in parallel witholletive belief.For instane let us onsider Gilbert's example:Example.[(Gilbert, 2002a)℄ The ampus improvement ommittee is disussingwhether the ampus needs a afe. Cass says, �Look, let's suppose, for the sakeof argument, that Café Sunshine � the only afe in town � is going to lose inthe next year.� Phil says, �Okay�, and the others nod in agreement.It seems that similarly to the olletive belief reated by the the plural sub-jet aount, members of the group have reated a olletive aeptane. Thisolletive attitude seems indeed to have really di�erent features from olletivebelief. Its study and its link with individual aeptane (is this olletive aep-tane a kind of aeptane, or is it something else ?) is out of the sope of thisthesis. This olletive aeptane distint from olletive belief is an additionalargument in favor of the plural subjet aount of Gilbert.In this setion we have deeply disussed the nature of the result of Gilbert'splural subjet aount. Contrarily to the Rejetionnists point of view, we on-sider that this disussion has shown that it is a kind of group belief. Preparingthe future logial formalization of group belief we highlight in the next setionkey features that haraterize group belief.



2.5. TOWARD A FORMAL CHARACTERIZATION 432.5 Toward a formal haraterization of groupbeliefIn the following hapter, we will propose a formalization of group belief as amodal logi operator. Before this, we need to highlight the main aspets that anbe extrated from the haraterization in the present hapter, whih will guidethe subsequent formalization. Moreover as it has been shown in the previoussetion, proper group belief is very lose to individual belief. Formal propertieshave thus also to be lose. The three following ones an be viewed as properfeatures of olletive beliefs. They also distinguish genuine group belief fromaggregate group belief (that will be represented in the sequel as a ommon beliefin the sense de�ned above). Of ourse this haraterization is based on Gilbert'splural subjet aount.2.5.1 Proper group belief is in no ase related to individ-ual beliefsThis property is likely the major ritiism against the summative approahes.Moreover, inspired by Durkheim (Durkheim, 1982), it is the most importantontribution of Gilbert's aount.It means that there will be no entailment link between our group beliefoperator and the individual belief operator. Thus our group belief operatorwill be able to take into aount �spurious beliefs� (Tuomela, 1992) i.e. ases ofgroup beliefs, as that in the Communist Party of Ruritania example. Contrarilyommon belief is deeply linked to individual beliefs: ommon belief implies andis de�ned from individual beliefs.2.5.2 There is a kind of ommitment on proper group be-liefAs soon as the group belief has been established, even if some group membersdisagree with this belief, they must at in ompliane with it, i.e. they areommitted in some way to this belief. When they violate it, they are liablefor santions, ranking from blames of the group (Gilbert, 1987) to exlusionfrom the group (Tuomela, 1992). In the sequel we will be stronger by logiallyforbidding violation or inonsisteny.2.5.3 The group members share a mutual belief aboutproper group beliefsOne of the major ritiisms against the �simple summative approah� of groupbelief is that every group member an believe individually that ϕ without anyolletive belief on ϕ beause agents are not aware of what other agents believe.A kind of mutual belief is thus neessary, but not about the ontent of the groupbelief (as in the �omplex summative approah�), but rather on the group belief



44 CHAPTER 2. GROUP BELIEF: A STATE OF THE ARTitself. Tuomela (Tuomela, 1992) defends this thesis arguing that group belief isgrounded due to a joint and intentional group ation.This feature haraterizes the fat that the group belief is publi. This meansthat every group member is aware of the truth or falsity of all groups beliefs.As we will show in the following hapter, ommon belief does not share thisproperty: whereas there is ommon belief that a ommon belief holds, there isnot ommon belief that a ommon belief does not hold, due to the fat thatbeliefs an be wrong.2.6 ConlusionThis hapter has been the plae to introdue and explain theoretial oneptsneessary for the rest of this dissertation. In partiular we have introduedintentional states for individual agents and defended their asription to a groupof agents. Afterwards we have shifted the question to the more preise questionof the nature of belief. Existing aounts of group belief have been presentedand disussed. In partiular we have followed Gilbert's plural subjet aountof group belief beause it well represents group belief: not as an aggregation ofindividual beliefs but as a whole. This aount has been defended against theRejetionnists trend. They onsider indeed that this olletive belief is rather akind of aeptane. It has been shown that group belief is loser to individualbelief than aeptane. To prepare the next hapter, we have highlighted keyfeatures that we will need to formalize in our group belief logial formalization.In partiular it should not be related to individual beliefs and should be publifor group members.In the sequel (Chapter 3) our logial framework will inlude individual andolletive belief operators but also a ommon belief operator. At this point westay lose with authors like Tuomela, who argues that �group beliefs require aombination of the positional and the aggregative approah� (Tuomela, 1992),or Meijers. For the latter olletive belief is rather a ontinuum between opinionpoll oneption: �we, the individuals in the group, as individuals, believe that
p� and the agreement-based oneption: �we, the group as a whole, believe that
p� (Meijers, 2003b). But ontrarily to them, we onsider that group belief anbe de�ned only with a proper group belief operator. Indeed as the individualbelief will be onsidered in the sequel as a onsious attitude, we onsider thatgroup belief needs also to be onsious, or to be more preise the group needs tobe aware of his beliefs. And only the agreement based aount has this feature.We will extend this logial framework in Chapter 4 to group aeptane in ainstitutional ontext. Group an thus have various aeptane depending onthe ontext.



Chapter 3The logi of group beliefIn this hapter we present a logial formalization of group belief that has theproperties presented in the previous hapter. We integrate the group belieflogi in a BDI (Belief Desire Intention) framework to link it with other mentalattitudes suh as hoie and intention or with ations. Our logi is based on thelogi of belief, hoie and ation developed in (Herzig and Longin, 2004) whihbuilds on the works of Cohen & Levesque (Cohen and Levesque, 1990a) andSadek (Sadek, 1992). We augment this logi by a modal operator expressing thegroup belief. We provide a Kripke semantis (Kripke, 1963) and the assoiatedaxiomatis.In the ase of a group redued to a singleton {i}, we will identify the groupbelief operator with the lassial individual belief operator à la Hintikka (Hin-tikka, 1962). Thus a partiular individual belief operator is super�uous. Weintrodue also a mutual belief operator to exhibit some logial features linkinggroup belief (in the non-redutionist sense) and an aggregative group belief.3.1 SyntaxLet AGT = {i, j, . . .} be a �nite set of agents. A group of agents (or a groupfor short) is a nonempty subset of AGT . We use I, J,K, . . . to denote groups.When I ′ ⊆ I we say that I ′ is a subgroup of I. Let ATM = {p, q, . . .} be theset of atomi formulas. Complex formulas are denoted by ϕ, ψ . . . Let ACT =
{α, β, . . .} be the set of ations. We suppose that some ations in ACT areof the form i:α, where i is the author of (i.e., performs) the ation α.1 Wealso onsider that ations are performed in front of a group of observers, i.e.agents that are aware of the performane of the ation (e.g. hearers in the aseof speeh at). We omit them in the notation for the sake of larity.1In partiular for a speeh at α, this notation allows to speify the author of α withoutmentioning the addressee, the illoutionary fore. . .45



46 CHAPTER 3. THE LOGIC OF GROUP BELIEFThe language of our logi is de�ned by the following BNF grammar2:
ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | GI ϕ | Choice i ϕ | MBel I ϕ

| Afterα ϕ | Beforeα ϕ | �ϕ | Hϕwhere p ranges over ATM , α over ACT , i over AGT , and I over 2AGT \ {∅}.Operators are de�ned in detail in the next setion; we give only here a readingof these operators: GI ϕ reads �the group I believes that ϕ holds�; Choice i ϕreads �agent i hooses (prefers) that ϕ�; MBel I ϕ reads �agents in I mutuallybelieve that ϕ"; Afterα ϕ reads �ϕ will be true after α�; Beforeα ϕ reads �ϕ wastrue before α�; �ϕ reads �ϕ is true from now on�; Hϕ reads �ϕ was true up tonow�.The lassial boolean onnetives ∧, →, ↔, ⊤ (tautology) and ⊥ (ontra-dition) are de�ned from ∨ and ¬ in the usual manner. The operators Bel(individual belief) and Intend (intention) will be de�ned as abbreviations.3.2 SemantisA model inludes a set of possible worlds W and a mapping V : W −→
(ATM −→ {0, 1}) assoiating a valuation Vw to every w ∈ W . Models moreoverontain mappings that will be detailed in the sequel. As usual, mappings areidenti�ed to aessibility relations: for R a mapping and w,w′ ∈ W , wRw′ i�
w′ ∈ R(w).3.2.1 Group BeliefTo eah possible world w and eah non-empty I ⊆ AGT , we assoiate the set ofpossible worlds that are onsistent with all propositions believed in world w bythe group I. This set is haraterized by the mapping: G : 2AGT −→ (W −→
2W ) assoiating an aessibility relation to eah non-empty subgroup of AGT .
GI(w) ontains those worlds where all propositions that are olletively believedhold.

GI ϕ reads �the group I believes that ϕ is true� or �ϕ is olletively believedby the group I�. When I is a singleton, G{i} ϕ is identi�ed with the standardbelief operator Bel i à la Hintikka (Hintikka, 1962) and thus reads �agent ibelieves individually that ϕ holds�. We write Gi ϕ for G{i} ϕ.The truth ondition for GI stipulates that ϕ is olletively believed at w,noted w  GI ϕ, if and only if ϕ holds in every world that is onsistent with theset of olletively believed propositions:
w  GI ϕ i� w′  ϕ for every w′ ∈ GI(w).We assume that:

➊ GI is serial.2Operators are de�ned in detail in the next setion.



3.2. SEMANTICS 47Thus olletive belief is rational: if a proposition holds in every world that isonsistent with the set of olletively believed propositions, then at least onesuh a world exists.Furthermore we postulate the following onstraints on aessibility relations,for groups I and I ′ suh that I ′ ⊆ I:
➋ if uGI′v and vGIw then uGIw;
➌ if uGI′v and uGIw then vGIw;
➍ if uGIv and vGI′w1 then there is w2 suh that uGIw2 and

• V (w1) = V (w2),
• GK(w1) = GK(w2) for all K suh that K ∩ I = ∅,
• Ck(w1) = Ck(w2) for all k suh that k 6∈ I, where C is the aessibilityrelation for hoie to be de�ned below;

➎ GI ⊆
⋃

i∈I GI ◦ Gi.Constraint ➋ stipulates that agents of a subset I ′ of the set I are aware ofwhat is olletively believed in the group I: whenever w is a world for whih itis believed by I ′ that all I-believed propositions hold in w, then all I-believedpropositions indeed hold in w. This is a kind of attention property: eah sub-group is aware of what is believed by the group.Similarly ➌ expresses that subgroups are aware of what is not believed inthe group, too.
➋ and ➌ together make that if uGI′v then GI(u) = GI(v), i.e. if uGI′v thenwhat is believed by I at u is the same as what is believed by I at v. From ➋and ➌ it also follows that GI is transitive and eulidian.
➍ says that if an information �about something outside group I� (see thede�nition in the following subsetion) is believed by I then it is believed by Ithis information is believed by every subgroup of I.
➎ says that if it is believed by a set I that a proposition is believed by everyagent then it is believed by I, too.3.2.2 Mutual beliefFrom individual belief, we de�ne the notion of mutual belief of a group of agents,it thus orresponds to an aggregative notion of group belief. Semantially wehave the mapping MB : 2AGT −→ (W −→ 2W ) assoiating an aessibilityrelation MBI to eah group I ⊆ AGT . MBI(w) denotes the set of possibleworlds ompatible with mutual beliefs of the group I. For eah group I, MBIis de�ned as the transitive losure of the set of aessibility relations assoiatedto the I's members beliefs (i.e. Gi for eah i ∈ I):

➏ MBI = (
⋃

i∈I Gi)
+
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MBel I ϕ reads �it is mutual belief for the group I that ϕ is true�. It meansthat every member of the group believes individually that ϕ and that it is mutualbelief for the group that ϕ is true3. (See (Fagin et al., 1995) for more detailsabout the logi of mutual belief.)3.2.3 ChoieAmong all the worlds in Gi(w) that are possible for agent i, there are somethat i prefers. Semantially, these worlds are identi�ed by yet another mapping

C : AGT −→ (W −→ 2W ) assoiating an aessibility relation Ci to eah
i ∈ AGT . Ci(w) denote the set of worlds the agent i prefers.

Choice i ϕ reads �agent i hooses that ϕ�. Choie an be viewed as a prefer-ene operator and we sometimes also say that �i prefers that ϕ�. Note that weonly onsider individual hoies, group hoies being beyond the sope of thisdissertation.The truth ondition for Choice i stipulates that w  Choice i ϕ if ϕ holds inall hosen worlds:
w  Choice i ϕ i� w′  ϕ for every w′ ∈ Ci(w).We assume that:

➐ Ci is serial, transitive, and eulidian.4We refer to (Herzig and Longin, 2004) for more details about the logi of hoie,and the de�nition of intention from hoie.3.2.4 Choie and beliefAs said above, an agent only hooses worlds he onsiders possible (see Figure3.1):
➑ Ci(w) ⊆ Gi(w).Hene what is believed by an agent must be hosen by him (this representstrivial ases of hoies in opposition to hoies that are not believed), and hoieis a mental attitude that is logially weaker than belief.We moreover require that worlds hosen by i are also hosen from i's �believedworlds�, and vie versa.
➒ if wGiw

′ then Ci(w) = Ci(w
′).This onstraint means that agent i is aware of his hoies.3This de�nition is reursive. We an de�ne mutual belief with an in�nite onjuntion:every agent believes ϕ, that the other agents believe ϕ, that the other agents believe thatevery agent believes ϕ. . .4Contrarily to the semantis of belief, there is no onsensus to the hoie operator. Inpartiular it refers to what Cohen and Levesque named �goal� with stronger properties (Cohenand Levesque only assumed seriality). A more detailed omparison with other hoie operatorsis developed in (Herzig and Longin, 2004).
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w

Gi Ci

Figure 3.1: Grounding and Choie3.2.5 Ation and timeThe model ontains a mapping A : ACT −→ (W −→ 2W ) assoiating anaessibility relation Aα to every α ∈ ACT . Aα(w) is the set of worlds aessiblefrom w through the exeution of α.The formula Afterα ϕ reads: �ϕ holds after the exeution of α�. As thereis at most one possible exeution of α, whih is imposed by following temporalonstraints, the dual operator Happensα ϕ
def
= ¬Afterα ¬ϕ reads: �α is hap-pening and ϕ is true just afterwards�. Hene Afterα⊥ expresses that α doesnot happen, and Happensα⊤ that α happens. We often write Happens (α) for

Happensα⊤.The truth ondition is:
w  Afterα ϕ i� w′  ϕ for every w′ ∈ Aα(w)The formula Beforeα ϕ reads: �ϕ holds before every exeution of α�. Thedual Doneα ϕ

def
= ¬Beforeα ¬ϕ expresses that the ation α has been performedbefore whih ϕ held. Hene Doneα⊤ reads: �α has just happened�.The aessibility relation for Beforeα is the onverse of the above relation

Aα. The truth ondition is thus:
w  Beforeα ϕ i� w′  ϕ for every w′ ∈ A

−1
α (w).To speak about temporal sequenes, the model ontains a mapping R� :

W −→ 2W . R�(w) is the set of worlds representing future history from w.The assoiated modal operator �ϕ expresses that heneforth ϕ holds. Adual operator ♦ is de�ned by ♦ϕ
def
= ¬�¬ϕ ( meaning that eventually ϕ holds).The truth ondition is:

w  �ϕ i� w′  ϕ for every w′ ∈ R�(w)

Hϕ expresses that ϕ has always held in the past. A dual operator P isde�ned by Pϕ
def
= ¬H¬ϕ ( meaning that at one instant in the past ϕ held).The aessibility relation for H is the onverse of the above relation R�.The truth ondition is:
w  Hϕ i� w′  ϕ for every w′ ∈ R

−1
�

(w).



50 CHAPTER 3. THE LOGIC OF GROUP BELIEFJust as Cohen and Levesque, we impose additional onstraints on time, a-tion and links between both notions:
① if wRαw

′ and wRβw
′′ then w′ = w′′;

② R� is re�exive5, transitive6 and linear 7;
③ if wRαw

′ then wR�w
′;

④ if wRαw
′, wR�w

′′ and w 6= w′′ then w′R�w
′′.Constraint ① expresses that, whenever the ation performed, the resultingworld will be the same whih imposes determinism of ations (take α = β forexample).Constraint ② expresses that the present is inluded in the future, that thefuture of the future of a world is still a future world and �nally that the timeis linear whih entails that there exists an order relation over worlds in relationwith time.Constraint ③ expresses an intuitive relation between ation and time: worldsresulting from an ation are in the future of the world whih means that theperformane of an ation takes time.Finally onstraint ④ expresses a similar onept: a world in the future ofthe urrent state is also a world desribing the future of any world after theperformane of an ation in the urrent world.As said above, we do not detail here the relationship between ation andindividual mental attitudes (belief and hoie) and refer the reader to (Herzigand Longin, 2004). We only onsider here the link between ation and groupbelief.3.2.6 Ation and group beliefDi�erently from the Publi Announement Logi (PAL) (van Ditmarsh, vander Hoek, and Kooi, 2005) where announement (or speeh ats for us) arepereived by every agents, we will later only onsider dialogial ations and inthis ase (f. following part for more details about this point), we onsider inthis dissertation that ations are publi for attending agents, in the sense thattheir ourrenes are ompletely and soundly pereived by every agent. Thishypothesis is neessary to ensure the publi feature of group belief without usingheavy proesses suh as grounding (see (Traum, 1999) for a desription of thisproess).For example, when agent i performs an assertive speeh at only towardsagent j then j will pereive the assertion. If no other agent pereives this ationthen the attendees are just K = {i, j}, and the ation is publi for exatly thisgroup. But when agent i performs a speeh at towards agent j in front of anassistane L then the set of attendees is extended to K = {i, j} ∪ L. Agents5For every w ∈ W, wR�w.6If w1R�w2R�w3 then w1R�w3.7If w1R�w2 and w1R�w2 then w2R�w3 or w3R�w2.



3.3. AXIOMATICS 51outside group K do not hange their beliefs. Ations are thus publi inside thegroup of attentive hearers, but remains private in this group onsidering otheragents.Let α be an ation performed by agent i in front of attendees K (of whih iis a member). The property of publi ations (for group K) orresponds to theonstraint:
⑤ A −1

α (w) = ∅ if and only if (GK ◦A −1
α )(w) = ∅This onstraint means that an ation α has been performed in front of K ifand only if K is mutually aware of this performane.3.2.7 Validity and logial onsequeneDefinition. ϕ is true in M i� M,w |= ϕ for every w ⊂W .Definition. ϕ is valid in a lass of models C (noted |=C ϕ) i� M |= ϕ forevery M ∈ C.Definition. S |=C ϕ i� for every M ∈ C, if M |= ψ for every ψ ∈ S then

M |= ϕ.3.3 Axiomatis3.3.1 Group BeliefThe logi of the group belief operator is a normal modal logi of type KD:
ϕ

GI ϕ
(RNGI

)
GI (ϕ→ ψ)→ (GI ϕ→ GI ψ) (KGI

)
GI ϕ→ ¬GI ¬ϕ (DGI

)
(RNGI

) and (KGI
) are the bases of every normal modal logi and in partiularfor logi using a possible-worlds semantis. (RNGI

) expresses that every tau-tology is olletively believed and (KGI
) means that if it is olletively believedby a group I that ϕ implies ψ then the group belief of ϕ implies the one of psi.

(DGI
) expresses that information olletively believed by a group are onsistent:it annot be the ase that both ϕ and ¬ϕ are simultaneously grounded.In aordane with the preeding semanti onditions the following logialaxioms respetively orrespond to the onstraints ➋ and ➌. Thus, for eah

I ′ ⊆ I:
GI ϕ→ GI′ GI ϕ (SR+)
¬GI ϕ→ GI′ ¬GI ϕ (SR−)



52 CHAPTER 3. THE LOGIC OF GROUP BELIEFThe axioms of strong rationality (SR+) and (SR−) express that if a propo-sition ϕ is believed (resp. not believed) by group I then it is believed by eahsubgroup that ϕ is believed (resp. not believed) by I. This is due to the publiharater of the group belief operator.8Corresponding to the semanti onstraint ➎, we have the following axiom ofgroup belief:
(
∧

i∈I

GI Gi ϕ)→ GI ϕ (CG)It expresses that if it is olletively believed by I that every member of I indi-vidually believes ϕ, then it is olletively believed by I.It is important to remark that we will give a partiular status to the formula
GI Gi ϕ (with i ∈ I). Literally it means that the group I believes that i believesindividually that ϕ holds. Indeed we will onsider that this formula has asprimary origin the expression by the agent i of his belief that ϕ holds. Followingspeeh at theory with (Searle, 1969), the assertion of ϕ by agent i ounts asthe publi expression of his belief that ϕ holds. It is afterwards aepted as agroup belief by the group. We an notie that other group members do not haveany aess to the truth of the formula Bel i ϕ. Thus unless the aeptane ofthis fat indues an inonsistene with previous group beliefs, we an onsideras a shortut that this expressed individual believed is automatially groundedin the group (a detailed aount will be given in Chapter 5 about speeh ats).Note that this does not imply that individual agents atually believe that i hasthis belief, but this represents the fat that he has expressed it publily. Thuswe onsider for the moment without additional details that GI Bel i ϕ represents(the e�et of) the expression by agent i of his own belief.The last axiom must be restrited to partiular formulas, viz. objetive for-mulas for a group, that we de�ne as follows.De�nition. The set of formulas that are objetive for a group I is de�nedindutively to be the smallest set suh that:
• every atomi formula p is objetive for I;
• GK ϕ is objetive for I if K ∩ I = ∅, for every formula ϕ;
• Choice j ϕ is objetive for I if j /∈ I, for every formula ϕ;
• if ϕ and ϕ′ are objetive for I then ¬ϕ, ϕ ∧ ϕ′ are objetive for I.8In partiular (SR+) and (SR−) axioms are a generalization to a group of the (positive andnegative) introspetion axioms ommonly aepted for mental attitudes (like belief, hoie. . . ):eah agent i member of the group I if aware of what is believed (resp. not believed) by thegroup I:

GI ϕ → Gi GI ϕ

¬GI ϕ → Gi ¬GI ϕ



3.3. AXIOMATICS 53With respet to the semanti onstraint ➍, our fourth axiom, a weak ratio-nality axiom, stipulates that if I ′ is a subgroup of I and ϕ is objetive for Ithen:
GI ϕ→ GI GI′ ϕ (WR)

(WR) expresses that if ϕ is objetive for group I and believed by I then it isneessarily believed by I that the formula is believed by eah subgroup I ′.Note that this does not imply that ϕ is atually believed by every subgroup,i.e. (WR) does not entail GI ϕ→ GI′ ϕ. In partiular, the fat that ϕ is believedby group I does not imply that the members of I believe that ϕ.It is very important to note that (WR) onerns only formulas ϕ that areobjetive for I. Indeed, if we applied (WR) to some mental states of an agentof the group, we would restrit the agents' autonomy.Now if agent i asserts that Gj ϕ in presene of group I, then the formula
GI Gi Gj ϕ holds afterwards, and if (WR) applied unrestritedly then j ouldnot express later that he ignores whether ϕ, or believes ¬ϕ. If he made this lastspeeh at, the formulas GI Gj ¬ϕ and, thanks to (WR), GI Gi Gj ¬ϕ wouldhold, whih is inonsistent with the above formula GI Gi Gj ϕ (Gaudou, Herzig,and Longin, 2006b).Together, (WR) and (CG) stipulate that for formulas ϕ that are objetivefor I we have:

(
∧

i∈I

GI Gi ϕ)↔ GI ϕ (3.1)Thus in the ase of objetive formulas ϕ, it is olletively believed that ϕ holdsif and only if it is believed by the group I that every member believes it. Thistheorem represents a kind of establishment proess of the group belief by on-sensus.From axioms (SR+) and (SR−), we an prove that we have the modal axioms(4) and (5) for GI operators as theorems of our logi:
GI ϕ→ GI GI ϕ (4GI

)
¬GI ϕ→ GI ¬GI ϕ (5GI

)Thus operator GI is in a normal modal logi of type KD45. Hene for individualbelief we obtain its standard KD45 logi.We an moreover show that if I ′ ⊆ I then:
GI ϕ↔ GI′ GI ϕ (3.2)
¬GI ϕ↔ GI′ ¬GI ϕ (3.3)These theorems express that subgroups of a group are aware of what is believed(resp. not believed) in the group. The formula (

∧

I′⊆I GI GI′ ϕ) → GI ϕ isprovable from our axiom (CG).



54 CHAPTER 3. THE LOGIC OF GROUP BELIEFMoreover we an prove that:
GI ϕ↔ GI GI′ GI ϕ (3.4)
¬GI ϕ↔ GI GI′ ¬GI ϕ (3.5)These theorems say that if ϕ is (not) believed by a group, then it is believedby this group that it is believed by every subgroup of this group that ϕ is (not)believed for the group.Even if I ′ is a subgroup of I we do not neessarily have GI ϕ → GI′ ϕ.Suh a priniple would be too strong beause it would restrit the autonomy ofsubgroups I ′ of I: a proposition an be believed by a group I while there is adissident subgroup I ′ of I, i.e. a group whih believes the ontrary: GI ϕ∧¬GI′ ϕis onsistent in our logi even if I ∩ I ′ 6= ∅.3.3.2 Mutual beliefAxiomatially mutual belief is de�ned by the Fixpoint Axiom, whih expressesthat a mutual belief about ϕ holds if and only if every agent believes that ϕand that the mutual belief holds (see (Fagin et al., 1995) for more details):

MBel I ϕ↔
∧

i∈I

Gi (ϕ ∧MBel I ϕ) (FPMBelI )and the Least Fixpoint axiom, that will be used in the sequel:
∧

i∈I

Gi ϕ ∧MBel I (ϕ→
∧

i∈I

Gi ϕ)→ MBel I ϕ (LFPMBelI )From this axiomatis, we an dedue that MBel I is a normal modal operatorof type KD4:
MBel I ϕ→ ¬MBel I ¬ϕ (DMBelI )

MBel I ϕ→ MBel I MBel I ϕ (4MBelI )Note that the negative introspetion axiom 5 is not a theorem of the
MBel logi: ¬MBel I ϕ → MBel I ¬MBel I ϕ does not hold. In partiular from
(DMBelI ) and (5MBelI ) we ould dedue that MBel I MBel I ϕ→ MBel I ϕ holds.This formula is to strong in the ase of the mutual belief, indeed as belief isby de�nition fallible, every agent an be wrong in their belief: for example
∧

i∈I Gi MBel I ϕ an hold whereas MBelI does not.3.3.3 Mutual belief and group beliefBy de�nition, it omes from the Fixpoint Axiom that when it is mutual belieffor a group I that ϕ then neessarily every member of I believes individuallythat ϕ:
MBel I ϕ→

∧

i∈I

Gi ϕ (3.6)



3.3. AXIOMATICS 55Now we will show the link between mutual belief of a group I and groupbelief of the whole group I:Theorem. We have the equivalene:
GI ϕ↔ MBel I GI ϕ (3.7)That means that a formula ϕ is believed by a group I if and only if thereis mutual belief in the group that ϕ is olletively believed. This property ismainly due to the publi nature of the group belief operator.Proof.1. ⊢ MBel I GI ϕ→ Gi GI ϕ, by theorem (3.6);2. ⊢ MBel I GI ϕ→ GI ϕ, from 1. by theorem (3.2);3. ⊢ GI ϕ→ Gi GI ϕ, by theorem (3.2), for every i ∈ I;4. ⊢ GI ϕ→

∧

i∈I Gi GI ϕ, from 3. beause it holds for every i ∈ I;5. ⊢ MBel I (GI ϕ→
∧

i∈I Gi GI ϕ), from 4. by the Rule of Neessitation for
MBel I ;6. ⊢ MBel I (GI ϕ →

∧

i∈I Gi GI ϕ) → (
∧

i∈I Gi GI ϕ → MBelI GI ϕ), fromaxiom LFPMBelI ;7. ⊢ ∧

i∈I Gi GI ϕ→ MBelI GI ϕ, from 5. and 6. by Modus Ponens;8. ⊢ GI ϕ→ MBelI GI ϕ, from 4. and 7.;9. ⊢ GI ϕ↔ MBelI GI ϕ, from 2. and 8.
�We an also highlight that ontrarily to mutual belief, axiom 5 holds forgroup belief. This is due to the fat that group belief is publi (in the sense thatagents are soundly and ompletely aware of grounded group beliefs) whereasthe notion of mutual belief is a ompletely publi notion but not soundly so,beause beliefs an be wrong.3.3.4 Choie and intentionWith respet to the semanti onstraint ➐, the hoie operator is de�ned in anormal modal logi of type KD45 and we have the axioms (DChoicei

), (4Choicei
)and (5Choicei

):
Choice i ϕ→ ¬Choice i ¬ϕ (DChoicei

)
Choice i ϕ→ Choice i Choice i ϕ (4Choicei

)
¬Choice i ϕ→ Choice i ¬Choice i ϕ (5Choicei

)
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(DChoicei

) means that an agent annot have inonsistent hoies whereas
(4Choicei

) (resp. (5Choicei
)) expresses that he hoies (resp. does not hoie) arepreferred states of a�airs.We de�ne intention in a way similar to Cohen and Levesque as:

Intend i ϕ
def
= Choice i ♦Gi ϕ ∧ ¬Gi ϕ ∧ ¬Gi ♦Gi ϕ (DefIntend i

)where ♦ is an operator of linear temporal logi LTL. Hene i intends that ϕ ifand only if in i's preferred worlds i will believe ϕ at some world in the future,
i does not believe ϕ holds now (i.e. ϕ is an ahievement goal), and it is not thease that i believes he will ome to believe ϕ anyway (ϕ is not self-realizing).For more details on this intention operator, see (Herzig and Longin, 2004). Weoften write Intend i α for Intend i Doneα⊤.3.3.5 Choie and beliefDue to the semanti onstraint ➑ we have the following Bridge Axiom:

Gi ϕ→ Choice i ϕ (BA1Gi ,Choicei
)whih means that every formula grounded for agent i must neessarily be hosenby this agent.Our semantis also validates the priniples:

Choice i ϕ↔ Gi Choice i ϕ (BA2Gi ,Choicei
)

¬Choice i ϕ↔ Gi ¬Choice i ϕ (BA3Gi ,Choicei
)that orrespond with onstraint ➒. This expresses that agents are aware of theirhoies.Moreover by de�nition of the intention operator, introspetion propertiesalso hold for intention, and intention on a formula always implies that belief ofthis formula does not hold:

Intend i ϕ↔ Gi Intend i ϕ (BA1Gi ,Intendi
)

¬Intend i ϕ↔ Gi ¬Intend i ϕ (BA2Gi ,Intendi
)

Intend i ϕ→ ¬Gi ϕ (BA3Gi ,Intendi
)3.3.6 Ation and timeWith respet to the semanti onstraints, the ation operators Afterα and itsonverse Beforeα are de�ned in a Kt logi, i.e. a normal modal logi withfollowing onversion axioms:

ϕ→ Afterα Doneα ϕ (IAfterα ,Doneα
)

ϕ→ Beforeα Happensα ϕ (IBeforeα ,Happensα
)



3.4. COMPLETENESS AND SOUNDNESS OF THE LOGIC 57These axioms haraterize the fat that the relation A −1
α is the onverse of

Aα.With respet to the semanti onstraints, the temporal operators � andits onverse H are de�ned in a S4.3 logi, i.e. a normal modal logi with thefollowing onversion axioms:
�ϕ→ ϕ (T�)
�ϕ→ ��ϕ (4�)
♦ϕ1 ∧ ♦ϕ2 → (♦(ϕ1 ∧ ♦ϕ2) ∨ ♦(♦ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2)) (Linear�)
ϕ→ �Pϕ (I�,P )
ϕ→ H♦ϕ (IH ,♦)Moreover semantis onstraints ①, ③ and ④ impose following axioms:

�ϕ→ Afterα ϕ (InAfterα
)

Happensα ϕ→ Afterβ ϕ (Hist1)
♦ϕ→ (ϕ ∨ Afterα ♦ϕ) (Hist2)(InAfterα

) means that, if in every instant in the future ϕ will hold, then ϕwill hold after the performane of any ation. (Hist1) expresses determinism:if there exists an exeution of an ation α after whih ϕ holds, then after anyperformane of any ation β, ϕ will hold. Axiom (Hist2) expresses that if ϕwill be eventually true in the future, then either ϕ is urrently true or it will beeventually true after every performane of any ation α.3.3.7 Ation and group beliefAs we have said above we only onsider publi ations and α be an ationperformed by a agent i in front of attentive group I (of whih i is member).Thus we have following axiom of publi ations orresponding to the semantionstraint ⑤, for eah group I observing an ation α:
GI Doneα⊤ ↔ Doneα⊤ (PAI,α)

GI ¬Doneα⊤ ↔ ¬Doneα⊤ (NAI,α)To sum it up, an ation has been (resp. has not been) performed by anmember of group I if and only if it is believed by the group that it has been(resp. has not been) performed.3.4 Completeness and soundness of the logiAll axioms are Sahlqvist (Sahlqvist, 1975) exept axiom WR; so we have om-pleteness for the lass of models satisfying onstraints ➊ � ➌, ➎ � ➒ and ① � ⑤.



58 CHAPTER 3. THE LOGIC OF GROUP BELIEFWe did not formally prove ompleteness for the whole lass of models satisfyingonstraints ➊ � ➒ and ① � ⑤. We onjeture that this an be done by usingthe �ltration method.3.5 Ation lawsAtion laws desribe the semantis of eah ation. They ome in two kinds:exeutability laws desribe the preonditions of the ation, and e�et laws de-sribe the e�ets. The preonditions of an ation are the onditions that mustbe ful�lled in order that the ation be exeutable. The e�ets (or postondi-tions) are properties that hold after the ation. For example, to toss a oin, weneed a oin (preondition) and after the toss ation the oin is heads or tails(postondition).The set of all ation laws is noted LAWS , and some examples are olletedin Table 7.2. The general form of an exeutability law is
Choice i Happens (i:α) ∧ Precond(i:α)↔ Happens (i:α) (IntChoicei ,αi

)This expresses a priniple of intentional ation: an ation happens exatly whenits preonditions hold and its author hooses it to happen (Lorini, Herzig, andCastelfranhi, 2006; Lorini and Herzig, 2008). The general form of an e�et lawis ϕ→ Afterα Postcond(α). In order to simplify our exposition we suppose thate�et laws are unonditional and therefore the general form of an e�et law ishere:
Afterα Postcond(α)A way of apturing the onventional aspet of interation is to suppose thatthese laws are ommon to all the agents. Formally they are thus global axiomsto whih the neessitation rule applies (Fitting, 1983). We have for example:

LAWS |= Gi Afterβ Afterα Postcond(α)3.6 ExampleTo highlight our proposal for the semantis of group belief we will desribe ourrunning example that we have presented in the introdution. We reall it here.There are three agents AGT = {0, 1, 2}:1. Agent 0 (privately) believes that 2 is smart, formally written G0 smart2.2. In private onversation agent 0 tells 1 that 2 is not smart. The illoution-ary e�et is G{0,1} G0 ¬ smart2.3. After 1 publily adopts ¬ smart2 (e.g. by on�rming publily that
¬smart2) we obtain G{0,1} ¬smart2, by onsensus between 0 and 1.4. When agent 2 joins the onversation, and 0 informs 1 and 2 that 2 issmart: the illoutionary e�et is G{0,1,2} G0 smart2.



3.7. BACK TO THE PHILOSOPHICAL ORIGIN 595. When both 1 and 2 publily adopt smart2 we moreover obtain
G{0,1,2} smart2.This illustrates that even for nested groups J0 = {0} ⊂ J1 = {0, 1} ⊂ J2 =

{0, 1, 2} we might have states of publi groundedness for the di�erent groupswhih are about propositions that are mutually inonsistent, viz. here:
GJ0

smart2

GJ1
¬smart2

GJ2
smart23.7 Bak to the philosophial originIn this last setion of the logial formalization of the group belief notion, wean go bak to our starting point to show that our formalism stayed lose tofeatures highlighted in the previous hapter.3.7.1 Group belief features3.7.1.1 Proper group belief is in no ase related to individual beliefsAs said above, our group belief operator GI is linked in no way to the privatebeliefs, and in partiular for every agent i, member or not of the group I, neither

GI ϕ → Gi ϕ nor Gi ϕ → GI ϕ is a theorem of our logi: neither group beliefimplies individual belief, nor private individual belief implies anything at thepubli layer. Nevertheless GI ϕ∧Gi ϕ is a onsistent formula, i.e. proper groupbelief does not ban the existene of a mutual belief. Links between individualand olletive beliefs will be introdued by studying additional onstraints onagents suh as sinerity or ooperation.3.7.1.2 There is a kind of ommitment on the proper group beliefThis property is a theorem of our logi: it orresponds to axioms (DGI
) and

(WR). If it is olletively believed by a group that ϕ holds, then no groupmember an express that he believes ¬ϕ (in the ase of ϕ objetive, i.e. whenthe grounding arises from a disussion between every agent and not only fromassertion of one member of the group). Indeed, if the group I believes that ϕholds, then due to (WR), in partiular GI Gi ϕ holds for every member i of thegroup I and with the axiom (DGI
), ¬GI ¬Gi ϕ holds, too. No member of I anthen perform an assertive speeh at with propositional ontent ¬ϕ (Gaudou,Herzig, and Longin, 2006a).3.7.1.3 The group members share a mutual belief about propergroup beliefsThis feature is a theorem of our logi: as proven above, the formula GI ϕ →

MBelI GI ϕ is a theorem. Our logi is stronger beause we even have the equiv-



60 CHAPTER 3. THE LOGIC OF GROUP BELIEFalene.After this �rst examination our group belief operator has features requiredin the previous hapter for a proper group belief operator. We will examinemore deeply its link with Gilbert's and Tuomela's approahes.3.7.2 Philosophial aount and formal representation3.7.2.1 Gilbert's plural subjet aountIn the sequel, we show that our group belief operator is lose to the group beliefde�nition given by Gilbert (Gilbert, 1989) thanks to axioms (WR) and (CG).In partiular in the ase of formula ϕ objetive for I, we have the equivalene:
GI ϕ↔ (

∧

i∈I

GI Gi ϕ) (3.8)Moreover from the above formula and (3.7), we an dedue the equivalene:
GI ϕ↔ MBel I (

∧

i∈I

GI Gi ϕ), for ϕ objetive for I (3.9)This equivalene is very lose to Gilbert's haraterization of group belief.In fat, formula GI Gi ϕ typially results from that agent i expressing in frontof group I that he believes ϕ (and this fat has been olletively aepted as agroup belief).Thanks to the axiom (CG): (
∧

i∈I GI Gi ϕ) → GI ϕ, by making publi hisbelief that ϕ holds, agent i expresses also impliitly his aeptane that ϕ tobe grounded in the group. In partiular, beause he is aware of this theorem(thanks to Rule of Neessitation of the group belief operator), he knows that byexpressing publily that he believes ϕ, GI ϕ ould hold if the other agents dothe same.Thus formula (3.9) an be read : �an objetive formula ϕ is olletivelybelieved by group I if and only if it is mutual belief in group I that every groupmember publily expressed that they believe the objetive formula ϕ�.It follows from this informal proof that for objetive formulas our groupbelief operator mathes Gilbert's de�nition. Thus our operator is an admissibleformalization of Gilbert's aount of group belief (for objetive formulas).3.7.2.2 Tuomela's aountWith our simple framework, we obviously annot formalize the whole omplexityof Tuomela's de�nition. In partiular, we introdue neither notions of roles,institution or norms, nor do we distinguish between operative and non-operativeagents. But following Tuomela, we will simplify a bit his formalism to show aninteresting property. We will ignore the soial and normative irumstanes(assuming that they do not impose any restritions).As said above, the formula GI Gi ϕ means: it is believed by the group I that
i believes ϕ. But another reading that we have previously given is: agent i has



3.8. CONCLUSION 61expressed in front of I that he believes ϕ. This formula is in fat the e�et of anassert speeh at in the sense that LAWS |= Afterα GI Gi ϕ where α is i's speehat of asserting that ϕ, and LAWS is an appropriate set of ation laws for α(suh laws will be given in hapters 6 and 7). Thus some non-objetive formulasan be immediately grounded as soon as an agent performs the orrespondingspeeh at. These formulas neither require disussion not expliit aeptaneby every agent of the group. Only a single agent is needed to ground suh aformula for the whole group. It appears learly that formulas suh as GI Gi ϕ donot orrespond to group belief à la Gilbert. We will show that they orrespondin fat to a group belief in Tuomela's approah.In our logi, an agent is operative (in Tuomela's sense) in what onerns hisown beliefs: GI Gi ϕ holds if and only if agent i, that we an all operative agentin this ase, asserts ϕ. This implies in our logi that he ought to ontinue toaept publily that he believes ϕ. By Theorem (3.7), there is mutual belief that
GI Gi ϕ. The other agents (alled non-operative in this ase) ought to aeptthat it is grounded that agent i believes ϕ. Moreover there is mutual beliefabout this formula. Due to what we have said above about Tuomela's groupbelief, we have that GI Gi ϕ implies group belief that i believes ϕ (in Tuomela'ssense).We ould be loser to Tuomela's approah by introduing the onept ofleaders of a group (about a proposition) in our framework, noted leaders(I, ϕ).The leaders would be a subgroup of the group of agents I, verifying propertiessuh as: GI Gleaders(I,ϕ) ϕ ↔ GI ϕ. This means that if it is grounded for thewhole group I that it is grounded for leaders that ϕ, then ϕ is de fato groundedfor the whole group (i.e. if leaders have jointly aepted ϕ, then other agentshave to aept it taitly and thus ϕ beomes a proper group belief à la Tuomela).The group of leaders ould be for example the government for every deisiononerning the whole nation (thus leaders get their power from itizen's votes)or a group of speialists of a domain for every fat onerning their ompetenedomain (they are leaders due to their knowledge and skills).3.8 ConlusionIn this setion and following the philosophial study presented in the preedinghapter, we have introdued a logial formalization of group belief in a BDI logiand given its semantis and axiomatis, introduing bridge axioms to handlelinks between these various onepts. We have onjetured the ompletenessand soundness of our logi. Moreover we have highlighted formal links existingbetween proper group belief (i.e. our group belief operator) and a redutionistgroup belief formalized here with mutual belief.We also have seen that strong links appear between group belief and dialogue.In partiular group belief is produed thanks to a deliberation proess by meansof a dialog between group members. This link will be deeply explored in thefollowing part.Following last remarks of the above setion about Tuomela's group belief,



62 CHAPTER 3. THE LOGIC OF GROUP BELIEFwe will in the next hapter introdue the notion of institutions. Indeed when weonsider a group of agents and their soial relations there is always an (expliit orimpliit) institution to manage this relation. We will extend the logi of groupbelief by introduing the notion of institution. The individual and olletiveagents will thus have a belief depending on a partiular institution or ontext.This belief depends on a partiular ontext, and it an be argued that it is akind of aeptane rather than one of belief. This will be explored in the nexthapter. We will also see how we an anhor the institution in mental attitudesof the agents.



Chapter 4An extension: logi ofaeptaneTo omplete our overview of soial and olletive doxasti states, we present inthis hapter the logi AL (Aeptane Logi) in whih the aeptane of a propo-sition by the agents qua group members (i.e. group aeptane) is introdued.Suh propositions are true w.r.t. an institutional ontext and orrespond to fatsthat are established in an attitude-dependent way (i.e. normative and institu-tional fats). As an appliation we show how this logi an provide a logialframework for the spei�ation of autonomous Multi-Agent Systems (MAS). AMAS is autonomous in so far as it is apable of binding (`nomos') itself (`auto')independently of any external normative onstraint spei�ed by a designer. Inpartiular, a MAS is autonomous if it is able to maintain its soial institutions(i.e. rule-governed soial praties) only by way of the agents' attitudes andations. Finally, we ontend that the present approah paves the way for afoundation of legal institutions, for studying the interation between soial andlegal institutions and, eventually, for understanding and modeling institutionalhange.4.1 Aeptane qua group memberAlthough in this hapter the notion of aeptane qua group member is a prim-itive (i.e. it is not de�ned in more basi mental attitudes), some oneptuallari�ation is needed beause of the ruial role it plays in the sequel. Whereasbeliefs have been studied for deades (Hintikka, 1962) as representative of doxas-ti mental states, aeptanes have only been examined sine (Stalnaker, 1984)and (Cohen, 1992) while studying the nature of argument premises or reformu-lating Moore's paradox (Cohen, 1992). If a belief that p is an attitude onsti-tutively aimed at the truth of p (Velleman, 2000), an aeptane is the outputof �a deision to treat p as true in one's utteranes and ations� (Hakli, 2006)without being neessarily onneted to the atual truth of the proposition. In63



64 CHAPTER 4. AN EXTENSION: LOGIC OF ACCEPTANCEorder to better speify this distintion, and to reall what has been presentedin Setion 2.4.3, it has been suggested (Hakli, 2006) that while beliefs are notsubjet to the agent's will, aeptanes are voluntary; while beliefs aim at truth,aeptane are sensitive to pragmati onsiderations; while beliefs are shaped byevidene, aeptanes need not be; while beliefs ome in degrees, aeptanes arequalitative; �nally, while beliefs are ontext-independent, aeptane dependson ontext.For the aims of this hapter we are partiularly interested in the last feature,namely the fat that aeptanes an be ontext-dependent. In fat, one andeide (say for prudential reasons) to reason and at by �aepting� the truthof a proposition in a spei� ontext, and possibly rejeting the very sameproposition in a di�erent one. Although, usually, this aspet of the aeptanestate is studied in private ontexts (e.g. when an agent, in order not to take toomany risks, aepts that the total ost of her house restruturing will be beyondher reasonable expetations; see (Bratman, 1992)), we will explore the role ofthis attitude in institutional ontexts and highlight its ruial role in explainingthe maintenane of soial institutions. Institutional ontexts are rule-governedsoial praties on the bakground of whih the agents reason. For example,take the ase of a game like Clue. The institutional ontext is the rule-governedsoial pratie whih the agents onform to in order to be ompetent players.On the bakground of suh ontexts, we are interested in the expliit men-tal states (the aeptanes) that an be formally aptured. In the ontext ofClue, for instane, an agent aepts that something has happened (see Example4.3.3) qua player of Clue. The state of aeptane qua group member in aninstitutional ontext is the kind of aeptane one is ommitted to when one is�funtioning as a group member� (Tuomela, 2007). Although a full analysis ofthis notion is out of the sope of this dissertation, it is important to stress thatwe onsider this attitude as one that is held by an agent. Nevertheless, there arespei� onsequenes deriving from the agent's funtioning as a group member:e.g. the aeptane of a proposition qua group member is always a publi fat(see Setion 4.4.1).In this hapter, we aim to provide a logial framework for the spei�ationof autonomous MASs, that is, MASs whose agents are apable of reating andmaintaining their institutions by themselves (Setion 4.3). The fous of thisontribution is on modeling soial or informal institutions, rather than legalones. Soial institutions are the basi strutures of a soiety on top of whihmore omplex legal ones are onstruted. By soial or informal institutions,we refer to rule-governed soial praties in whih no member with `speial'powers is introdued.1 More spei�ally, we will use the notion of an agent'saeptane of a proposition qua group member in a given institutional ontextpresented in Setion 4.1, and we will study its interation with di�erent notionssuh that of ommon belief and private belief (Setion 4.4). On the basis ofthese attitudes qua group members, we will speify how a group an reate1It is in fat proper to legal institutions to have speialized agents empowered to hangethe institution itself on behalf of everybody else (see Setion 4.5.1).



4.2. INSTITUTIONS 65and maintain normative and institutional fats whih hold only in an attitude-dependent way. That is, it is up to the agents, and not to the external designer,to support suh fats (Setion 4.5). We will ompare our proposal with relatedlogial works on the issues of olletive belief and institutions (Setion 4.6). Inonlusion we will identify diretions for future work on the basis (Setion 4.8).Anhoring institutions, and their fats, in agents' minds is just the �rst steptowards a more omplete haraterization of the �internal aspet� of normativesystems and towards the vision of autonomous MASs.4.2 InstitutionsAutonomous agents that interat with eah other (and with human beings)pose at least two general problems: they should be able to ahieve some levelof oordination in order to aomplish their distributed tasks and, notwith-standing their autonomy and self-interest, they should be somehow in�uene-able towards the ful�llment of some olletive goal. One possible way to taklethese problems is to devise arti�ial institutions (Noriega and Sierra, 2002;Dignum and Dignum, 2001). Following the lassial work of Douglass Northarti�ial institutions are usually oneived as human-like: �the rules of thegame in a soiety or the humanly devised onstraints that struture agents'interation� (North, 1990, p. 3). With this model in mind, AI pratitionershave interpreted their task as that of advaning logial or omputational frame-works to represent institutions, while leaving to the agents' autonomy the de-ision whether to omply or not with the spei�ed rules (Ågotnes et al., 2007;Conte, Castelfranhi, and Dignum, 1999). This approah, however, has at leastthree strong limitations. First of all, the institutions are not only onstraints butalso `enablements' (Searle, 1995): new possibilities of ations (i.e. institutionalations like paying, marrying, promising et.) are possible when an institutionis in plae. Seondly, arti�ial institutions are usually inspired by human le-gal institutions whih, however, are only a small part of the institutionalizedhuman interations. Moreover, to work e�etively, legal institutions should in-terat with informal ones.2 Finally, and more importantly, institutions shouldbe onstruted by the agents themselves and not imposed from the outside.More preisely, while it is widely shared that, in order to fae omplex anddynamial problems, the individual agents must be autonomous, less emphasisis devoted to the fat that the multi-agent systems (MAS) themselves (for ex-atly the same reasons) should be oneived and designed to be autonomous.In fat, etymologially, autonomous means self-binding (`auto' and `nomos'),and an autonomous MAS is the vision of an arti�ial soiety that is able toreate, maintain, and eventually hange its own institutions by itself, without2Following (North, 1990), we onsider informal suh institutions as soial norms and soialpraties (suh as promise). In his seminal book North expliitly states the relevane of thisinformal layer but this omponent is still widely negleted in the MAS literature. On theimportane of informal normative relations to enfore soial order see also (Castelfranhi,2003).



66 CHAPTER 4. AN EXTENSION: LOGIC OF ACCEPTANCEthe intervention of the external designer in this proess.This hallenge is also strongly tied to the new trend of designing self-organizing MASs but, in ontrast to many e�orts in the area, we are after anotion of self-organization that is amenable for, and an make pro�t of, moreomplex ognitive agents (i.e. BDI-like; see (Conte and Castelfranhi, 1995) forthe general approah). In fat, quoting North again (Mantzavinos, North, andShariq, 2004, p. 77):�Only beause institutions are anhored in peoples minds do theyever beome behaviorally relevant. The eluidation of the internalaspet is the ruial step in adequately explaining the emergene,evolution, and e�ets of institutions (emphasis added).�4.3 The logi4.3.1 SyntaxThe syntati primitives of our logi AL (Aeptane Logi) are the following:
• a �nite set of n > 0 agents AGT = {1, 2, ..., n};
• a set of atomi formulas ATM = {p, q, ...};
• a �nite set of labels denoting institutional ontexts INST = {x, y, ...};
• a symbol λ denoting the private ontext.For notational onveniene we note 2AGT⋆ = 2AGT \{∅} the set of all non emptysubsets of agents, ∆1 =

{

C:x|C ∈ 2AGT⋆, x ∈ INST
} the set of all ouples ofnon empty subsets of agents and institutional ontexts, ∆2 = {i:λ|i ∈ AGT }the set of all ouples of single agents and private ontext, and i:x for {i} :x.Finally, ∆ = ∆1 ∪∆2.The language LAL is de�ned as the smallest superset of ATM suh that: if

ϕ, ψ ∈ LAL, i ∈ AGT and C:x ∈ ∆ then ¬ϕ, ϕ ∨ ψ and [C:x]ϕ ∈ LAL. Thelassial boolean onnetives ∧, →,↔, ⊤ (tautology) and ⊥ (ontradition) arede�ned from ∨ and ¬ in the usual manner.Formula [C:x]ϕ has to be read �the agents in C aept that ϕ while funtion-ing as group members in the institutional ontext x� or �the group C aeptsthat ϕ holds as follower of the institution x�.Example. [C:Greenpeace] protectEarth is read �the agents in C aept that themission of Greenpeae is to protet the Earth while funtioning as ativists inthe ontext of Greenpeae� and [i:Catholic]PopeInfallibility is read �the agent iaepts that the Pope is infallible while funtioning as a Catholi in the ontextof the Catholi Churh�.For C:x ∈ ∆1 : [C:x]⊥ has to be read �agents in C are not funtioning asgroup members in the institutional ontext x� beause we assume that fun-tioning as a group member is, at least in this minimal sense, a rational ativity;



4.3. THE LOGIC 67onversely, ¬ [C:x]⊥ has to be read �agents in C are funtioning as group mem-bers in the institutional ontext x�; ¬ [C:x]⊥ ∧ [C:x]ϕ stands for �agents in Care funtioning as group members in the ontext x and they aept that ϕ whilefuntioning as group members� or simply �agents in C aept that ϕ qua groupmembers in the institutional ontext x� whih, for us, is tantamount to �Thegroup C aepts that ϕ in the institutional ontext x� (i.e. group aeptane).Similarly, the formula ¬ [C:x]ϕ has to be read �agents in C are funtioning asgroup members in the institutional ontext x and they do not aept that ϕwhile funtioning as group members in x� or simply �agents in C do not aeptthat ϕ qua group members in x� (i.e. �The group C does not aept that ϕ inthe institutional ontext x�).Example. ¬ [{i, j} :Europe]⊥ ∧ [{i, j} :Europe]EuroMeansOfExchange standsfor �i and j aept qua Europeans that the Euro is the o�ial means of exhangein the ontext of Europe�, whereas ¬ [{i, j} :Europe]DollarMeansOfExchangestands for �i and j qua Europeans do not aept that dollar is the o�ial meansof exhange�.Modal operators of the form [i:λ] orrespond to standard doxasti operators.3Hene a formula [i:λ]ϕ has to be read �agent i believes that ϕ�.4.3.2 SemantisWe use a standard possible worlds semantis and a model is a triple M =
〈W,G,V〉 where:
• W is a set of possible worlds;
• G : ∆ −→ (W −→ 2W ) assoiates eah C:x ∈ ∆ and possible world wwith the set GC:x(w) of possible worlds aepted by the group C in w,where agents in C are funtioning as group members in the institutionalontext x;
• V : W −→ 2ATM is a truth assignment whih assoiates eah world w withthe set V(w) of atomi propositions true at w.The rules de�ning the truth onditions of formulas of our logi are indutivelyde�ned as follows.
• M, w |= p i� p ∈ V(w);
• M, w |= ¬ϕ i� notM, w |= ϕ;
• M, w |= ϕ ∨ ψ i�M, w |= ϕ orM, w |= ψ;
• M, w |= [C:x]ϕ i� for all w′ ∈W , if w′ ∈ GC:x(w) thenM, w′ |= ϕ.3In this hapter, for the sake of uniformity we prefer to adopt this non-standard notationfor doxasti operators instead of Bel i ϕ.



68 CHAPTER 4. AN EXTENSION: LOGIC OF ACCEPTANCE4.3.3 AxiomatizationThe axiom system of LAL is made of all tautologies of propositional alulus,plus the axioms and rules of inferene of the basi normal modal logi for everyoperator [C:x] where C:x ∈ ∆. That is, we have all K-theorems for every
C:x ∈ ∆.Moreover, we suppose that given a set of agents C, all B ⊆ C have aess toall the fats that are aepted (or that are not aepted) by agents in C whilefuntioning as group members in the institutional ontext x. In partiular, wesuppose the following relations between the aeptanes of the group memberswith respet to the institutional ontexts: if agents in C (do not) aept that ϕwhile funtioning as group members in the institutional ontext x then for everysubset B of C and institutional ontext y while funtioning as group membersin the institutional ontext y, agents in B aept that agents in C (do not)aept that ϕ while funtioning as group members in the institutional ontext
x. Furthermore, we suppose the following relations between the aeptanequa group member and individual beliefs: if agents in C (do not) aept that
ϕ while funtioning as group members in the institutional ontext x then, forevery agent i in C, we have that i believes that agents in C (do not) aept that
ϕ while funtioning as group members in the institutional ontext x. Finally wesuppose standard properties of introspetion for beliefs: if agent i believes that
ϕ then he believes that he believes that ϕ; if agent i does not believe that ϕthen he believes that he does not believe that ϕ. Suh properties are apturedby the following two axiom shemas. For every C:x, B:y ∈ ∆, if B ⊆ C then:

[C:x]ϕ→ [B:y] [C:x]ϕ 4[C:x],[B:y]

¬ [C:x]ϕ→ [B:y]¬ [C:x]ϕ 5[C:x],[B:y]Axioms 4[C:x],[B:y] and 5[C:x],[B:y] together orrespond to the following seman-ti property of Kripke models. For every w ∈ W and C:x, B:y ∈ ∆, if B ⊆ Cthen: if w′ ∈ GB:y(w) then GC:x(w′) = GC:x(w) S1We also suppose that if agents in C aept that ϕ qua group members inthe institutional ontext x then, for every subset B of C, it holds that agents in
B aept ϕ qua group members in the institutional ontext x. This means thatthings aepted by the agents in a set C (qua group members) with respet toa ertain institutional ontext x are also aepted by agents in all C's subsetswith respet to the same ontext x. Formally, for every C:x, B:x ∈ ∆, if B ⊆ Cthen:

¬ [C:x]⊥ ∧ [C:x]ϕ→ ¬ [B:x]⊥ ∧ [B:x]ϕ Inc[C:x],[B:x]Example. Imagine three agents i, j, k that,qua players aept, in the ontextof Clue, that someone alled Mrs. Red, has been killed: ¬ [{i, j, k} :Clue]⊥ ∧
[{i, j, k} :Clue] killedMrsRed . This implies that also the two agents i, j qua Clueplayers aept that someone alled Mrs. Red has been killed in that ontext:
¬ [{i, j} :Clue]⊥ ∧ [{i, j} :Clue] killedMrsRed .



4.4. GROUP ACCEPTANCE PROPERTIES 69Axiom Inc[C:x],[B:x] has the following semanti haraterization. For every
w ∈ W , C:x, B:x ∈ ∆, if B ⊆ C then:if GC:x(w) 6= ∅ then GB:x(w) 6= ∅and GB:x(w) ⊆ GC:x(w)

S2As far as operators of type [i:λ] for beliefs are onerned, we suppose thatan agent annot believe ontraditions. Formally, for every i:λ ∈ ∆2:
¬([i:λ]ϕ ∧ [i:λ]¬ϕ) D[i:λ]whih orresponds to the following standard property of seriality. For every

w ∈ W and i:λ ∈ ∆2 we have:
Gi:λ(w) 6= ∅ S3Thus, every doxasti operator [i:λ] is KD45 . (Indeed, besides satisfying Axiom

D, it also satis�es Axioms 4 and 5 as partiular instanes of Axioms 4[C:x],[B:y]and 5[C:x],[B:y] where C = B = {i} and x = y = λ.)We all AL (Aeptane Logi) the logi axiomatized by the four priniples
4[C:x],[B:y], 5[C:x],[B:y], Inc[C:x],[B:x], D[i:λ] and we write ⊢AL ϕ i� formula
ϕ is a theorem of AL. Moreover, let M be a model suh that M = 〈W,G,V〉as de�ned in Setion 4.3.2 and satisfying the semanti onstraints S1�S3 givenabove. We write |=AL ϕ i� formula ϕ is valid in all AL models, i.e.M, w |= ϕfor every AL model M and world w in M. Finally, we say that a formula ϕis satis�able if there exists an AL model M and a world w in M suh that
M, w |= ϕ.4.4 Group aeptane properties4.4.1 The publi nature of group aeptaneIn Setion 4.3.1, we have analyzed the notion of group aeptane as the setof the aeptanes of all the agents in the group while funtioning as groupmembers. This notion of aeptane qua group member however must notbe onfused with (nor redued to) that of a private mental attitude. On theontrary we laim that group aeptanes are always publi so muh that itis part of the onept of funtioning as a group member that all the agentsommonly believe that one is funtioning in this way. In the literature, anoperator to express ommon belief is given (see for instane (Fagin et al., 1995)).The notion of ommon belief an be built on the onept of individual beliefand on a partiular kind of distributed belief of the form �every agent in Cbelieves that ϕ�. The former onept is expressed in our logi by operators oftype [i:λ]. The latter onept is formally expressed by operators of type ECwhere a formula ECϕ is de�ned as follows:

ECϕ
def
=

∧

i∈C

[i:λ]ϕ



70 CHAPTER 4. AN EXTENSION: LOGIC OF ACCEPTANCEGiven a set of agents C ⊆ AGT , formula CBCϕ is meant to stand for �thereis ommon belief in C that ϕ�, that is, �everyone in C believes that ϕ, everyonein C believes that everyone in C believes that ϕ, everyone in C believes thateveryone in C believes that everyone in C believes that ϕ, and so on�. If E1
Cϕdenotes ECϕ and Ek

Cϕ denotes EC(Ek−1
C ϕ), we an de�ne CBCϕ as follows4:

CBCϕ
def
=

∧

k>0

Ek
CϕWith the aim of making the publi nature of group aeptane expliit, thefollowing theorem highlights the relationship between our notion of group a-eptane (i.e. aeptane by eah of the agents qua group members) and theonept of ommon belief.Theorem. For any C:x ∈ ∆:

⊢AL [C:x]ϕ↔ CBC [C:x]ϕ (4.1)Proof. Diretion → an be established by proving that ∀k > 0, [C:x]ϕ →
Ek

C [C:x]ϕ by indution on k:
• [C:x]ϕ→ EC [C:x]ϕ (ase k = 1)
• From [C:x]ϕ→ Ek

C [C:x]ϕ infer
[C:x]ϕ→ Ek+1

C [C:x]ϕ (indutive ase)To prove the ase k = 1, we just apply Axiom 4[C:x],[B:y] with B:y = i:λ foreah i ∈ C, whih implies that [C:x]→
∧

i∈C [i:λ] [C:x]ϕ. The latter is the ase
k = 1 by de�nition of EC .Let us prove the indutive ase. We suppose that [C:x]ϕ→ Ek

C [C:x]ϕ. Byrule of neessitation on every [i:λ], we infer ∧

i∈C [i:λ] ([C:x]ϕ → Ek
C [C:x]ϕ)whih is (by de�nition of EC) equivalent to: EC([C:x]ϕ → Ek

C [C:x]ϕ). Thusfrom the latter, ase k = 1 and de�nition of Ek+1
C we an dedue that [C:x]ϕ→

Ek+1
C [C:x]ϕ. This is enough to prove that [C:x]ϕ → Ek

C [C:x]ϕ (for k >
0) is a theorem. We an thus infer that ∧

k>0([C:x]ϕ → Ek
C [C:x]ϕ) holds.By standard modal priniples, ∧

k>0([C:x]ϕ → Ek
C [C:x]ϕ) implies [C:x]ϕ →

∧

k>0 E
k
C [C:x]ϕ whih is equivalent to [C:x]ϕ→ CBC [C:x]ϕ. We leave to thereader the proof of ← diretion of the theorem. �Aording to Theorem 4.1, the agents in C aept that ϕ while funtioningas group members in the institutional ontext x if and only if there is ommonbelief in C that they aept that ϕ while funtioning as group members in theinstitutional ontext x. Hene, aepting a proposition while funtioning as agroup member is always a publi fat whih is out in the open and that is usedby all the members to reason about eah other in an institutional ontext.4Note that this de�nition is the iterative version of the one given in the above hapter.



4.5. ATTITUDE-DEPENDENT FACTS 714.4.2 Group aeptane and individual beliefsAs far as the relationship between aeptanes qua group members and individ-ual beliefs is onerned, it has to be noted that ¬ [C:x]⊥∧[C:x]ϕ∧
∧

i∈C [i:λ]¬ϕwhere C:x ∈ ∆1 is satis�able in our logi. This means that the attitudes pri-vately endorsed by the agents and those entertained qua group members andiverge: one an privately disbelieve what one aepts while funtioning as agroup member.Example. Consider the disursive dilemma as elaborated in (Pettit, 2001) inwhih a three-member ourt has to make a judgment on whether a defendant isliable for a breah of ontrat. If one assumes that the group aepts the majorityrule to deide on the issue, it might happen that eah judge privately believesthat the group ought to aept a ertain onlusion ( e.g. that the defendant isliable), while eah is fored to aept the opposite qua group member ( i.e. quajudge).4.5 Attitude-dependent fatsNormative and institutional fats are a lass of fats that are typial of in-stitutional ontexts (Searle, 1995). Suh fats have the peuliar feature ofbeing dependent on the agents' attitudes in a way that we are now in theposition to speify in detail. More preisely it has been noted that thesefats are haraterized at least by two features (Lagerspetz, 1995; Searle, 1995;Tuomela, 2002).
• Performativity: an attitude of ertain type shared by a group of agentstowards a normative or an institutional fat may ontribute to the truthof a sentene desribing the fat.
• Re�exivity: if a sentene desribing a normative or an institutional fat istrue, the relevant attitude is present.Example. If the agents qua group members aept a ertain piee of paperas money (an institutional fat), then, in the appropriate ontext, this piee ofpaper is money for that group (performativity). At the same time, if it is truethat a ertain piee of paper is money for a group, then the agents qua groupmembers aept the piee of paper as money (re�exivity).In order to represent in AL these kinds of fats, we need �rst to de�ne theonept of truth with respet to an institutional ontext in a way that respetsthese two priniples.4.5.1 Truth in an institutional ontextWe formalize the notion of truth w.r.t. to a ertain institutional ontext withthe operator [x]. A formula [x]ϕ is read �within the institutional ontext x, it



72 CHAPTER 4. AN EXTENSION: LOGIC OF ACCEPTANCEis the ase that ϕ�. Here we suppose that �within the institutional ontext xit is the ase that ϕ� if and only if �for every set of agents C, the agents in Caept that ϕ while funtioning as group members in the institutional ontext
x�. Formally, for x ∈ INST :

[x]ϕ
def
=

∧

C∈2AGT⋆

[C:x]ϕIt is straightforward to prove that [x] are normal modal operators. Given theprevious analysis, a fat is true w.r.t. an institutional ontext if and only if suhfat is aepted by all the agents while they funtion as group members (henethe performativity and the re�exivity priniples are maintained). Moreover,following Theorem 4.1, this group aeptane is the objet of a ommon belief.At this point, it might be objeted that there are fats whih are true inan institutional ontext but only �speial� group members in the institutionare aware of them. For instane, there are laws in every ountry whih areknown only by the speialists of the domain (lawyers, judges, members of theparliament, et.). Are these fats aepted by the institution (here the ountry)notwithstanding that many group members are not aware of them?In order to resist to this objetion reall that, at this stage, our model appliesto the basi informal institutions of a soiety. Relative to this restrition, theproposed assumption is justi�ed beause, w.r.t. these institutions, there is noother speial institutional ontexts in whih the agents have the power to reateand eliminate institutional fats haraterizing the institution itself (i.e. nobodyhas the power to hange the rules for promising). It is in fat peuliar of legal(formal) institutions to reate suh a speialized meta-ontext in whih theagents have speial powers to interpret and modify the institution itself. Giventhe aims of this paper, we leave this speial ase for future work.Finally, the following abbreviation is de�ned:
[Univ ]ϕ

def
=

∧

x∈INST

[x]ϕwhih stands for �ϕ is universally aepted as true�. It is straightforward toprove that [Univ ] is a normal modal operator.4.5.2 Contextual onditionalsFrom the onept of truth with respet to an institutional ontext a notion ofontextual onditional an be de�ned. A ontextual onditional is a materialimpliation of the form ϕ → ψ in the sope of an operator [x]. A ontextualonditional is a loal one, that is, a onditional that is not universally validwhile it is aepted by the group members in a spei� institutional ontext.More preisely, we exlude the situation in whih [Univ ] (ϕ→ ψ) is true.Example.Let us onsider the institutional ontext of gestural language in Europa.There exists a ontextual onditional in this language aording to whih, the



4.5. ATTITUDE-DEPENDENT FACTS 73nodding gesture �ounts as� an endorsement of what the speaker is suggesting.This onditional is formally expressed by the onstrution [gesture] (nodding →
yes). It is lear that this kind of onditional is not universally valid ( e.g. ina di�erent ultural ontext the same gesture may express exatly the oppositefat). Thus, ¬ [Univ ] (nodding → yes) holds.More generally, for every x ∈ INST we de�ne the following abbreviation:

ϕ
x
⊲ ψ

def
= [x] (ϕ→ ψ) ∧ ¬ [Univ ] (ϕ→ ψ)

ϕ
x
⊲ ψ stands for �in the institutional ontext x, if ϕ then ψ�. Although thepresentation and the disussion of all relevant properties of our onstrution

ϕ
x
⊲ ψ is out of the sope of this hapter, it is interesting to note that ϕ x

⊲ ψsatis�es some intuitive properties of ounts-as onditionals as identi�ed in (Jonesand Sergot, 1996).Theorem. For every x ∈ INST :From ⊢AL (ϕ2 ↔ ϕ3) infer ⊢AL (ϕ1

x
⊲ ϕ2 ↔ ϕ1

x
⊲ ϕ3) (4.2)From ⊢AL (ϕ1 ↔ ϕ3) infer ⊢AL (ϕ1

x
⊲ ϕ2 ↔ ϕ3

x
⊲ ϕ2) (4.3)

⊢AL (ϕ1

x
⊲ ϕ2 ∧ ϕ1

x
⊲ ϕ3)→ (ϕ1

x
⊲ (ϕ2 ∧ ϕ3)) (4.4)

⊢AL (ϕ1

x
⊲ ϕ2 ∧ ϕ3

x
⊲ ϕ2)→ ((ϕ1 ∨ ϕ3)

x
⊲ ϕ2) (4.5)

⊢AL (ϕ1

x
⊲ ϕ2 ∧ (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2)

x
⊲ ϕ3)→ (ϕ1

x
⊲ ϕ3) (4.6)Proof. We only provide a proof of Theorem 4.6 as an example. This theoremexpresses a property of umulative transitivity (ut). The other theorems andrules of inferene an be proved straightforwardly by de�nition of ϕ x

⊲ ψ) andthe axioms and rules of inferene of AL. ϕ1

x
⊲ ϕ2 ∧ (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2)

x
⊲ ϕ3 implies

[x] (ϕ1 → ϕ2) and [x] ((ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2) → ϕ3) whih in turn imply [x] (ϕ1 → ϕ3)(by the fat that [x] is normal. Moreover, ϕ1

x
⊲ ϕ2 ∧ (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2)

x
⊲ ϕ3 implies

¬ [Univ ] ((ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2) → ϕ3) whih is equivalent to ¬ [Univ ] (¬ϕ1 ∨ ¬ϕ2 ∨ ϕ3).As [Univ ] is also a normal modal operator, ¬ [Univ ] (¬ϕ1 ∨ ¬ϕ2 ∨ ϕ3) implies
¬ [Univ ] (¬ϕ1∨ϕ3) (by the fat that [Univ ] is normal) whih in turn is equivalentto ¬ [Univ ] (ϕ1 → ϕ3). �Moreover, we an easily show that our onept of ontextual onditional doesnot satisfy re�exivity, transitivity and weakening of the anteedent, that is, thefollowing three formulas are not valid: ϕ x

⊲ ϕ, (ϕ1

x
⊲ ϕ2 ∧ϕ2

x
⊲ ϕ3)→ ϕ1

x
⊲ ϕ3,and ϕ1

x
⊲ ϕ2 → (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ3)

x
⊲ ϕ2. As disussed in Setion 4.6.2 our notion ofontextual onditional is similar to the notion of proper lassi�atory rule givenin (Grossi, 2006). 55We refer to (Grossi, 2006) for interesting arguments onerning why proper lassi�atoryrules should not neessarily satisfy re�exivity, transitivity and weakening of the anteedent.



74 CHAPTER 4. AN EXTENSION: LOGIC OF ACCEPTANCE4.5.3 Normative fatsWhile ontextual onditionals are useful to understand the notion of institu-tional fats, they are not su�ient for a more preise haraterization. In fat,as noted in (Searle, 1995), institutional fats are always onneted to a deontidimension that up to now is still missing.In our perspetive, a ontextual onditional ϕ x
⊲ ψ an be adopted to repre-sent an institutional fat if and only if the term ψ in the ontextual onditionalis a fat to whih a ertain number of obligations and permissions are assoiatedwithin the institutional ontext x. In this sense, ψ is an institutional fat withrespet to the institutional ontext x.Example. �Being eighteen years old ounts as being of age� is a onstitutiverule aepted by a set of agents qua itizens in Italy and �being of age� is aninstitutional fat with respet to this ontext. Moreover, to suh an institutionalfat a ertain number of permissions and obligations are assoiated ( e.g. in Italyif you are of age you have the permission to vote and the obligation to ful�ll themilitary duties). In this sense the onstitutive rule �being eighteen years oldounts as being of age� onnets the institutional fat �being of age� with thebrute fat �being eighteen years old� whih is a fat intrinsially onneted toertain normative fats.In order to apture this ore feature, our logi AL an be appropriately ex-tended by introduing a violation atom V as in Anderson's redution of deontilogi to alethi logi (Anderson, 1958) and in dynami deonti logi (Meyer,1988). By means of this new formal onstrut we an speify normative fats(i.e. what it is obligatory and permitted) in a way that respets their being alsoa kind of attitude-dependent fat holding relative to ertain attitudes and in aspei� institutional ontext. As far as obligations are onerned, we say that�ϕ is something obligatory within the institutional ontext x� (noted O(ϕ, x)) ifand only if �¬ϕ→ V is a ontextual onditional in the institutional ontext x�or, more spei�ally, �¬ϕ ounts as a violation within the institutional ontext

x�. Formally:
O(ϕ, x)

def
= ¬ϕ

x
⊲ VAs far as permission is onerned we say that �ϕ is something permitted withinthe institutional ontext x� (noted P (ϕ, x)) if and only if ¬ϕ is not obligatorywithin the institutional ontext x. Formally:

P (ϕ, x)
def
= ¬O(¬ϕ, x)Formulas of type O(ϕ, x) and P (ϕ, x) an be oneived as partiular instanesof so-alled regulative rules, that is, rules whih speify the ideal behavior ofagents in terms of permissions, obligations, and prohibitions. We refer to theserules as normative fats.66The distintion between regulative rule and onstitutive rule has been emphasized bySearle (Searle, 1995) and then modelled in logi by several authors. For an example see(Boella and van der Torre, 2004).



4.5. ATTITUDE-DEPENDENT FACTS 75Example. The formula O(driveCar → ¬RightSide ,UK ) is a normative fat inthe UK within whose ontext it is obligatory to drive on the left side of the street( i.e. �driving a ar on the right side of the street ounts as violation in UK�).Again, it is important to stress the fat that normative fats, by being rep-resented with a ontextual onditional are attitude-dependent fats and are in-trinsially onneted with the aeptane of all the agents qua group membersin a spei� institutional ontext.4.5.4 Institutional fats and onstitutive rulesWe are now in the position to formalize what an institutional fat is. Let
2LAL⋆ = 2LAL \ {∅} be the set of non empty subsets of LAL. From the previousonstrution ϕ x

⊲ ψ it is straightforward to ome up with a formal harater-ization of nonempty sets of formula. Formally, for every x ∈ INST and ΣO,
ΣP ∈ 2LAL⋆:

InstFactΣO ,ΣP

x (ϕ)
def
=

∧

σ∈ΣO

O(ϕ→ σ, x) ∧
∧

σ′∈ΣP

P (ϕ ∧ σ′, x)

InstFactΣO,ΣP

x (ϕ) stands for �ϕ is an institutional fat within the institutionalontext x haraterized by the set of obligations ΣO and the set of permissions
ΣP �.Example. The formula InstFact

{military},{vote}
Italy (toBeOfAge) stands for �beingof age is an institutional fat in the ontext of Italy and is haraterized bythe permission to vote in the politial eletions and the obligation to ful�ll themilitary duties�.7From the onept of institutional fat we an also formalize the onept ofonstitutive rule. To this aim, we must make expliit the fat that the term

ψ in ϕ
x
⊲ ψ is an institutional fat to whih a set of obligations and a set ofpermissions are assoiated. Formally, for every x ∈ INST and ΣO, ΣP ∈ 2LAL⋆:

ConstRuleΣO,ΣP

x (ϕ, ψ)
def
= ϕ

x
⊲ ψ ∧ InstFactΣO ,ΣP

x (ψ)

ConstRuleΣO ,ΣP

x (ϕ, ψ) stands for �ϕ ounts as ψ is a onstitutive rule of in-stitution x where ψ is an institutional fat within the institutional ontext xharaterized by the set of obligations ΣO and the set of permissions ΣP �.Example. The formula ConstRule
{military},{vote}
Italy (eighteen , toBeOfAge) standsfor �being eighteen years old ounts as being of age is a onstitutive rule inthe ontext of Italy and being of age is an institutional fat haraterized bythe permission to vote in the politial eletions and the obligation to ful�ll the7A more preise formulation of this example needs a representation of the right relationwhih is, however, beyond the sope of this artile. See (Makinson, 1986) for more details.



76 CHAPTER 4. AN EXTENSION: LOGIC OF ACCEPTANCEmilitary duties�. In this sense ConstRule
{military},{vote}
Italy (eighteen , toBeOfAge)is a spei� kind of ontextual onditional in whih the onnetion betweenthe institutional fat toBeOfAge and the brute fat eighteen is established. Anumber of normative fats onsisting in obligations and permissions pertain tothe institutional fat toBeOfAge, namely O(toBeOfAge → military , Italy) and

P (toBeOfAge ∧ vote, Italy).4.6 Related works4.6.1 Link between AL and the G logiWe now ompare group aeptane presented in the urrent hapter with groupbelief desribed in the previous one. We reall that: GC ϕ means that �it isolletively believed by group C that ϕ is true�. When C is redued to a singleton
{i}, G{i} is identi�ed with the belief à la Hintikka (Hintikka, 1962). In this view,group belief is rational (DGC

), publi for every subgroup (SR+ and SR−) andit has been formed by the joint aeptane of all members (WR and CG). Wereall the axiomatis of Chapter 3:(DGC
) GC ϕ→ ¬GC ¬ϕ(SR+) GC ϕ→ GC′ GC ϕ,C

′ ⊆ C(SR−) ¬GC ϕ→ GC′ ¬GC ϕ,C
′ ⊆ C(WR) GC ϕ→ GC GC′ ϕ, is C′ ⊆ C and ϕ objetive.(CG) (

∧

i∈C GC Gi ϕ)→ GC ϕNotions of group belief and group aeptane seem to be very lose. Thusthe idea of expressing the G operator in AL appears intuitive beause AL ismore expressive, with the notion of ontext laking in the G logi. We show inthe sequel that AL an subsume in some way G 's logi.4.6.1.1 Representing G operator in ALIn Chapter 3, we did not take expliitly into aount the ontext, or morepreisely we did not distinguish the group from the ontext in whih the dia-logue took plae. For example, if we would like to formalize that the group
C, as followers of Greenpeae, believes that earth must be proteted, wean only write: GGreenpeace protectEarth and dedue thank to (WR) that
GGreenpeace GC protectEarth, with C ⊆ Greenpeace. As showed in this ex-ample, we redue the institution Greenpeace to the group of its members. Thisis inappropriate in this ase beause the institution Greenpeae exists indepen-dently of agents omposing it.Thus the G operator does not take into aount various institutional on-texts, or in other words it onsiders (impliitly) only one. Thus formally wehave:

GC ϕ ≡ [C:xC ]ϕwhere xC is the only institution whereby C is onerned and where x{i} ≡ λ.The ontext xC assoiated to eah group of agents represents the C's internal



4.6. RELATED WORKS 77institution, i.e. the framework of the dialog between members of the group. Itis thus losely related to the partiular group and unique for this group.We need both to examine and ompare axiomatis. Axioms 4[C:x],[B:y]and 5[C:x],[B:y] are generalizations of the (SR+) and (SR−) for ontexts xCand xB instead of x and y. They represent the publi nature of both notions.Axiom Inc[C:x],[B:x] annot be expressed in the grounding logi, exept underhis tautologial and uninformative form where B = C. An axiom suh as:
GC ϕ→ GB ϕ, would be too strong beause we onsider that belief of a subgroupis not related to the supergroup's beliefs (and in partiular group belief is totallyindependent of individual group members' beliefs).Some axioms lak in AL to exatly apture the G operators. In partiularthe axiom D[i:λ] should be generalized to [C:xC ] representing that agents in Care de fato funtioning as group members in the ontext xC . As x{i} = λ,axiom (D[C:xC ]) represents that group belief and individual belief have samefeatures, in partiular that group C is de fato follower of the ontext xC .D[C:xC ] ¬ [C:xC ]⊥, for C ∈ 2AGT \ ∅Moreover axioms (WR) and (CG) express that a group belief is establishedby a onsensus of expressed opinion. They do not have a ounterpart in the ALlogi, beause we are only onerned here by properties of aeptane (not byits formation). (WR) and (CG) ould be translated diretly.WR [C:xC ]ϕ→ [C:xC ] [C′ : xC′ ]ϕ, if C′ ⊆ C and ϕ is objetive.CG (

∧

i∈C [C:xC ] [i:λ]ϕ)→ [C:xC ]ϕ(CG) would express that a formula ϕ is aepted by a group C in the partiularontext xC if C has aepted that every C's members believe personally that
ϕ (whih does not imply that they atually believe it). These three additionalaxioms are due to the features of the partiular ontext xC : they representthe strong link existing between xC and C. We an note that Theorem 4.1 isalso a theorem of the grounding logi. In the sequel, we explore interationsbetween GC de�ned as [C:xC ] and general aeptane [C:x], whih produesmixed theorems.4.6.1.2 Extension of the integrationAs ¬ [C:x]⊥ → ¬ [B:x]⊥ (with B ⊆ C) is a theorem of AL (the proof anbe easily built from Inc[C:x],[B:x]

8 ), we have: ¬ [C:xC ]⊥ → ¬ [B:xC ]⊥, with81. ⊢ ⊤2. ⊢ [C:x]⊤, by RN[C:x]3. ⊢ ¬ [C:x]⊥ ∧ [C:x] ϕ → ¬ [B:x]⊥∧ [B:x]ϕ, by (In[C:x],[B:x])4. ⊢ ¬ [C:x]⊥ ∧ [C:x]⊤ → ¬ [B:x]⊥∧ [B:x]ϕ, from 3. by LP5. ⊢ [C:x]⊤ → (¬ [C:x]⊥ → ¬ [B:x]⊥), by 4. and LP6. ⊢ ¬ [C:x]⊥ → ¬ [B:x]⊥, by 2., 5. and Modus Ponens



78 CHAPTER 4. AN EXTENSION: LOGIC OF ACCEPTANCE
B ⊆ C, whih means that all agents in subsets of C are also funtioning asgroup members in the ontext xC .Moreover, as ¬ [C:xC ]⊥ is valid, Axiom Inc[C:x],[B:x] is redued to thefollowing theorem: [C:xC ]ϕ → [B:xC ]ϕ, with B ⊆ C. Thus if ϕ is a belief ofthe group C, every subgroup aepts it in the ontext of xC ; there is a groupaeptane on what is olletively believed. For example, if it is olletivelybelieved by the ativists that the aim of Greenpeae is to protet the Earththen in the ontext of Greenpeae every subgroup must aept it. This does notimply anything about subgroup and individual beliefs.From the previous theorem, we an also prove that:

[C:xC ]ϕ→ [C:xC ] [B:xC ]ϕ, with B ⊆ CProof.1. ⊢ [C:xC ]ϕ→ [B:xC ]ϕ, by the above theorem2. ⊢ [C:xC ] [C:xC ]ϕ→ [C:xC ] [B:xC ]ϕ, by 1. and (RN[C:xC ])3. ⊢ [C:xC ]ϕ→ [C:xC ] [C:xC ]ϕ, by (4[C:x],[B:y])4. ⊢ [C:xC ]ϕ→ [C:xC ] [B:xC ]ϕ, by 2., 3. and LP
�This theorem extends the previous one: if ϕ is olletively believed, everysubgroup aepts ϕ in the ontext xC (by the former theorem), but this aep-tane is also olletively believed. This theorem is in fat quite lose to axiom(WR) in the grounding logi.4.6.2 Related works on normative systemsBeause of interesting formal similarities, we will just ompare AL with (Grossi,2006) in whih a modal logi for the formalization of ount-as assertions and thespei�ation of normative systems has been proposed. This logi is based on aset of modal operators [x]∗ where the index x is in a set of indexes C0.9 An index

x is supposed to denote a ertain institutional ontext (or normative system).Operators [x]
∗ are similar to our operators [x] de�ned in Setion 4.5.1. A formula

[x]∗ ϕ approximately stands for �in the institutional ontext/normative system
x it is the ase that ϕ�. An operator [u]

∗ is also used for denoting fats whihuniversally hold. The set C = C0 ∪ {u} is given by adding index u to the setof indexes C0. Di�erently from our logi where the ontextual operator [x] isbuilt on the notion of group aeptane, in Grossi's logi the ontextual operator
[x]∗ is given as a primitive operator. Operators [x]∗ and [u]∗ are exploited inGrossi's logi to de�ne ontextual onditionals alled proper lassi�atory rulesnoted by ϕ ⇒cl+

i ψ whih is an abbreviation of [x]
∗
(ϕ → ψ) ∧ ¬ [u]

∗
(ϕ → ψ)9Here we use the notation [x]∗ in order to distinguish Grossi's operators from our operators

[x].



4.6. RELATED WORKS 79and is meant to stand for �ϕ ounts as ψ in the normative system x�. Theonstrution ϕ ⇒cl+
i ψ is similar to our ϕ x

⊲ ψ.10 Operator [u]∗ is S5 and thelogi is supposed to satisfy the following additional priniples. For any x, y ∈ C:1. [x]
∗
ϕ→ [y]

∗
[x]

∗
ϕ 3. [u]

∗
ϕ→ [x]

∗
ϕ2. ¬ [x]

∗
ϕ→ [y]

∗ ¬ [x]
∗
ϕ 4. [u]

∗
ϕ→ ϕAording to 1. and 2., truth and falsehood in institutional on-texts/normative systems are absolute beause they remain invariant even ifevaluated from another institutional ontext/normative system. This meansthat every normative system y has full aess to all fats whih are true in adi�erent normative system x. These two priniples are in our view ritiizablebeause they rely on the very ounter-intuitive assumption that all fats true inan institutional ontext are publi to all other institutional ontexts. But, whatdoes it mean that a fat is known by an institution? Our aim here is to show thatsuh an assumption an be disambiguated in our logial framework. The rele-vant question is: under what additional assumptions formulas [x]ϕ → [y] [x]ϕand ¬ [x]ϕ → [y]¬ [x]ϕ an be inferred in our logi? On the one hand, it iseasy to prove that the priniples given in Setion 4.3.3 are not su�ient to infersuh formulas. Indeed, formulas [x]ϕ ∧ ¬ [y] [x]ϕ and ¬ [x]ϕ ∧ ¬ [y]¬ [x]ϕ aresatis�able in AL. On the other hand, it is straightforward to show that: ifAxioms 4[C:x],[B:y] and 5[C:x],[B:y] are weakened by supposing that they alsohold for B * C, then formulas [x]ϕ → [y] [x]ϕ and ¬ [x]ϕ → [y]¬ [x]ϕ an beinferred. This means that in our logi Grossi's properties an be derived underthe assumption that, given two arbitrary sets of agents B and C, agents in Bhave aess to all fats that agents in C aept (do not aept), while funtion-ing as group members in a ertain institutional ontext x. That is, given anarbitrary set of agents C, if agents in C aept that ϕ while funtioning as agroup members in the institutional ontext x then this fat is publi in suh away that all other agents outside C aept that agents in C aept that ϕ whilefuntioning as group members in the institutional ontext x.Conerning the priniple 4., it says that: if ϕ universally holds then ϕ istrue. This priniple is also ritiizable in our opinion. For instane, during the7th-6th entury BC people believed that the earth was �at. But it has neverbeen the ase that earth was/is/will be �at.More generally, if we suppose that: Axioms 4[C:x],[B:y] and 5[C:x],[B:y]studied in Setion 4.3.3 are also valid for B * C; the T axiom is valid for

[Univ ] operator (in a similar way of the previous priniple 4.); and the followingtranslations of Grossi's operators [x]
∗ and [u]

∗ into our logi AL are given
• tr([x]∗ ϕ) = [x]ϕ

• tr([u]∗ ϕ) = [Univ ]ϕ,10The author distinguishes proper lassi�atory rules from mere lassi�atory rules andonstitutive rules. Di�erently from lassi�atory rules, proper lassi�atory rules are ruleswhih would not hold without the normative system/institution stating them. In (Grossi,Meyer, and Dignum, 2006) a further distintion between lassi�atory rules and onstitutiverules is given.



80 CHAPTER 4. AN EXTENSION: LOGIC OF ACCEPTANCEwe an prove that the translations into AL of all of Grossi's axioms are ALtheorems.Theorem. Suppose that: i) [Univ ]ϕ→ ϕ is valid, and that for every C:x,B:y ∈
∆, ii) [C:x]ϕ → [B:y] [C:x]ϕ and iii) ¬ [C:x]ϕ → [B:y]¬ [C:x]ϕ are valid in
AL. Then, the following properties an be inferred in AL:
• [x]ϕ→ [y] [x]ϕ

• ¬ [x]ϕ→ [y]¬ [x]ϕ

• [Univ ]ϕ→ [x]ϕ

• [Univ ] satis�es all axioms and rules of inferene of the system S5Proof. We only provide a proof of the last item of the theorem. The other itemsan be proved in a similar way. First of all [Univ ] is a normal modal operatorby de�nition as a onjuntion of normal modal operators [x]. We have property
T[Univ] by Hypothesis i). We only need to prove that 4[Univ] and 5[Univ] an beinferred from the hypotheses. From Hypothesis ii) we an dedue that [C:x]ϕ→
∧

B:y∈∆ [B:y] [C:x]ϕ whih is equivalent (by de�nition of [Univ ]ϕ) to [C:x]ϕ→
[Univ ] [C:x]ϕ, whih entails ∧

C:x∈∆ [C:x]ϕ →
∧

C:x∈∆ [Univ ] [C:x]ϕ, whih isequivalent to [Univ ]ϕ→ [Univ ] [Univ ]ϕ ( i.e. 4[Univ]). 5[Univ] ( i.e. ¬ [Univ ]ϕ→
[Univ ]¬ [Univ ]ϕ) an be inferred from Hypothesis iii) in a similar way. �4.7 An attempt toward formal institutionsIn this setion we give only starting ideas to extend our AL logi to take intoaount formal institutions.4.7.1 A sophistiation: LegislatorsFor formal institutions where there is some leader who has the power over thelegal system, the previous de�nition of �truth with respet to an institution�must be appropriately rede�ned after introduing a onept of legislator.Suppose a funtion Leg is introdued, where Leg stands for the legisla-tor(s). This funtion assigns a group of agents in AGT to every institution x:
Leg : INST −→ 2AGT . Leg(x) = C means that agents in C are the legislatorof institution x, that is, agents in C are legally responsible over x. It seemsreasonable to suppose that the legislator of a ertain institution x always sharea ommon view as followers of institution x, otherwise they would not be thelegislator(s) of x. This assumption is expressed by the following axiom:

¬ [Leg(x) : x]⊥



4.7. AN ATTEMPT TOWARD FORMAL INSTITUTIONS 81Given funtion Leg and the previous assumption the notion of truth w.r.t. toan institution an be re�ned as follows:
[x]ϕ

def
= [Leg(x) : x]ϕThis means that �aording to institution x it is the ase that ϕ� if and only if�the legislator(s) of institution x jointly aept that ϕ as followers of institution

x�.4.7.2 From soial roles to institutional powersIn partiular to represent institutional powers into our logi, we need to extendit by introduing ations and roles. We ould introdue ations in AL logiin the same manner as for group belief logi (f. Setion 3.2.5), by adding aaessibility relation and its onverse to the model. We thus have in partiularthe following operators: Afterα ϕ meaning �ϕ holds after every exeution of α�and Happensα ϕ meaning �α is happening and ϕ is true just afterwards�.As in (Grossi et al., 2005), we ould introdue in our logi a set R of soialrole labels. Elements inR are noted by r1, r2, ....rm. We suppose that at world win a modelM an agent i ∈ AGT has a ertain role rj ∈ R in a ertain institution
x ∈ INST if and only if formula Role(i, rj , x) is true. Formula Role(i, rj, x)is evaluated aording to the following funtion: f : R × INST −→ 2AGT .The truth ondition of Role(i, rj , x) is as follows: M,w |= Role(i, rj, x) ⇐⇒
i ∈ f(rj)From the previous de�nition of soial role we an extrat a quite generalnotion of institutional power assigned to soial roles. For any x ∈ INST ,
rj ∈ R and a ∈ ACT :

Power(rj , a, ϕ, x)
def
=

∧

i∈AGT

(Role(i, rj , x)
x
⊲ After i:aϕ)

Power(rj , a, ϕ, x) has to be read �aording to institution x an agent playingsoial role rj has the institutional power of ensuring ϕ by doing ation a�. Forexample, Power(priest, gesture,married, church) stands for �in the hurh thepriest has the power of marrying a ouple by performing ertain gestures�.Nevertheless, there are two di�erent and equally important views of insti-tutional power. On the one hand, institutional power an be oneived as aapaity that agents playing a ertain soial role rj have aording to a ertaininstitution x. On the other hand, institutional power an be oneived as anagent i's exerise of a apaity that i has due to the fat that his playing a er-tain soial role rj in an institution x. The notion of institutional power de�nedabove is a power in the former sense. Now, we want to look at institutionalpower in the latter sense. To this end, we provide a quite general de�nition ofexerise of institutional power. We suppose that an agent i playing a role rjin institution x exerises his power of ensuring ϕ by doing ation a if and onlyif aording to institution x agent i playing soial role rj has the institutionalpower of ensuring ϕ by performing ation a and, aording to institution x agent
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i performs ation a by playing role rj . Formally, for any x ∈ INST , rj ∈ R,
i ∈ AGT and a ∈ ACT :
ExPower(i, rj , a, ϕ, x)

def
= Power(rj , a, ϕ, x) ∧Role(i, rj, x) ∧ [x] Happens i:a⊤For example, ExPower(i, priest, gesture,married, church) stands for �in thehurh agent i playing the role of priest exerises his power of marrying a oupleby performing ertain gestures�.The exerise of an institutional power by a ertain agent playing a ertain rolemodi�es the urrent asset of the normative system by reating new obligationsand permissions and by removing previous obligations and permissions. Thisdynami aspet of institutions, although it ould be analyzed in our framework,remains out of the sope of this dissertation.4.8 ConlusionWe have started this hapter by proposing a Group Aeptane Logi, the ALlogi in whih the agents' attitudes qua group members an be analyzed. Weuse it to raise the hallenge of autonomy at the level of MASs, so that they willbe able to bind themselves in ways that further the ahievement of olletivegoods in dynami and unertain environments as human soieties do. Giventhe properties of a demysti�ed notion of group aeptane in an institutionalontext, we have provided an analysis of the kind of attitude-dependent fatstypial of institutions. In partiular, we have introdued a notion of obligationand permission with respet to an institutional ontext (i.e. so-alled norma-tive fats). Then, we have de�ned institutional fats. In our perspetive aninstitutional fat within the institutional ontext x is a fat to whih a numberof obligations and permissions are (ontextually) assoiated. Finally, we haveformalized the onept of onstitutive rule, that is, a rule whih is responsiblefor the onnetion between an institutional fat and a brute physial fat.In our view, a onstitutive rule is a rule of type �ϕ ounts as ψ in the institu-tional ontext x� where ψ denotes an institutional fat within the institutionalontext x. While suh rules are usually de�ned from the external perspetiveof a normative system or institution, we have, one again, anhored these rulesin the agents' attitudes.Although the present model is foused on the negleted layer of informalinstitutions, it still laks su�ient expressiveness to represent the phenomenonof �institutionalized power� (Jones and Sergot, 1996) whih is, of ourse, ruialalso within this kind of institutions. In order to ope with limitation, in futurework, we will expand AL with Propositional Dynami Logi (PDL) in orderto be able to talk about ations within our language. Moreover, a �rst kindof dynamis will be studied in whih agents, qua group members in spei�institutional ontexts, will be able to reate new institutional fats. Given theway we have modeled suh fats, the agents will update and revise their owndeonti ommitments aordingly.



4.8. CONCLUSION 83This extension will further give the opportunity for a foundation of arti�iallegal institutions and for their onnetions with informal ones. In fat the�basi norm� (Kelsen, 1967), i.e. the basi informal institution that provides thevalidity of legal systems, will be represented on top of the model of the otherinformal institutions. Representing the �basi norm� is in fat the ruial stepfor making it possible for a MAS to reate and maintain by itself a legal systemthat is aknowledged as valid by the agents themselves.The long term projet is then to provide a three-layered model in whih le-gal institutions, soial institutions, and the soio-ognitive relations between theagents dynamially interat in order to enable institutional hange and adapta-tion.We have studied group doxasti attitudes and in partiular belief and a-eptane, from their philosophial haraterization toward their logial formal-ization. In partiular, we onsider that group aeptane depends on an insti-tutional ontext. We have also highlighted how to anhor these institutions inagents' mental attitudes, i.e. how to build them on group aeptanes.As remarked in the Setion 3.3.1, group belief is deeply related to dialog.Indeed as Gilbert's group belief is the result of a onsensus of group mem-bers, members need to ommuniate to reah this onsensus state. Thus in theprodution of the group belief there is a strong link between group belief andommuniative ations. Moreover the group belief viewed as the produt ofthe dialog an thus haraterize in some way this dialog. The aim of followinghapters is thus to analysis links between group belief (and aeptane) anddialog.
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Chapter 5Theories of agentommuniation5.1 IntrodutionThe design of agent ommuniation languages (ACLs) has attrated a lot ofattention during the last years. Suh languages are mostly based on Searle andVanderveken's Speeh At Theory (Searle, 1969) presented in Setion 5.2, andare not only relevant for appliations involving real software agents or robots,but also for other software entities whih need to ommuniate, like web servies.Among the di�erent existing ACLs, mentalist aounts (presented in Setion5.3) with KQML and FIPA-ACL in partiular are the most widely used toformalize agent interation protools. FIPA-ACL is semantially rih, and theinvolved onepts are quite intuitive.Nevertheless, mentalist ACLs have a feature that has often been ritiized inthe literature, viz. that the semantis of ommuniation ats (CAs) is de�ned interms of the agents' mental states. For example, aording to FIPA-ACL (FIPA,2002a) when agent i informs agent j that ϕ, then the (rational) e�et is thatagent j starts to believe ϕ. In order for suh an e�et to obtain some hypotheseshave to be made, for example that j believes that i to be sinere and ompetent;but even in suh ontexts j is autonomous and might not adopt ϕ, and in anyase i or other agents and the system designer an never verify whether thisis the ase or not. Therefore mentalist semantis have been ritiized as beingnon-veri�able.. This is espeially felt as being too strong in open environmentswith blak- or gray-box agents to whih we do not even want to asribe mentalattitudes. In ontrast, semantis based on the onept of soial ommitment(Singh, 1998) (presented in Setion 5.4) are veri�able beause they are onlybased on what has been ommuniated and the ommitments the agents havemade by doing that (instead of the beliefs and intentions that are �behind�these ommitments and that have aused them). The drawbak here is thatthe existing approahes are only semi-formal, in partiular beause there is no85



86 CHAPTER 5. AGENT COMMUNICATIONonsensus on what �being ommitted� atually means. As a onsequene, theyare rarely used in pratie up to now.The aim of this seond hapter is to resolve the problems of mentalist seman-tis without loosing its bene�ts. In Setion 5.5) we propose a novel semantisavoiding the strong hypotheses of the original semantis by �shifting� the BDI-based semantis to the soial level. We do so by replaing the usual privatemental attitudes of BDI logis by publi mental attitudes, i.e. attitudes thathave been made publi through ommuniation. We will show in hapters 6and 7 how the group belief logi an be used to bridge the gap between thesetwo approahes.5.2 Speeh At Theory5.2.1 IntrodutionSpeeh At Theory has been introdued by Austin in the 50ies in oppositionto the traditional theory of language established by Frege and Russell (Frege,1971; Russell, 1989). The latter authors were mainly interested in utteranesdesribing the atual world. They also aim to logially desribe the language andthus to asribe a truth value to suh utteranes. For example the desriptiveutterane �The sun is shinning� only desribes the world and an be true orfalse only depending the atual state of the world. Other uses of language wereoften ignored. For example, open-questions was not viewed as a well-formedutterane.Austin's starting point (Austin, 1962) was the study of utteranes in af-�rmative form, singular �rst-person, present indiative tense and ative voie,that do not desribe atual world, but rather perform some ation. For examplehe onsiders sentene as �I pronoune you man and wife� or �I promise that Iwill go to the inema with you tomorrow�. By uttering the former sentene themayor atually performs the ation of marrying the ouple, whereas with thelatter a father inurs a promise (and a ommitment) to his son. Thus to tellis to at. In opposition to desriptive ones (named onstatatives by Austin),suh performative utteranes do not have truth values: indeed they seem to beindi�erent to the truth of their ontent. But as other ations, their attempt ansueed or fail for Austin performatives an be either happy or infeliitous (orunhappy). This kind of utteranes are thus evaluated with feliity onditions.But the dihotomy between onstative and performative annot hold beauseof, among other reasons, impliit performative ats suh as: �I will go to theinema with you�. This utterane an be literally understood as a onstativeabout a future ation that I will perform. But it an also be interpreted as aperformative equivalent to: �I promise to go to the inema with you�. ThusAustin abandoned thus this dihotomy (Austin, 1962). He extends performa-tives to a larger set of utteranes, inluding onstatives and performatives. Theperformativity beomes more generally the feature that have some utteranesunder some onditions to be ats. For example by uttering �the at is sleeping�,



5.2. SPEECH ACT THEORY 87I desribe a state of the world but I also perform the ation of asserting thatthe at is sleeping. Austin argues that in the utterane of suh sentenes, threeats an be distinguished:
• the loutionary at, i.e. the ation of uttering a sentene;
• the illoutionary at, i.e. the ation of uttering the ontent with a parti-ular illoutionary fore;
• the perloutionary at, i.e. the ation performed by uttering.For example, by uttering �the sun is shining�, I perform the loutionary at ofuttering the sentene �the sun is shining� (say p), but also the illoutionary atof asserting that p. Finally I also intend to heer the hearer up, whih is theperloutionary at1.As expressed above an utterane an be performed with various aims, forinstane to assert something or to threat the hearer. When a father tells his son:�I won't give you poket money anymore.�, he an threat him to suppress hisspending money or also simply utter the fat that he will not give him moneyanymore. Thus the utterane does not hold alone the whole sense of what hasbeen uttered. In partiular, this utterane an have various fores : in this aseassertive or ommissive (here a threat). Contrarily to Frege, in Speeh AtTheory the basi meaning unit is not the sentene but the illoutionary at,that will be represented in the sequel by F (p), with F the illoutionary foreand p the propositional ontent.5.2.2 Five basi illoutionary foresSearle (Searle, 1969) distinguishes �ve basi kinds of illoutionary fores. Thisdistintion is mainly based on various kinds of diretion of �t.Assertive. The illoutionary point of assertive speeh ats is to desribe theatual state of the world. The diretion of �t is therefore world to word: thewords are hosen to stik to the world. The propositional ontent is thus astate of a�airs. As examples we an ite some verbs that an have assertiveperformative use: assert, inform, laim, a�rm, report, postulate ...Commissive. The illoutionary point of ommissive speeh ats is to put bywords the speaker himself in a situation in whih he has to perform an ation(and thus to hange the world aordingly to words). The diretion of �t istherefore word to world. The propositional ontent desribes an ation thatthe speaker will have to perform. As examples we an ite the following verbs:promise, pledge, undertake, aept, rejet, agree, refuse...1Searle (Searle, 1969) ritiizes the last kind of at beause by uttering p, an agent annotenfore to heer the hearer up: he an also involuntarily get him down, thus the speaker annever ontrol the perloutionary at, indeed it appears rather to be hearer dependent. In thissense, it is not an ation.



88 CHAPTER 5. AGENT COMMUNICATIONDiretive. Diretives are similar to ommissives in the diretion of �t: theaim is that the world is altered. But in diretives the requested ation will beperformed by the hearer. As examples of diretive verbs we an ite: request,order, ommand, appeal, ask, suppliate...Delarative. They orrespond more or less to performatives as initially stud-ied by Austin: by performing a delarative speeh at, the speaker hanges theworld immediately, and the words desribe also this new state of the world. Thisorresponds thus to a double diretion of �t (world to word and word to world).As examples we an ite: delare, renoune, resign, bless, name, authorize ...Expressive. The point is no more related to the world: it allows the speakerto express his private mental attitudes (as goals, desires, emotions...). Thediretion of �t is thus the empty diretion: words do not desribe the world, nordo they aim at modifying the world. As example we have: ongratulate, blame,heer, apologize, greet ...5.2.3 Charateristis of illoutionary foreSearle and Vanderveken (Searle and Vanderveken, 1985; Vanderveken, 1990)have developed a taxonomy of various illoutionary fores in funtion of sixmain features.Illoutionary point. There always exists a partiular relation between thelanguage, the propositional ontent and the world of the utterane. The illou-tionary point is the main feature of the illoutionary fore beause it determinesthe diretion of �t of the utterane with the world. For example in an assertion,the language has to stik to the world (there is a world-to-word diretion of �t).In ontrary by ordering, the speaker wants to hange the world by the ation ofthe hearer (this is a word-to-world diretion of �t). The distintion between thefour distint diretions of �t will be developed in the following setion (Setion5.2.2).Mode of ahievement. It determines the partiular way in whih this foremust be ahieved on the propositional ontent. For example, with a request oran appeal the speaker gives to the hearer the opportunity to refuse to performthe requested ation whereas with an order or a ommand, the speaker doesnot leave an refusal option thanks to his soial and hierarhial power over thehearer.Propositional ontent onditions. Some ats an be performed only on apartiular kind of propositional ontent. For example, a promise has to be abouta future ourse of ations of the speaker whereas the propositional ontent of arequest must represent a future ourse of ation of the hearer.



5.3. MENTALIST APPROACHES 89Sinerity onditions. By performing a speeh at, the speaker often ex-presses one of his private mental attitudes. For example, by asserting he ex-presses his belief in the propositional ontent, by promising his intention toperform the promised ation or by ongratulating his happiness. To performthe speeh at suessfully the expressed mental attitude should hold. For in-stane to assert suessfully the speaker has to believe the propositional ontentof the asserted sentene.Preparatory onditions. Some additional onditions should also hold andbe presupposed by the speaker to a performane of the illoutionary at, oth-erwise the at will be said defetive. For example, to ongratulate is to expresshis happiness for something good that has happened. This good fortune is pre-supposed for the suessful performane of the ongratulation, it omposes thusthe preparatory ondition.Degree of strength. The speaker an perform the same kind of speeh atwith a varying intensity degree. For example order, request and appeal are threeperformative verbs whih aim to the performane of some ation by the hearer.But order is stronger than request, itself stronger than appeal.5.2.4 ConlusionThis operative view of the language where ommuniation is viewed as the per-formane of partiular ations and the link given between speeh ats and agents'mental states have indued a very produtive onvergene of researh areas suhas arti�ial intelligene, philosophies of mind and ation and linguistis. Thanksto this onvergene Speeh At Theory has allowed the development of formalAgent Communiation Languages.Albeit all these advantages, Speeh At Theory has often been ritiized.The most relevant ritiism for our purpose is its purely monologi feature.This theory of language desribes eah utterane independently, regardless otherpreeding ones. The development of ACLs requires additional strutures suhas protools or dialogue games to apture features of dialogue.5.3 Toward an intentional approah of the dia-logue: mentalist ACLs5.3.1 IntrodutionThe intentional approah of dialogue is mainly based on the notion of individualintention following philosophial works of (Searle, 1983) and (Bratman, 1987).As presented in the previous hapter these works have been afterwards usedin AI to propose logial frameworks to represent links between intention andother mental attitudes (Cohen and Levesque, 1990a; Rao and George�, 1991;Sadek, 1992; Herzig and Longin, 2004). Similar logial frameworks have been



90 CHAPTER 5. AGENT COMMUNICATIONused to de�ne the semantis of some ACLs. These kinds of ACLs are namedmentalist beause their semantis is de�ned in terms of agents mental attitudes.Among various ACLs that were developed, we only present here the two mainones: the �rst historially one KQML and the standard FIPA-ACL.5.3.2 Philosophial, logial and theoretial foundationsFor Grie (Grie, 1975), an utterane an have two kinds of meaning. Thenatural meaning refers to a kind of immediate relation between ause and e�etsuh as in the sentene �These dark louds mean rain�. In ontrast, Griehighlights the link between the non-natural meaning of an utterane and itsspeaker's intentions. Consider the following example:�When a diplomat says yes, he means �perhaps�;When he says perhaps, he means �no�;When he says no, he is not a diplomat.When a lady says no, she means �perhaps�;When she says perhaps, she means �yes�;When she says yes, she is not a lady.Voltaire (Quoted, in Spanish, in Esandell 1993.)� (Korta and Perry,2006)In this lighthearted example, there is a gap between the meaning of the word thatthe diplomat utters (�yes�) and the meaning he intends to ommuniate, thatis �perhaps�. This ommuniative intention is oriented toward the hearer and issatis�ed when it has been reognized. In order to explain how the non-naturalmeaning an be understood or the ommuniative intention an be reognized,Grie introdued the ooperation priniple (developed under the form of thewell-known maxims of onversation2):�Make your onversational ontribution suh as is required, at thestage at whih it ours, by the aepted purpose or diretion of thetalk exhange in whih you are engaged.� (Grie, 1975)Following this idea, the intentional approah is mainly based on the notionof individual intention: �the dialogue struture is only an epiphenomenon result-ing from onversing agents' intentions (with possibly ooperation)� (Pasquier,2005). (Grosz and Kraus, 1996) extend this idea and argue that it is possibleto distinguish for every utterane of the dialogue a partiular purpose that is asub-goal of the dialogue goal.2The four maxims an be summarized by:
• Maxim of Quality: Do not say what you believe to be false or for whih you do nothave adequate evidene.
• Maxim of Quantity: Contribution have to be as informative as it is required (andno more).
• Maxim of Relation: Be relevant.
• Maxim of Manner: Be orderly, brief and as lear as possible (without ambiguity).



5.3. MENTALIST APPROACHES 91Inform(A,B,p)Preonditions Know(A, p)Body MB(A,B ,Want(A,Know(B , p)))E�ets Know(B ,Know(A, p)) and Know(B , p)Table 5.1: Ation inform (Pasquier, 2005)Following Speeh At Theory, utteranes are thus onsidered as partiularations. Brue (Brue, 1975) �rst used AI to address the issue of the dialogueand has inspired signi�ant ontributions suh as (Cohen and Perrault, 1979;Allen and Perrault, 1980). The latters develop a framework with agents endowedwith the following mental attitudes: beliefs Bel , goals Goal , knowledge Knowand mutual belief MB . Speeh ats are represented as lassial ations withpreonditions, body and e�ets (see for example the inform at in table 5.1) andthe planner used is a kind of STRIPS (Fikes and Nilsson, 1971). The prinipleof ooperation takes here the form of a priniple of goal adoption: after havingreognized the intention and the plan of the speaker, the hearer will adopt thegoal to provide the speaker's laking piees of information.The main drawbak of these plan-based aounts is that they do not de�ne aformal and well-grounded semantis. Logial frameworks have thus been devel-oped (Cohen and Levesque, 1990; Sadek, 2000) based on epistemi (and dox-asti) and dynami modal logis, alled rational interation theories. Intentionis thus introdued as a primitive operator (Sadek, 1991) or as an abbreviationde�ned in terms of beliefs, goals and time (Cohen and Levesque, 1990a). Theselogis are used to de�ne a formal semantis for ACLs, as shown in the sequel.5.3.3 KQML5.3.3.1 PresentationKQML (Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language) developed as a part ofthe ARPA Knowledge Sharing E�ort (Nehes et al., 1991) was the �rst ACL. Itwas initially developed in the area of large knowledge bases and knowledge basesystems distributed on internet (Finin et al., 1994). Agent tehnology was ho-sen to manage suh systems and to address issues suh as the heterogeneity ofthe knowledge bases (data strutures, platforms, implementation tehnology).KQML is the language developed for ommuniation between these softwareagents. Initially no semantis was given to various speeh ats performable inKQML, whih indued the emergene of various idioms without mutual under-standing between these languages. We present in the following setion one ofthese semantis.Basially an agent (:sender) using a KQML language sends a message toanother agent (the reeiver: :reeiver) with a partiular ontent (:ontent)written in a given language (:language), and a partiular performative label.The message is also understood in a given ontology (:ontology). Note that



92 CHAPTER 5. AGENT COMMUNICATIONCategory NamesBasi Query evaluate, ask-if, ask-about, ask-one, ask-allMulti-response query stream-about, stream-all, eosResponse reply, sorryGeneri informational tell, ahieve, anel, untell, unahieveGenerator standby, ready, next, rest, disard, generatorCapability-de�nition advertise, subsribe, monitor, import, exportNetworking register, unregister, forward, broadast, routeTable 5.2: Seven ategories of KQML performatives (Finin, Labrou, and May-�eld, 1996)the notion of performative does not math exatly the onept of performativeverbs presented above in the Speeh At Theory: �The primary funtion of theperformatives is to identify the protool to be used to deliver the message and tosupply a speeh at whih the sender attahes to the ontent.� (Finin, Labrou,and May�eld, 1996). A large number of performatives is de�ned in KQML aspresented in Table 5.2, inluding performatives for dialogue (queries and generiinformationals as tell) and performatives regulating the dialogue (responses andgenerators) among others (for a more detailed aount of these performativessee (Labrou, 1996)).For example, an agent joe ould query about the prie of a share of IBMstok (represented by a formula in the LPROLOG language) to another agent iden-ti�ed with the string stok-server, in an ontology identi�ed by NYSE-TICKSby sending the following message.(ask-one:sender joe:ontent (PRICE IBM ?prie):reeiver stok-server:reply-with ibm-stok:language LPROLOG:ontology NYSE-TICKS)Agent joe an answer afterwards using a tell performative as follows (Finin,Labrou, and Peng, 1999):(tell:sender stok-server:ontent (PRICE IBM 14):reeiver joe:in-reply-to ibm-stok:language LPROLOG:ontology NYSE-TICKS)



5.3. MENTALIST APPROACHES 935.3.3.2 Semantis: example of (Labrou and Finin, 1997)Several semantis were developed ((Cohen and Levesque, 1990b) for example)to formalize KQML speeh ats, whih produed some dialets that were in-dependent and inompatible. We present in this setion one of them, that ismainly based on BDI-like representational strutures, and is due to Labrou andFinin.A omplete aount of this semantis is presented in Yannis Labrou's dis-sertation (Labrou, 1996). Performatives are desribed in terms of preonditionsand postonditions. For a performative performative(i,j,ϕ)3, authors denoteby Pre(i) i's state neessary to send this performative and by Pre(j) j's stateneessary to suessfully reeive and proess the message (otherwise an erroror sorry message will be responded). Post(i) and Post(j) hold automatiallyafter the suessful proessing of the performative (i.e. in partiular if no sorryor error has been sent in response). To desribe agents' states, Labrou et al.uses primitive notions of Belief (BEL), Knowledge (KNOW ), Desire (WANT )and Intention (INT ) with a ommon sense meaning. For example, BEL(i , ϕ)means that ϕ holds for agent i, and WANT (i , ψ) means that agent i desiresthat the ognitive state desribed by ψ ours in the future4.For example, authors give to the basi assertive performative tell (i ex-presses to j that he believes ϕ to be true) the following semantis:tell(i,j,ϕ)
• Pre(i) : BEL(i , ϕ) ∧KNOW (i ,WANT (B ,KNOW (j , ψ)))

• Pre(j) : INT (j ,KNOW (j , ψ)) with ψ that is BEL(j , ϕ) or ¬BEL(j , ϕ)

• Post(i): KNOW (i ,KNOW (j ,BEL(i , ϕ)))

• Post(j): KNOW (j ,BEL(i , ϕ))In order to tell to agent j that ϕ holds, the speaker i has to atually believethat ϕ holds and to know that j wants to know if ϕ holds. After this utterane,
j knows that i believes ϕ and i knows the former.The multipliation of various semantis has highlighted the need of a stan-dardization in the world of ACLs. The aim of the onsortium FIPA was thus toprovide an ACL with one uni�ed semantis.5.3.4 FIPA-ACL5.3.4.1 PresentationFIPA-ACL is the �rst and only attempt to standardize an Agent Communia-tion Language, in order to avoid emergene of plenty of semantis and indepen-dent language. The FIPA-ACL is indeed omposed of three omponents: the3This notation orresponds to a message sent by agent i (:sender) toward agent j(:reeiver) with the ontent ϕ, (:ontent).4WANT and INT are also about a ognitive state ontrarily to BEL that is about anexpression.



94 CHAPTER 5. AGENT COMMUNICATIONommuniative at library (FIPA, 2002a), the ontent language (FIPA, 2002)and some interation protools suh as the well-known Contrat Net Proto-ol (FIPA, 2002b). FIPA-ACL is mainly based on speeh at theory: agentsshare messages i.e. they perform ommuniative ats (lose to KQML perfor-matives send). Their semantis is based on David Sadek's works (Sadek, 1991;Sadek, 1992). Agents have to follow some interation protools in order to pro-due a oherent dialogue. The Contrat Net Protool will be presented anddisussed in the following setion.5.3.4.2 SemantisIn the standard semantis of FIPA (FIPA, 2002a), semantis is given by provid-ing the feasibility preonditions (FPs) and the rational e�ets (REs) of singleCommuniative Ats. The former express the logial onditions to be ful�lledin order to exeute the respetive at, and the latter express the onditions thathold after the suessful performane of that at. FPs haraterize both theability of the speaker to perform the at and the ontext-dependent relevane ofthe at (i.e., that performing the at is relevant given a ertain dialogue ontext).In ontrast, REs speify the desired and rationally-expetable diret perlou-tionary e�et of the utterane, i.e. what beomes true in ase the perloutionaryat sueeds.FIPA-ACL desribes 22 Communiative Ats, that are based on four primi-tive ones: Inform, Confirm, Disconfirm and Request. We present here only the ba-si assertive Communiative Ats (Inform) and the basi diretive one (Request):
〈i, j, Inform, ϕ〉FP: Bel i ϕ ∧ ¬Bel i (Bel j ϕ ∨ Bel j ¬ϕ ∨ Ujϕ ∨ Uj¬ϕ)RE: Bel j ϕThe formula Bel i ϕ means that agent i believes that ϕ holds. Ujϕ denotes thatagent j is unertain about ϕ, but thinks that ϕ is more likely than ¬ϕ.Diretive ommuniative ats are de�ned by:

〈i, j,Request, α〉FP: FP(α)[i\j] ∧ Bel i Agent(j, α) ∧ ¬Bel i Intendj Done(α)RE: Done(α)Here, α is an ation expression, FP(α)[i\j] denotes the part of the feasibil-ity preonditions of ation α where the mental attitudes are those of agent i.
Agent(j, α) states that j is the only agent that ever performs, has performedor will perform α, and Intend j Done(α) denotes that Done(α) (i.e., ation αhas just been performed suessfully) is an intention of agent j. The RE justspei�es that the intended perloutionary e�et of this ommuniation at is toget α done.



5.3. MENTALIST APPROACHES 955.3.4.3 FIPA hypothesesFIPA semantis is deeply linked to strong hypotheses on the agents. First, aspresented in the Inform semantis, agents have to believe what they assert.This is the sinerity ondition. Moreover additional ooperation hypothesesare added. For example the following impliation is presented as a property ofFeasible Preonditions persistene:
|= Bel i (Doneα → FP(α)) (Property 5 from (FIPA, 2002a))Indeed this property an also be interpreted as a ooperation hypothesis. Ev-ery agent believes that if a speaker has performed some speeh at then thepreonditions still holds. Under this hypothesis an agent annot believe for ex-ample that an insinere assertion has been performed. He has to believe thatother agents are ooperative. Moreover this property an also be applied to thespeaker himself. In this ase (and due to introspetion properties) Feasible Pre-onditions atually hold. It follows that an agent annot perform an insinereassertion, he annot lie: he has to be both sinere and ooperative.5.3.5 Advantages and limitations of mentalists approahesFIPA-ACL is semantially rih, and the onepts involved are quite intuitive.Its standardized semantis is indeed lose to speeh at theory and is thusphilosophial well grounded. Using mental attitudes in the de�nition of thesemantis gives also a strong preditive power to this aount. In partiular itallows to infer the ommuniative intention of the speaker. Nevertheless, FIPA-ACL has a feature that has often been ritiized in the literature (Singh, 2000;Fornara and Colombetti, 2002), viz. that the semantis of ommuniation atsis de�ned in terms of the agents' mental states. For example, when agent iinforms agent j that ϕ, then the (rational) e�et is that agent j starts to believe

ϕ. In order for suh an e�et to obtain some hypotheses have to be made; buteven in suh ontexts j is autonomous and might not adopt ϕ, and in any ase
i or other agents and the system designer an never verify whether this is thease or not. This is espeially felt as being too strong in open environmentswith blak- or gray-box agents where we don't even want to asribe mentalattitudes to other agents. Moreover this onstraint imposes a kind of internalarhiteture for agents: they have to be able to manage mental attitudes andto do inferenes. This is a strong limitations against mentalist ACLs beause itimposes to designer a to use a partiular kind of ognitive agents.Following these ritiisms a new trend of ACLs has been developed followingSingh's work (Singh, 1998).



96 CHAPTER 5. AGENT COMMUNICATION5.4 Soial approahes: ommitment-basedapproahes5.4.1 �ACLs: rethinking the priniples� (Singh, 1998)Singh (Singh, 1998) noties that Agent Communiation Languages have beendeveloped only for proprietary multi agents systems. Indeed no e�ort has beenmade to allow mutual understanding. But the development of internet wouldfavor the interation between heterogenous agents from various MASs. Moreoverlanguages presented above are mainly based on the assumption that agents weredesigned as ognitive agents with mental attitudes and inferene apaities.One again this hypothesis is too strong for open multi-agents systems withheterogenous kinds of agents. Singh argues thus that priniples of ACLs shouldbe rethought and proposes a new stream where languages are no more basedon the intentional aspet of ommuniation but rather on its publi and soialaspet.Based on that he onsiders how ACLs should address the issue of the meaningof the ommuniation. Many elements should be taken into aount to managethis question. Afterwards he onsiders designers point of view in front of theseACLs.Firstly, every ommuniative at an be interpreted from three perspetives :the speaker's (or message sender's), the hearer's (or reeiver's) and the publi's.Mentalist ACLs are foused on the �rst two. But Singh argues that mentalattitudes should only be kept as a tool for some designers to speify agentsbehavior. Agents should be onsidered only as blak boxes able to performommuniative ats in the ACL's de�nition. Thus ommuniation meaningshould only be interpreted from a publi and soial perspetive due to agents'heterogeneity.In addition, the type of meaning should also be taken into aount: it anbe personal or onventional. With personal meaning, an ommuniative atan be interpreted di�erently aording to the agent. Typially the assertion ofthe intention that the hearer performs some ation an be interpreted by someagents as a diretive speeh at, whereas it ould be interpreted simply as anassertion by another one. Singh advoates a onventional type of meaning. Aslanguage is typially a onvention system, meaning of every ommuniative atshould be onventional and thus publi and ommon to all agents.The fat that the assertion of an intention an be interpreted as a diretiveindues an impoverishment of illoutionary fores taken into aount by men-talist ACLs: for example in KQML, every at is a kind of assertive (tell inKQML). Singh argues that ommuniation between autonomous agents needsseven kinds of ommuniative ations: assertives, diretives, ommissives, per-missives, prohibitives, delaratives and expressives. ACLs as FIPA-ACL orKQML only manage in general assertives and diretives. It ould be possi-ble to add other ategories but only thanks to lot of e�orts. Singh advoatesthat ACLs should be extensible enough to integrate easily new ommuniative



5.4. SOCIAL APPROACHES 97primitives.Finally as presented above, mentalist ACLs need strong hypotheses onagents, suh as sinerity and ooperation. Otherwise these languages annotbe applied in pratie. Singh remarks that in open systems these hypothesesannot be imposed beause agents are heterogenous. Thus no partiular kind ofinternal arhiteture an be ensured, and dialogues an be based on oppositionor on�it between agents in partiular in the ase of negotiation, persuasion orbusiness dialogues. ACLs should thus not be based on above onstraints.From the designer's standpoint, ACLs should not be an additional onstrainton the design of the agent. Designers should be free to manage agents' behaviorwith their preferred tools and should not be fored to deal with mental attitudesas imposed by mentalist ACLs.To summarize, for Singh (Singh, 1998), a new trend of ACLs is needed withnew requirements. Meaning of utteranes should be soially and onventionallygrounded. The language should be simple and expressive enough but also easilyextensible. Other authors suh as (Fornara and Colombetti, 2004) require theveri�ability of the dialogue adequation to the protool managing the sequeneof speeh ats. This veri�ability is mainly due to the publi harater of speehats. To follow these requirements, Singh advoates the use of the notion ofsoial ommitment to de�ne speeh at semantis.5.4.2 Disussion around the notion of ommitmentCommitment has various senses in the AI literature. First of all, it is importantto make a distintion between internal ommitment and soial ommitment.Internal ommitment �refers to a relation between an agent and an ation�(Castelfranhi, 1995). In partiular, ommitment is used in this sense in thefamous slogan �Intention is hoie with ommitment� (Cohen and Levesque,1990a). It aptures the persistene of an agent's hoie to perform an ation.The agent an be either an individual agent or a group of agents (handled as awhole). This entails a subdistintion between personal and olletive ommit-ment. The olletive ommitment aptures the persistene of a group of agents'olletive hoies. It should not be onfused with soial ommitment whihrefers to a partiular relation between agents. In this setion we fous on thestudy of soial ommitment. The personal ommitment is taken into aountin our framework via the notion of intention de�ned in hapter 3.In Castelfranhi's view, soial ommitment is a relation between two agentsonly about an ation. (Walton and Krabbe, 1995) have introdued another kindof soial ommitment: propositional soial ommitment (where propositions andations are di�erent entities). We desribe both notions in the sequel.5.4.2.1 Commitment in ationCharaterization. Soial ommitment is a relational notion. That meansit links at least two agents: the agent who is ommitted (the debtor) and theagent to whom the debtor is ommitted (the reditor) (Fornara and Colombetti,



98 CHAPTER 5. AGENT COMMUNICATION2002). A third part an be involved in a ommitment: the witness. Castelfranhiproposes the following de�nition of soial ommitment of the debtor i to thereditor j w.r.t. the ation a:�[i℄ and [j℄ mutually know that [i℄ intends to do a and this is [j℄'sgoal, and that as for a [j℄ has spei� rights on [i℄ ([j℄ is entitled by[i℄ to a).� (Castelfranhi, 1995, p. 3)In opposition to Singh's aount (Singh, 1991) and works about ACLs(Colombetti, 2000), Castelfranhi onsiders that soial ommitment (in ation)is not primitive but an be de�ned in terms of agents' mental attitudes withadditional deonti onepts. In the sequel we will follow Castelfranhi on hisredutionist view of ommitment.This haraterization will be disussed in Setion 7.3. We an neverthelessmake some preliminary remarks. First, the mutual knowledge on i's intention isneeded, whih logially implies i's intention. But as Castelfranhi admits him-self, the atual intention of i to perform a is neither neessary nor su�ient forhis soial ommitment to do a: the entailment link between soial ommitmentand individual intention only holds if the agent is honest. We ould thus weakenthe de�nition by substituting mutual knowledge with a notion apturing onlythe publi feature of i's intention: if i has a soial ommitment toward j to do
a then it must be publi for both agents that i has the intention to do a. Thisnotion of publi ground should be designed in a way suh that (1) the publiground of an attitude does not imply automatially that this attitude holds a-tually and that (2), in the ase where agents are honest, it should entail mutualknowledge.Seond, the ation a to whih i is ommitted should be a goal of the reditor
j. We argue that this hypothesis is also too strong in general. We an omparethis to the Speeh At Theory (Vanderveken, 1990, p. 182�183) by onsideringommissive ats. On the one hand, Promise produes a ommitment from thespeaker to the hearer and needs that what is promised is a goal of the inter-loutor, but on the other hand Threat has the same soial result (reation of aommitment) but needs in ontrary that the objet of the threat is not a goalof the agent (or is ontrary to one of his goals). Thus, we ould distinguishbetween what we all desirable soial ommitment (when the fat that a beperformed is a goal of the reditor), and undesirable soial ommitment (whenthe fat that a be performed is not a goal of the reditor). Soial ommitmentà la Castelfranhi orresponds to desirable soial ommitment. We do not needto de�ne soial ommitment in suh a restritive way as we will show in thesequel.Finally Castelfranhi introdues deonti aspets of soial ommitment witha vague notion of right. This point would bene�t from a formal haraterizationof ommitment. Note that as highlighted by (Carey, 1975) ommitments donot imply an obligation strito sensu. In partiular Royakkers (Royakkers andDignum, 2000) introdued rather a notion of direted obligation. When anagent inurs a ommitment toward another agent, he does not have a generalobligation but rather a kind of obligation direted toward the other agent.



5.4. SOCIAL APPROACHES 99Satisfation of soial ommitments. One a ommitment has been in-urred, it is important to haraterize when it is ful�lled. (Castelfranhi, 1995)distinguishes two kinds of satisfation: subjetive satisfation (when j believesthat the ation has been performed) and objetive satisfation (when the ationhas atually been performed). Objetive satisfation is learly neessary. If jbelieves that a has been done whereas a has not been performed yet, i stayswith risks of blame hanging over him (by ongoing rights of j). But it is notsu�ient. j needs to be aware of the objetive satisfation, or more preisely, if
i an inform j of the ommitment satisfation, he should do it.Fornara and Colombetti (Fornara and Colombetti, 2002) among other au-thors (Flores, Pasquier, and Chaib-draa, 2007; Mallya and Singh, 2007) improvethis aount by adding additional states to the ommitment life-yle of ACLsemantis: eah speeh at is haraterized by the ommitment in a partiularstate it produes.5.4.2.2 Propositional ommitmentsWalton and Krabbe (Walton and Krabbe, 1995) follow Hamblin's work (Ham-blin, 1970). The latter addressed the issue of the argument evaluation in theontext of formal dialogues and used already ommitment as the key notion,but without studying it in depth. Walton and Krabbe propose thus a thoroughanalysis of ommitments, identify both kinds of ommitments (in ation andpropositional) and use the latter to formalize dialogues.The general form of a ommitment in ation is: �[i℄ is ommitted to [a℄-ing� where i is the subjet of the ommitment and a its objet. In oppositionto Castelfranhi's analysis of the onept of ommitment itself in relation tomental attitudes, Walton & Krabbe onsider ommitments in ation in relationwith assoiated imperatives : to know the objet of the ommitment is to knowwhat should and should not be done to stay lose to this ommitment. Theylassify also ommitments in funtion of the santion assoiated to them.Consider the two following examples to grasp the distintion between propo-sitional ommitment and ommitment in ation:Example. On the evening, John asks Mary: �Where will you put the garbagefor me to take out tomorrow morning?� Mary answers: �Behind the door, asusual.� (Walton and Krabbe, 1995, p. 22)This answer is indeed a promise from Mary to John to put the garbagebehind the door. She has thus inurred a ommitment in ation to put thegarbage there.Example. John is about to take the garbage out. He asks Mary: �Where didyou put the garbage for me to take out tomorrow morning?� Mary answers:�Behind the door, as usual.� (Walton and Krabbe, 1995, p. 22)In this seond ase, Mary has not promised to perform any ation herself.But she has nevertheless inurred a propositional ommitment on the state ofa�airs that the garbage is behind the door. She annot, one this ommitment



100 CHAPTER 5. AGENT COMMUNICATIONinurred, deny the fat that she has performed this assertion or assert that thegarbage is elsewhere without running the gauntlet. Moreover she has to defendher ommitment when it is attaked by other agents' arguments (for examplethat she has not performed suh assertion). Thus she is also ommitted insome way to other ations (holding that P , defending if attaked ...) thatare only dialogial. Walton and Krabbe give thus the following de�nition of apropositional ommitment:Definition.[(Walton and Krabbe, 1995, p. 23)℄ Propositional ommitment is(1) a kind of ation ommitment whose(2) partial strategies assign dialogial ations that(3) enter on one proposition (or a formulation thereof).Moreover Walton and Krabbe point out that in the �rst example Mary hasalso inurred some propositional ommitments in addition to her ommitmentin ation to put the garbage behind the door. In partiular, she is ommittednot to deny her promise and to defend the fat that she has promised. The linkbetween these two kinds of ommitment will be analysed more deeply in thesequel.5.4.3 Desription of ommitment-based ACLsFollowing Singh's manifest introdued in (Singh, 1998), some aounts aimingat given a formal soial semantis of ACLs have emerged in the last deade. Wepresent in this setion the main ontributions of Colombetti et al. and Chaib-draa et al.. Contrarily to Castelfranhi (Castelfranhi, 1995), they onsiderommitment as a primitive. After having haraterized it in terms of its life-yle automata, they de�ne speeh at semantis thanks to various states ofommitment.5.4.3.1 Colombetti et al.In the sequel among the large literature produed by Colombetti et al., weonsider as referene one of their latest papers (Fornara, Viganò, and Colom-betti, 2007). We will also refer quikly to some extensions suh as onditionalommitments or ommitment with deadlines.Commitments. A ommitment is basially haraterized by a state, a debtor,a reditor, and a ontent and denoted by:
C (state, debtor , creditor , content) (5.1)This notation means that the debtor has a ommitment toward the reditorat a partiular state on some ontent. The ontent is represented by a temporalproposition (Fornara, Viganò, and Colombetti, 2004). A temporal proposition



5.4. SOCIAL APPROACHES 101(TP) is a statement (that means a proposition, i.e. a state of a�airs, or anation to perform) related to a time interval with two modes of validity (∃ and
∀). It an take three truth values : unde�ned, false or true. For example, theproposition TP(ϕ, [t1,t2℄,∃,state) stays unde�ned as long as ϕ is false and theurrent instant is in the interval. It beomes true as soon as ϕ is true andfalse if the urrent instant is later then t2 without ϕ being true in [t1,t2℄. Thisformalization in terms of a temporal proposition allows in partiular to managedeadlines in ommitments.A ommitment an be in various states as desribed by the ommitmentlife-yle desribed in Figure 5.1 quoted from (Fornara, Viganò, and Colom-betti, 2007)5. State transitions are triggered by the performane of spei�institutional ations, i.e. ations able to manage institutional fats (suh asommitments) or by the hanges of the ontent truth value. When an agent idemands or requests another agent j to perform some ation, both agents arein a partiular soial relation, in whih j is requested to ommit itself to ation.Colombetti represents it by an unset ommitment from j to i about the ation6.This means that c reated himself a ommitment of whih he is the reditor.This ommitment is reated by the funtion makeCommitment. It an be an-eled (e.g. if j refuses to ommit to perform the ation) with ation setCanelor beomes pending (e.g. if j aepts the request) with ation setPending. Ifthe ommitment ontent beomes true (resp. false), the ommitment is ful�lled(resp. violated). An extension of this life-yle has been proposed in (Fornaraand Colombetti, 2007) to take into aount an additional onept of santion(see Setion 5.4.3.2 for more details about the notion of santion). Two statesare added to the yle representing extinguished ommitments (that have beenrepaired by performing the d−sanction) and irreoverable ommitments (ifthe violation has not been remedied).7Note that this automaton is independent from the type of the ontent, andin partiular ful�lment and violation onditions are the same for a proposi-tion and an ation. We will disuss this point later. Moreover institutionalations, makeCommitment, setPending, setCanel..., are de�ned independently5Note that this version of ommitment does not take into aount onditional ommitments.For onditional ommitments (Fornara and Colombetti, 2004), a state ative is added betweenpending and ful�lled/violated to represent pending ommitments with true ondition. In thisdissertation we onsider only unonditional ommitments (whih an be viewed as onditionalommitments with a tautologous true onditions; the ative and pending states are thusmerged.) Commitments are then represented under the form (with an additional deadline):

C (state, debtor , creditor , content |condition[, timeout ]). 6This unset state has also been alled preommitment in (Fornara and Colombetti, 2002).7Commitments take thus the form:
C (state, debtor , creditor , content , d−sanctions, e−sanctions, source)

d−sanction is the ation that the agent who has violated the ommitment an perform toremedy the violation, e−sanction is the ation that the empowered agent an perform againstthe violation. Colombetti et al. argue that information about the source (norms ...) of theommitment is needed to handle it and its santions.



102 CHAPTER 5. AGENT COMMUNICATIONfrom speeh ats: they are de�ned at the level of the system managing ommit-ments. They are used at a seond step to de�ne high level speeh ats semantis.makeCommitmentsetPendingsetCanel setCanel
ontent.truth_value = 1 ontent.truth_value = 1ontent.truth_value = 0unset pending

aneled
ful�lled
violated

Figure 5.1: Commitments life-yle (Fornara, Viganò, and Colombetti, 2007).The dotted lines represent events suh as ontent truth value hanges.ACL. Following Searle (Searle, 1969), Colombetti et al. de�ne speeh at asinstitutional ations (Colombetti and Verdihio, 2002). When an human be-ing performs some utterane or when an arti�ial agent sends some message toanother agent, given partiular ontextual onditions, this ounts as the perfor-mane of a ommuniative at. Moreover they onsider that those ommunia-tive ats an be haraterized by the institutional fats that they bring about.These institutional fats depend of ourse on the partiular institution underonsideration. They adopt the working hypothesis that there always exists aprimary or ore institution that manages the basi institutional fats that arefundamental for every interation, viz. soial ommitments.Thus their projet is to de�ne speeh at e�ets on the institutional layerthanks to the two institutional ations presented above: �make ommitment�(mc(i , j , ϕ) for short) whih reates a new ommitment in an unset state with i asreditor, j as debtor and ϕ as ontent and �set ommitment� (sc(i , state)) whihhanges the state of the ommitment i toward state state. Ations setCaneland setPending are only partiular instanes of the funtion sc. The authorsgive to these two basi ations the following semantis in terms of preonditionsand postonditions (represented in Objet Constraint Language OCL (ObjetManagement Group, 2003)). We present here only the semantis of the ation
mc:
• name : mc(debtor , creditor , content)

• pre : not Comm.allInstanes → exists(|.debtor = debtor and.reditor = reditor and .ontent = ontent)
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• post : Comm.allInstanes → exists(|.state = unset and.debtor = debtor and .reditor = reditor and .ontent = ontent)The preondition says that an agent annot inur a ommitment if anotherone already exists in the set of ommitments (i.e. another one with the samedebtor, reditor and ontent). The postondition says that the ation reates aommitment.Using the two basi ommitment ats mc and mc, the authors hoose to givea semantis only to four of the �ve illoutionary fores existing in speeh attheory, arguing that expressive speeh ats are not relevant for arti�ial multi-agents systems. As an illustration of Colombetti's semantis, we present in thesequel the de�nition of assertive and diretive speeh ats, under the form givenin (Colombetti, Fornara, and Verdihio, 2002)8, that we have simpli�ed due tothe fat that we onsider ommitment as unonditional.Assertive: Inform. Inform is taken as the representative of the lass ofassertives. From an observer's point of view, when i informs j that ϕ then theonly thing we an say is that i has inurred a ommitment on the truth of theproposition ϕ. The semantis of the inform speeh at is thus de�ned by:

〈i, Inform, j, ϕ〉 := {c← mc(i , j , ϕ); sc(c, pending)} (5.2)After an inform at, a pending ommitment of i toward j thus holds, whih anbe represented in our dynami logi by (without giving a partiular semantisto the �ommitment� prediate C (pending, i , j , ϕ) in logial framework)
After 〈i,Inform,j,ϕ〉 C (pending, i , j , ϕ) (5.3)Diretive: Request. Request is taken as the representative of the lassof diretives. In the general ase, by requesting an agent j to perform someation α, it would be too strong to say that i has diretly reated a pendingommitment of j with i as reditor. Even when there exists strong hierarhialrelations between agents, as in the army, a reditor annot reate a ommitmentby performing a strong diretive as an order, but only that he has reated anobligation that the debtor should respet. To represent the partiular relationexisting between both agents after the performane of a diretive, Colombettiet al. use the unset ommitment state. Thus the performane of suh an illou-tionary at ounts as the reation of an unset ommitment:
〈i,Request, j, j:α〉 := {mc(j , i , j :α)} (5.4)After a request at, an unset ommitment of d toward c thus holds, whih anbe represented in our dynami logi by:
After 〈i,Request,j,j:α〉 C (unset , j , i , j :α) (5.5)8Although the form has slightly hanged along di�erent artiles the main idea remains thesame.



104 CHAPTER 5. AGENT COMMUNICATIONSeveral aspets of the Castelfranhi et al. aount of ommitments, theirlife-yle and their use to de�ne an ACL semantis will be disussed in thesequel.Disussion. First, Colombetti et al. manage propositional ommitments andommitments in ation by the same mehanisms. But as Walton & Krabbeshow in (Walton and Krabbe, 1995), the two kinds of ommitments are dif-ferent in many respets. In partiular the life-yle automata presented aboveis dediated to both kinds of ommitments, but it does not seem to be fullyadapted to propositional ommitments. For example the state unset is notreahable by propositional ommitments beause the only speeh at reating apropositional ommitment is the Inform speeh at and it reates automatiallya pending ommitment. Moreover the relevane of the unset state is question-able for propositional ommitments. An unset ommitment on a propositionwould be the result of a request that the debtor beome ommitted on a stateof a�airs. But as a ommitment an only be inurred by performing an ation,this request must be a request to perform the ation to be propositionally om-mitted. For example when a polieman requests a suspet person to avow thathe has killed his wife, it is more intuitive to represent this state of a�airs by anunset ommitment to perform the ation of avowing rather than by an unsetommitment to be ommitted to the fat that he has killed his wife. Moreoverfollowing Speeh At Theory, the ontent of speeh ats with a diretive (asrequest) or ommissive illoutionary fore an only be an ation.Seondly, for Colombetti et al., a ommitment (on proposition or on ation)is ful�lled (resp. violated) as soon as its ontent beomes true (resp. false).But following Walton and Krabbe (Walton and Krabbe, 1995), propositionalommitments represent what has been asserted in a dialogue, and have to bedefended by arguments when hallenged9. Thus suh a ommitment is notrelated to the truth of its ontent. Its state is rather determined by the agent'sapaity to maintain it. A speaker an utter a false proposition while beingonvined it is true. We annot say that he has violated his ommitment if inthe sequel of the dialogue he stays oherent with it. We annot say either thata ommitment is ful�lled if its ontent is true but its debtor retrats what hehas said and onedes the ontrary.For example, several enturies ago, most sientists believed that earth was�at. Let us onsider a debate about earth boundaries and what there is on theedge. By asserting that the earth is �at as a premise of an argument X, agent ainurs a ommitment on the fat that the earth is �at. Following Colombetti'sharaterization, we an say that his ommitment is violated. But in fat,neither a nor his interloutors an detet that this ommitment is violated andmoreover they will believe that it is ful�lled.Consider a seond example. John tells Mary: �I believe that it will be sunny9Remark that we use here voabulary used in (Gaudou, Herzig, and Longin, 2006b) in thease of the formalization of Walton & Krabbe's persuasion dialogue. But we are not limitedhere to that partiular kind of dialogue type.



5.4. SOCIAL APPROACHES 105tomorrow�. John has inurred a propositional ommitment to the proposition:�I believe that it will be sunny tomorrow�. One more time, this ommitmentannot be veri�ed by agents other than John: Mary annot know John's privatemental attitudes (we reall that this is one of the most important ritiismsagainst mentalist ACLs).Aording to Colombetti, the ful�lment ondition of those two ommitmentsan be veri�ed only from an objetive point of view, i.e. the one of an omni-sient agent. We onsider that this is problemati in multi-agent systems whereeah agent must be autonomous: for the interation with other agents shouldnot depend on a entral agent. Thus rather than an objetive onept we willsee ommitment as a publi onept and keep the oherene ondition ratherthan the truth value ondition to determine the state of the ommitment. Weonsider here that a publi onept is a subjetive onept in the sense that eahagent an determine alone its truth value. Contrarily, an objetive onept isobjetive, i.e. its truth value is related to the atual one of an other proposition.As the agents' pereption of their environment is neither sound nor omplete,they annot determine the truth value of suh a proposition. Consequently, on-erning ful�lment and violation ondition a distintion between ommitmentsabout propositions and ommitments about ations should be made.Considering previous remarks we argue that we need two distinguished om-mitment life-yles depending on the ontent type (this point will be developedin Setion 7.3).The last point is that Colombetti does not explore relations existing be-tween ommitments in ation and propositional ommitments. For example,by promising : �I promise to take out the garbage�, John is inurring a om-mitment of taking out the garbage. Moreover, following Speeh At Theory(Vanderveken, 1990), he is also expressing at least that he has the intention toperform the ation to take out the garbage. Thus he is also ommitted on thisproposition. He an thus su�er santion if he does not perform this ation (suhas reproahes by his wife), but also if he merely utters that he does not havethis intention (in whih ase the santion would be at the dialogue level: hewould appear to be inoherent and thus untrustworthy). We an observe twokinds of violation orresponding to the two kinds of ommitments. As we willshow in Setion 7.3.2, by inurring ommitment on ation10, an agent inurs defato some propositional ommitments.We have disussed above the unset state for propositional ommitments,but we an make some remarks about ation ommitments. As we said above,Colombetti represents the partiular soial relation between two agents thatresults from the request by agent i toward agent j to perform an ation, by aommitment of j toward i with unset state. As in (Fornara and Colombetti,2002), we onsider that �it is impossible for an agent to reate a ommitment ofwhih some other agent is the debtor�. We argue that after a request of i it is10We onsider here that agents only inur ommitments intentionally by performing speehats. We do not take into aount ommitments inurring automatially, e.g. by representa-tives or due to soial position (see (Walton and Krabbe, 1995, p. 32), for a detailed aountof the ways of inurring ommitments).



106 CHAPTER 5. AGENT COMMUNICATIONdoubtful that agent j is a debtor of any kind of ommitment. We onsider thatin this ase, it is only i who is ommitted to something, and as we will show inthe sequel, he is ommitted to his intention that j performs the ation.5.4.3.2 Chaib-draa et al.Chaib-draa et al. (Pasquier, Bergeron, and Chaib-draa, 2004) propose a dialoguesystem based on the notion of soial ommitments to represent the soial layermanaging agents interation and dialogue games as dialogue units manipulatingthose ommitments.Commitments. Chaib-draa et al.'s approah of ommitment is lose toColombetti's. Commitments are represented by a primitive operator. Con-trarily to Colombetti's their ontent is restrited to ations, thus they do nottake into aount propositional ommitments. Moreover in its basi version,ommitments are represented with expliit notions of santions and deadline.The authors introdue santions for both agents involved in the ommitment.A ommitment is thus a 6-tuple: an agent i has a ommitment toward agent
j to perform an ation α at time t. si and sj desribe santions that an beapplied to both agents: if agent i anels or violates the ommitment, he willbe under the santion si, whereas agent j will be under santion sj if he triesto withdraw the ommitment one he aepted it.Commitments are thus represented by the formula (Pasquier, Flores, andChaib-draa, 2004):

C (i , j , α, t , si , sj ) (5.6)Santions. In other approahes based on ommitments to represent soiallinks and interation between agents, ommitments are often supposed to berespeted. Indeed only few is said about the ase of violation of these om-mitments (see for example (Fornara and Colombetti, 2007) in partiular). Butommitments are a muh more �exible notion than obligation: it an be re-trated or aneled. Chaib-draa et al. propose thus in (Pasquier, Flores, andChaib-draa, 2004) a detailed aount of santions allowing for the possible evo-lution of ommitments into states suh as violated or aneled.The authors base their aount on the theory of soial ontrol (Martindale,1978): �The onept of soial ontrol originally denoted the apaity of a groupor soiety to regulate itself and to seure ohereny and unity in soial life�(Pasquier, Flores, and Chaib-draa, 2004). Authors onsider partiularly twomain elements: santions and punishment poliies.A santion is haraterized by three dimensions:
• its diretion: positive (or reward) as inentive to follow partiular be-havior, and negative as punishment against violations);
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Figure 5.2: Commitments life-yle (Pasquier, Flores, and Chaib-draa, 2004)
• its type: material, i.e. violene, repairing ations or �nanial; soial (Pos-ner and Rasmusen, 1999), i.e. santions a�eting trust, redibility or rep-utation; psyhologial, i.e. santions induing unpleasant emotions as guiltor shame;
• its style: impliit, i.e. private, unilaterally santions and expliit that arepubli.Santions an also be split into two parts by distinguishing a priori (statial)santions from a posteriori (dynamial) santions.The punishment poliies (Bearia, 1963; Bentham, 1970) determine thetype and the magnitude of santion to impose on agents, relative to designer'sdesiderata to �ght against violations. (Vold, Bernard, and Snipes, 2002) presentthe �ve basi punishment poliies: inapaitation, rehabilitation, restoration,deterrene and retribution. Chaib-draa et al. hoose only to take into aountthe two latter ones, beause in inapaitation, rehabilitation and restoration thehoie is led only by the style and the type of the santion, whereas deterreneand retribution fous on the strength of the santions. Deterrene fous is toavoid ommitment violation. It aims at disouraging agents to violate their om-mitments by imposing strong and expliit santions; santions should be muhmore worth than the possible bene�t of a violation. In ontrary in retributionthe santion should have the same value as the violated ommitment.



108 CHAPTER 5. AGENT COMMUNICATIONIt is important to note that with deterrene poliy less ommitments willbe inurred: indeed agents will be more areful and inative, due to prohibitivepunishments. In ontrary with a retribution poliy more ommitments willbe inurred (but more will be violated); agents will be freer to interat: inpartiular in an example of MAS for business muh more transations will berun up. Deterrene appears to be less e�etive (Polinsky and Shavel, 1998). Butthe hoie of the punishment poliy only depends on the designer's desiderata.ACL. In Chaib-draa et al.'s aount, the ommitments are managed (dis-ussed, reated, aneled... ) through dialogue games. Dialogue games area partiular struture of the dialogue that is more �exible than protools. Adialogue game is de�ned by:
• Entry onditions (E)
• Suess onditions (S)
• Failure onditions (F)
• Dialogue Rules (R)These onditions and rules are de�ned in terms of ommitments (Maudetand Chaib-draa, 2002). (E) represents the onditions imposed on the set ofommitments to enter in this dialogue game. (S) (resp. (F)) are onditionsdetermining the output state (Suess, resp. failure) of the game. Moreoverby entering in a partiular dialogue game, an agent ommits itself to observethe rules (R) of this dialogue. These dialogial ommitments are spei� to thegame and do not hold in another one.Several dialogue games are de�ned as for example the request game orre-sponding to the �negotiation� of a ommitment to some ation α. The initiator irequests j to perform ation α, afterwards the latter an either aept or refusethe request. It is formalized with the following rules and onditions (note thatsantions are omitted for larity sake):

Erg :¬C(j, i, α, tini) and ¬C(j, i,¬α, tini), ∀tini, tini < tf in

Srg :C(j, i, α, tf in)

Frg :¬C(j, i, α, tf in)

Rrg : 1) Cg(i, j, requestd1
(i, j, α), tf in)2) Cg(i, j, requestd1
(i, j, α)⇒

Cg(j, i, acceptd2
(j, i, α)|refused3

(j, i, α), tk), tf in)3) Cg(j, i, acceptd2
(j, i, α)⇒ C(j, i, α, tf ), tf in)4) Cg(j, i, refused3
(j, i, α)⇒ ¬C(j, i, α, tf , tf in)These dialogue games an be ombined by relations of sequene, hoie orembedding as proposed in (Labrie, Chaib-draa, and Maudet, 2003; Reed, 1998;MBurney, Parsons, and Wooldridge, 2002) among others.



5.5. RETHINKING THE PRINCIPLES (AGAIN) 109Their aount is implemented in a software alled DIAGAL (Pasquier, Berg-eron, and Chaib-draa, 2004). DIAGAL laims to be a very useful and �exibledialogue manager that an moreover manage di�erent intensity degrees of il-loutionary fore and the soial ontext of interation (e.g. hierarhy relationbetween agents that an redue the hoie of an agent).Disussion. Chaib-draa et al. propose an aount using ommitments anddialogue games to manage the dialogue. We an remark that dialogue gamesrepresent a protool enoded by the rules (R) with additional onditions (E), (S)and (F). The more interesting point about dialogue games is the managementof shift or embedding of dialogue games. But we have to highlight that in thisaount, ommitments are used as states of the protools automata or as entryand output onditions. They appear as a kind of tags representing a state of thedialogue rather than the onept of ommitment as desribed by Castelfranhi.Indeed it laks links with other notions managing the interation between agents.5.4.4 Bene�ts and limits of soial approahesThe use of soial notions suh as ommitment to desribe ACLs semantis settlesthe problems of the mentalist approahes. In partiular, the semantis is de�nedat the soial layer, allowing the veri�ation of the dialogue and its omplianewith interation protools. Moreover, this kind of semantis avoids strong hy-potheses on agents. As only the publi and soial aspet of ommuniation istaken into aount, no sinerity or ooperation hypotheses are needed. More-over nothing is imposed on the internal arhiteture of the agents: as semantisis not de�ned in terms of agents' mental attitudes, designers an feel free tohoose their internal arhiteture.As highlighted by (Dignum and van Eijk, 2007), whereas lot of works aredeveloped based on ommitments to manage agent interation, only a few inves-tigations about ommitments themselves exist. Indeed no formal harateriza-tion has been given to the notion of ommitment and its link in partiular withagents' private mental attitudes. For example, when an agent is ommitted toperform α1 and α2, is he neessarily ommitted to perform α1. Does a proposi-tional ommitment to ϕ1ϕ2 implies a ommitment to ϕ1? Moreover, as mentalattitudes are not taken into aount in this aount, nothing is said about theinternal management of the ommitment (within the agent arhiteture).5.5 Toward the need of an alternative: ACLs, re-thinking the priniples (again)Singh (Singh, 1998) suessfully initiated a reexamination of the priniples ofACLs semantis. He proposed to take into aount the soial aspet of the on-versation and to anhor speeh at semantis in this soial layer, in partiularby introduing the notion of ommitment. Many authors have followed his ap-proah, desribing speeh at semantis in terms of ommitments (and only in



110 CHAPTER 5. AGENT COMMUNICATIONterms of ommitments). Although this approah is interesting, we argue thatit remains insu�ient. It is learly well adapted to the ase of ommissives orto manage e-business transations. But it does not address the managementof these ommitments and of the ommuniation in general by the agent him-self. To onsider that the agent has to follow blindly a ommuniation protooldereases the attrativeness of the agent tehnology. Contrarily, if we onsiderthat agents should be able to infer or deliberate to be more adaptative, weshould give them the means to make these inferenes. The most e�ient wayto handle the interation of one agent with other ones is ertainly to give himmental attitudes and inferene apaities. If an agent believes that the hearerhas inurred a ommitment, he an infer for example that (at least publily) hehas the orresponding intention, and that he has a kind of obligation.We will present in the sequel an alternative approah to ACLs semantis.In the tradition of Speeh At Theory and following mentalist approahes, weonsider that speeh ats are deeply linked to mental attitudes. But with soialapproahes, we agree on the soial and publi feature of the dialogue. We aimat bridging the gap between both approahes to ACLs. We thus argue � andthis is the key point of this hapter � that ACLs semantis an be de�ned interms of publi mental attitudes. We show in the sequel how we an use theoperator of group belief de�ned in the preeding hapter to take into aountwhat is publi in the dialogue and to haraterize ACLs semantis.
5.5.1 Disussion about underlying hypothesesDespite their di�erenes all works on ACLs presented above are grounded on aommon and very strong hypothesis: that is the ommuniation between agentsis perfet. That means that ommuniation is omplete (if an utterane hasbeen performed by a speaker, the hearer is aware of this utterane, and there isno loss of information in the transmission) and sound (a hearer annot believethat the speaker has uttered something if it is not the ase). This hypothesis isindeed really strong beause it removes every possibility of mispereption andinomplete pereption: this avoids the problem of grounding a ommon beliefsuh as in the Byzantine Generals problem (Fagin et al., 1995). This hypothesisis indeed unrealisti when it is applied to dialogues between human beings, butit remains defendable in the ase of arti�ial agents thanks to seured interationprotools used for the hardware ommuniation.Traum (Traum, 1994) has addressed this issue by studying the groundingproess in dialogue, i.e. mehanisms used to put some propositions on the om-mon ground of a onversation.



5.5. RETHINKING THE PRINCIPLES (AGAIN) 1115.5.2 Clark and Traum's dialogue model: grounding the-oryIn his dotoral dissertation David Traum exposed a omputational model of thegrounding11 proess (Clark and Shaefer, 1989). He de�ned it as the proessdesribing �how [...℄ ommon ground is engaging in onversation�. In partiular,this problem is really hard in the ase of human-human onversation in NaturalLanguage. In this ase, there is no omplete mutual understanding betweenindividuals beause either the ommuniation is not perfet (in the sense thata message an be lost or its meaning an be altered during the transmission),or the meaning of sentenes is not unique or ompletely unambiguous. In thiskind of ommuniations, rather than reahing omplete and perfet mutual un-derstanding (i.e. a mutual belief in the sense of (Halpern and Vardi, 1989)) ofthe speaker's ommuniative intention and of the message only a partial om-prehension is enough, where partial has to be understood in the sense of the�grounding riterion� (Clark and Shaefer, 1989).Traum proposed a protool for grounding what has been uttered by onver-sation partiipants. It is based on some partiular speeh ats, named groundingats, suh as Acknowledge, Repair... After performane of suh a protool, theutterane of the speaker beomes grounded for both partiipants and thus itbeomes mutually believed that the speaker proposed something (f. Figure5.3). Eah utterane is attempted to be grounded in this way, and is added tospeaker's proposal in the Mutual Belief. In ase of agreement on a proposal, itbeomes shared for both partiipants.

System privateSys BelSys Bel User BelUser proposed (private) System proposed (private)
MBUser proposed System proposedShared

Figure 5.3: Belief and proposal ontexts (Traum, 1994, p. 81)11This notion has nothing to do with Wooldridge's omputational grounding notion(Wooldridge, 2000).



112 CHAPTER 5. AGENT COMMUNICATION5.5.3 Philosophy of language: Searle and VandervekenFor Searle (Searle, 1983), performane of a speeh at entails the expressionof an Intentional state: for example the performane of an assertion entailsautomatially the expression of the speaker's belief about what he hase asserted.Even if an utterane was insinere an Intentional state has been expressed, andthat state orresponds to a partiular belief of the speaker in some way.Vanderveken (Vanderveken, 1990; Vanderveken, 1991) has aptured the sub-tle di�erene between expressing an Intentional state and really being in suha state by distinguishing suess onditions from non-defetive performaneonditions, thus re�ning Searle's feliity onditions (Searle, 1969; Searle, 1979;Searle and Vanderveken, 1985). Aording to Vanderveken, when we assert pwe express that we believe p (suess ondition), while the speaker's belief that
p holds is a ondition of non-defetive performane (the sinerity ondition).Consider the Moore's paradox, aording to whih one annot suessfullyassert �p is true and I do not believe p�. The paradox follows from the fatthat: on the one hand, the assertion entails expression of the sinerity onditionabout p (the speaker believes p); on the other hand, the assertion expresses thespeaker believes he does not know that p. If we aept introspetion then thisexpresses that the speaker does not believe p, and the assertion is ontraditory(if we aept that beliefs should be onsistent).5.5.4 Toward a new approahIn the sequel we will not onsider the grounding proess itself: just as Colom-betti et al. or Chaib-draa et al. among aothers, we will also admit the simpli-fying hypothesis of perfet ommuniation to avoid this problem. Thus we willonsider only what is privately believed by partiipants and what is mutuallybelieved (and thus publi), i.e. whih are the properties and features of theommon ground, how agents an use it, dedue with it... and in partiular howa proposed formula beomes aepted by both partiipants of the onversation.Thus Traum's shema presented above an be simpli�ed by eliminating one step:when something has been proposed, it is mutually believed that it has been pro-posed. Indeed the shift from private to mutual belief state is immediate thanksto our publi ation hypotheses.We will also onentrate our study on the link between the private and thepubli states. We will onsider that this link is established by ations and par-tiularly by speeh ats in our ase. In partiular Speeh At Theory indiateswhat will beome publi after performane of speeh ats.We argue that the logi developed in Chapter 3 an be used to representvarious states of Figure 5.3. In partiular the private layer mathes with ourprivate beliefs. What has been proposed by the system or the user orrespondsto the result of an utterane that has been perfetly understood by every agent.Indeed this orresponds to formulas of the form G{system,user} Gsystem ϕ (or
G{system,user} Guser ϕ). The shared state orresponds to a state where bothpartiipants have aepted the proposed proposition. It appears that this �ts



5.5. RETHINKING THE PRINCIPLES (AGAIN) 113the haraterization of the group belief defended in the previous hapter. Wean thus give a simpli�ation of this �gure, that an be formalized in our groupbelief logi (f. Figure 5.4).

Private Guser ϕ1 Gsystem ϕ2

MB
G{system,user} Gsystem ψ1G{system,user} Guser ψ2

G{system,user} ψ

Figure 5.4: Simpli�ation of Figure 5.3In the sequel we will also refer to the G operator as the groundedness op-erator: it represents what has been grounded in the dialogue. We an remarkthat for Traum grounded information oinide with the set of what is mutuallybelieved. Grounded information also orresponds to what is publi for everyagent overhearing the onversation (we will develop the extension from 2 par-tiipants to sets of overhearing agents below). Grounded propositions inludeas well what has been publily expressed (or proposed) by an agent as what hasbeen aepted by the partiipants of the onversation.Justi�ations of the features. Our logi imposes that groundedness is arational notion, i.e. a proposition and its ontrary annot be grounded in thesame group. In partiular we onsider that an agent annot assert somethingand its ontrary. But this an be the ase in front of two di�erent groups, seethe example below.Grounded is a publi12 and thus objetive notion: it refers to what an beobserved, and only to that. It is di�erent from other objetive notions used tode�ne ACLs suh as that of soial ommitment of (Singh, 1998; Singh, 2000;Fornara and Colombetti, 2002; Verdihio and Colombetti, 2003). To see thedi�erene onsider the request speeh at where agent i asks agent j to pass himthe salt. Thereafter it is established (given our hypothesis that the speeh atis well and ompletely understood) that i has the intention that j passes him12The publi harater of the groundedness is losely related to following simplifying hypoth-esis: we onsider that every ation is publi, i.e. eah agent pereives eah ation performedompletely and soundly.



114 CHAPTER 5. AGENT COMMUNICATIONthe salt and that nothing is grounded for j. In ontrary, in a ommitment-basedapproah this typially leads to a onditional ommitment (or preommitment)of j to pass the salt, whih beomes an unonditional ommitment upon apositive reation, whereas the requester is not ommitted to the fat that heperformed a request.In our approah we do not try to determine whether j must do suh or suhation or not: we just establish the fats, without any hypothesis on the agents'beliefs, goals, intentions. . . or ommitments.A piee of information might be grounded in a group even when some agentsprivately disagree, as long as they do not publily manifest their disagreement.Thus there is no link between the private and the publi state of the onversationas illustrated by the following example:Example. Consider three rational agents in a ompany. The agent 0 thinksprivately for some reasons that his boss (agent 2) is smart. But this idea isnot widespread in his department: agent 0 meets agent 1, a very harismatiagent who often laims publily that his boss (agent 2) is dumb. They disussabout their boss and agent 0 asserts that he is really a moron (for some soialreasons) and of ourse agent 1 on�rms. At this moment the boss omes andenters the onversation. Soon he oriented the disussion on himself and agent0 ongratulates him by asserting he is smart. And agent 2 and agent 1 (giventhe boss' attendane) express their agreement.It is interesting to see that agent 0 expressed ompletely di�erent pointsof view depending on the audiene. As we are interested by what is publiin a dialogue, we have to make preise whih group of agents onstitutes theaudiene beause a speaker's behavior depends on who an hear what he says,as illustrated above. Thus we have to formalize suh a dialogue by expliitingthe di�erent groups of hearers.If we onsider the above example, by asserting that his boss is a moron infront of agent 1, agent 0 has expressed that he believes that his boss is a moron(although 0 does not think so) and thus this proposition is grounded for agents1 and 2. After aeptane by the seond agent, it beome grounded for thegroup of agents onsisting of 0 and 1 that their boss is a moron. The ontraryis grounded afterwards for the group of agents {0,1,2}.In the sequel, we will not speak about piee of information grounded in gen-eral but rather about grounded for (or in front of) a group of agents. Thisextension allows to distinguish a private dialogue between two agents from apubli debate. In the former a piee of information ould be grounded betweenonly two agents and stay seret for the other agents. In ontrary in a pub-li debate, every agent hearing the debate is aware of the grounded piees ofinformation.5.5.5 Related Work: Boella, NiklesThe aim of the two following hapters (hapters 6 and 7) is to bridge the gapbetween the two main approahes by using our BDI-like logial framework ex-



5.5. RETHINKING THE PRINCIPLES (AGAIN) 115tended with an operator formalizing what is publi in the dialogue. Some otherauthors have studied ACLs with the same approahes. Among others we anite the following.5.5.5.1 Nikles et al.Nikles et al. have proposed a logi of ostensible beliefs and intentions (Nikles,Fisher, and Weiss, 2005; Nikles, 2005). Op(a1, a2, ϕ) reads �agent a1 holds theostensible belief A faing agent a2�. OInt(a1, a2, ϕ) reads �agent a1 faing agent
a2 exhibits the intention to make ϕ true�. They only give a basi semantisto their logi, on top of whih some priniples are stated axiomatially. Forexample, their axiom (2) is: Op(a1, a2, ϕ) → ¬Op(a1, a2,¬ϕ) (meaning thatostensible belief must stay onsistent).Their notion of ostensible mental states is very lose to our notion ofgrounding mental states, and their operators an be translated into our logi.
Op(a1, a2, ϕ) orresponds to our G{a1,a2} Ga1

ϕ, and OInt(a1, a2, ϕ) to our
G{a1,a2} Intenda1

ϕ.They only give a basi semantis to their logi, on top of whih some prin-iples are stated axiomatially. For example, their axiom (2) beomes in ourformalism G{a1,a2} Ga1
ϕ → ¬G{a1,a2} Ga1

¬ϕ. The latter is a theorem of ourlogi beause the operator GI satis�es the D-axiom for any group I. Similarlywe an show that we an apture ompletely their notions of ostensible beliefand intention with our semantially well-founded operator.5.5.5.2 Boella et al.Boella et al. (Boella et al., 2007) also propose to bridge the gap between men-talist and soial approahes. They asribe some roles to agents and assoiatediretly to these roles beliefs and intentions, that are taken as publi mentalattitudes. They afterwards de�ne ACL semantis thanks to these two oper-ators: the authors give a formalization of both FIPA-ACL and Colombetti'sommitment automaton.Their operators have more or less the same meanings as Nikles' ones pre-sented above. But instead of athing only the publi feature of the dialogue,they also �t the beliefs asribed to a role. Albeit this aount appears attra-tive, it appears that it only shifts the problem of hypotheses on agents (suhas sinerity or ooperation) from agents themselves to their role. In partiularin the FIPA-ACL formalization, their aount imposes roles to be sinere. Noinsinere or non-ooperative role an be asribed to agents.We use the expression �insinere role� in the following sense. Attitudes at-tributed to a role are publi. Thus if an agent, in a given role, has a partiularbelief then this belief is publi and thus known by every agents. In this sense,we argue that it is too strong. For example, the Frenh president knows (/be-lieves) the odes of the nulear bombs. Thus as president, Sarkozy believes thatodes are XXXXXX; but other Frenh people annot say that they believe thatSarkozy believes as president that odes are XXXXX.



116 CHAPTER 5. AGENT COMMUNICATION5.6 ConlusionIn this hapter, we have presented an overview of the de�nition of Agent Com-muniation Languages and in partiular of the two main aounts to desribetheir semantis. We have argued that both aounts have their own bene�tsand drawbaks, and we have proposed a new approah to de�ne their semantisbased on the mental attitudes expressed via the performane of speeh ats. Wemade the link with our group belief operator de�ne in hapters 1 and 3.The major bene�ts of our new semantis are the following:
• It is veri�able, and suitable even for truly autonomous, possibly malevolentagents.
• It is fully formalized.
• It is based on a straightforward extension of BDI, and therefore relativelylightweight.
• It an easily be adapted to similar ACLs, e.g. the widely used KQML/KIF.
• It generalizes the single-addressee FIPA ats to groups of agents, and itdistinguishes the group of addressees from the group of bystanders (over-hearers), and thus re�nes FIPA's ats.In the sequel we will show how we an apply this idea to formalize both kindsof semantis, i.e. mentalist semantis with FIPA-ACL and the appliation to theContrat Net Protool (Chapter 6) and soial semantis with the formalizationof Colombetti's aount (Chapter 7).



Chapter 6Appliation: formalization ofthe mentalist approah6.1 IntrodutionIn this hapter we will fous on two of the three separated modules omposingthe FIPA paradigm: the FIPA-ACL library and the set of Interations Protools(IPs). These two modules are devoted to manage and generate the dialog. TheFIPA-ACL library exposes the set of allowed ommuniative primitives. It alsogives their semantis in terms of a Feasibility Preondition (FP), that is theset of onditions neessary to allow the exeutability of the speeh at, and aRational E�et (RE) that is the e�et intended by the loutor performing thisat. It orresponds to the Perloutionary E�et in speeh at theory and isquite di�erent from the Intentional E�et (the e�et that is true as as soon asthe at is performed) (f. Setion 5.2).An Interation Protool desribes speeh ats sequenes allowed in a dia-logue. It ensures the oherene of the dialogue between agents. FIPA de�nesplenty of Interation Protools. In the sequel we will onentrate on the Con-trat Net Protool (FIPA, 2002b).Considering remarks made in the previous hapter about the need of a uni�edapproah to ACLs semantis, we will give a new formalization of the FIPA-ACLsemantis in terms of publi fats formalized with our groundedness operator. Inmost ACLs based on mental attitudes and in partiular in FIPA-ACL, only twokinds of speeh ats are used: assertive and diretive. Other illoutionary foreshave raised only few interest1. We begin thus by de�ning those two primaryspeeh ats following speeh at theory priniples (Setion 6.2). We will applythis new semantis to formalize the Contrat Net Protool and exhibit someformal features (Setion 6.3).1Nevertheless there exists reent work trying to integrate delarative ats to FIPA (De-molombe and Louis, 2006). 117



118 CHAPTER 6. FORMALIZATION OF THE MENTALIST APPROACH6.2 Primitive FIPA speeh atsFollowing and extending the ACL syntax used in (FIPA, 2002a), a single ommu-niation at (CA) is denoted by 〈i, J,K,ActName, ϕ〉, where i is the performingagent, J is a group of addressees (whereas FIPA allows only one). ActName isthe name of the at (in our model not neessarily orresponding to exatly onespeeh at type, see below). The logial formula ϕ is the propositional ontentof the at. The parameter K, whih is missing in FIPA, denotes a group ofattending agents who overhear the respetive utterane. We impose that i ∈ K,
J ⊆ K \ {i} and J 6= ∅. For a dialogue between only two agents i and j we have
J = {j} and K = {i, j}.The distintion between the addressees J of a speeh at and the group ofagents K taking part in the onversation improves the usual FIPA-like har-aterization of speeh ats: from the speeh at theory standpoint, when aspeaker talks to a subgroup J of K then the suess ondition (Searle, 1969;Vanderveken, 1990) applies only to J (but is evaluated from the point of viewof the entire group K). Nevertheless, e�ets also obtain for the entire group K.This motivates that the addressees and the group must be distinguished, andmust both be parameters of the speeh at.In the standard semantis of the FIPA CAs library (FIPA, 2002a) (hene-forth alled FIPA-S), semantis is spei�ed by providing the feasibility preon-ditions (FPs) and the rational e�ets (REs) of single CAs. The former denotewhih logial onditions need to be ful�lled in order to exeute the respetive at,and the latter speify whih onditions hold after the suessful performane ofthat at. FPs haraterize both the ability of the speaker to perform the at andthe relevane of the at, i.e. that performing the at is relevant given a ertaindialogue ontext. In ontrast, REs speify the desired and rationally-expetablediret perloutionary e�et of the utterane, i.e. what beomes true in ase theperloutionary at sueeds.We think there are at least three reasons not to qualify a CA by its rationale�ets. First, it is possible to desire and expet di�erent kinds of RE for thesame CA. Seond, Searle shows in (Searle, 1969, Se. 2.1) that the e�et of aspeeh at annot be a rational (or perloutionary) e�et simply beause a lot ofspeeh ats just do not have any perloutionary e�et. He also shows that evenif a speeh at an have a perloutionary e�et, we an always exhibit a ontextwhere the speaker does not intend this perloutionary e�et. Third, stronghypotheses (suh as sinerity, ompetene, redibility. . . ) must be made aboutthe agents to enable the inferene of the expeted RE, whih is too restritive inour ontext of open multi-agent systems, possibly with on�its and malevolent,egoentri agents...In ontrast to FIPA-S, the FPs and IEs (for illoutionary e�ets) that wewill provide in our model do not make any statement about mental attitudes,but speify the preonditions and e�ets in terms of formula grounded in theaudiene groupK. They are hosen suh that the respetive ommuniation atis both exeutable given all realisti preonditions, and sueeds reliably witha publily veri�able e�et. The only (self-evident) exeption follows from the



6.2. PRIMITIVE FIPA SPEECH ACTS 119bridge axioms (SR+) and (SR−) given in the previous setion, stating that anagent or subgroup of a ertain group knows about the existene of the respetivegrounded beliefs or intentions of their group� this means merely that the agentskeep trak of the ourse of ommuniation in terms of FPs and IEs�.In the sequel we use the term Soial Attitudes Based Semantis (SABS) forour modeling, and will de�ne the SABS semantis of the four primitive CAs ofFIPA-ACL: Inform, Request, Con�rm and Dison�rm, and we will also presentthe respetive FIPA-S spei�ations for omparison. All other FIPA-CAs aremaros omposed of these primitives in a more or less straightforward manner.6.2.1 Inform: Asserting information6.2.1.1 CharaterizationWe start with the FIPA-S version of the semantis:
〈i, j, Inform, ϕ〉FP: Bel i ϕ ∧ ¬Bel i (Bel j ϕ ∨ Bel j ¬ϕ ∨ Ujϕ ∨ Uj¬ϕ)RE: Bel j ϕ

〈i, j, Inform, ϕ〉 means: �agent i informs the reeiver j that proposition ϕ istrue�. Ujϕ denotes that agent j is unertain about ϕ, but thinks that ϕ is morelikely than ¬ϕ. The essential preonditions of Inform in the FIPA-S semantisare thus that agent i truthfully believes what he asserts, and that the reeiverdoes not have any de�nite opinion about the asserted proposition. The formerondition is obviously unrealisti given a truly autonomous agent i. The latteris questionable. Indeed it disallows the use of Inform to onvine the addressee.In (Gaudou et al., 2006) we have onsidered that the latter usage is ruiale.g. in the ontext of omputational argumentation and argumentation-basednegotiation and that the introdution of a onvition-at extending the syntaxwould not only be unneessary and inelegant, but would also blur the fat thatthere exists a ontinuous transition from �pure information� to onvition. It isalso not lear why the absene of an opinion shall be a realisti preondition forthe suess of an information at, or, onversely, why the existene of an opinion(whih ould be very weak, or �by default� only) shall hinder the reeiver toadopt the asserted information (e.g. onsider that the addressee might trustthe sender more than himself). In this dissertation, we stay lose to the FIPAspeeh at library by distinguishing Inform and Confirm speeh ats. A Confirmat informs the reeiver in the ase where he is unertain and attempting toonvine him.We extend the Inform speeh at by extending the individual addressee togroups J and introduing the group of overhearers K. Hene Inform ats takethe form: 〈i, J,K, Inform, ϕ〉. As FIPA preonditions are private mental atti-tudes, we do not keep them here. The preonditions of our ations are of twotypes: publi relevane and publi rationality. The relevane preondition of
〈i, J,K, Inform, ϕ〉 is that i has not already expressed he believes ϕ, and the



120 CHAPTER 6. FORMALIZATION OF THE MENTALIST APPROACHsame for J (that is: ¬GK Gi ϕ∧¬GK GJ ϕ), and that J has not expressed thathe does not believe ϕ (formally: ¬GK ¬GJ ϕ� otherwise the speeh at wouldnot be an inform at but a onvine at). The rationality preondition orre-sponds to the fat that an agent must be publily onsistent, and means theagent has not expressed he does not believe ϕ (formally: ¬GK ¬Gi ϕ).The rational e�et of Inform in FIPA-S is simply that the addressee believeswhat he has been told (in ase the at sueeds). In FIPA-ACL, the rationale�et (RE) roughly orresponds to the expeted perloutionary e�et of theat. The RE is not diretly added to the mental state of the addressee, butif this e�et an be derived from the mental state (after the at performane)then the author of the at has ahieved his aim. In fat, sinerity and redulityhypotheses always entail the rational e�et.But in fat, we an never guarantee suh perloutionary e�ets beause weannot ontrol other agents' mental states.2 Thus this e�et annot be veri�edwith autonomous agents. Even if it ould be veri�ed, it would be too strong andunlikely. Moreover it is not veri�able either that the informing agent intendsthe adoption of a ertain belief.However, speeh at theory says we annot perform an ation without ne-essarily expressing sinerity and preparatory onditions (Searle, 1983). Thepreparatory ondition roughly orresponds to the relevane preondition ofFIPA-ACL. Note that we adopt here a publi point of view and do not imposethat the agent is sinere and has heked the preparatory onditions. Usual BDIlogis annot apture this aspet of ommuniation.Thus, expression of suh onditions is an e�et of the at. When i informs
J that ϕ, he expresses that he believes ϕ and that he intends J believes ϕ(formally: GK Gi ϕ∧GK Intend i GJ ϕ), whih is the expression of the sinerityondition.One might think that it is too strong that only by performing a speeh atan agent an ground a formula for the whole group. Moreover GK Gi ϕ an holdwhile neither agent i believes ϕ nor at least one agent of the group K believesthat i believes ϕ. Suh a situation ould appear to be hyporite. But in fatby asserting that ϕ, agent i ommits himself in front of the whole group to hisbelief that ϕ. Thus formula GK Gi ϕ haraterizes the aeptane by the groupof the ommitment. While members of the group an think privately that i haslied, they annot deny that he has inurred a ommitment. The aeptane isonsequently impliit and immediate and does not require any disussion.3 Itonly depends on our hypothesis of perfet ommuniation.The speaker also expresses the preparatory ondition: he believes ϕ is notgrounded for J yet (formally: GK Gi ¬GJ ϕ).These onerns lead to the following SABS semantis:2From this point of view, Searle (Searle, 1969) shows that what we ould name �perlou-tionary at� annot be a speeh at (in the speeh at theory sense), and was just a mistakeof Austin (Austin, 1962).3As we will see in the following hapter, an agent inurs a soial ommitment by performingan informing speeh at in front of an attentive group of agents.



6.2. PRIMITIVE FIPA SPEECH ACTS 121
〈i, J,K, Inform, ϕ〉FP: ¬GK Gi ϕ ∧ ¬GK GJ ϕ ∧ ¬GK ¬GJ ϕ ∧ ¬GK ¬Gi ϕIE: GK Gi ϕ ∧GK Intend i GJ ϕ ∧GK Gi ¬GJ ϕAs usual we de�ne 〈i, J,K, InformIf, ϕ〉 as an abbreviation:
〈i, J,K, InformIf, ϕ〉

def
= 〈i, J,K, Inform, ϕ〉 ∪ 〈i, J,K, Inform,¬ϕ〉Hene:

Done(〈i, J,K, InformIf, ϕ〉) ≡

Done(〈i, J,K, Inform, ϕ〉) ∨Done(〈i, J,K, Inform,¬ϕ〉)6.2.1.2 PropertiesIn this setion we show that the above haraterization of the Inform speeh atgives interesting formal results. In partiular it forbids the performane of somesyntatially well-formed speeh ats whih ould appear ounter-intuitive ortoo strong.What about inform-ations with some belief of super groups as propositionalontent? Can an agent make a group believe something in this way? We havethe following theorem:Theorem. The ation 〈i, J,K, Inform,GK′ ϕ〉 is inexeutable, for eah K ′ suhthat K ⊆ K ′ ⊆ AGT .Proof. We will prove that the preonditions of this at are inonsistent. Let
K ′ be a supergroup of K, i.e. K ⊆ K ′ ⊆ AGT . In partiular we have:

⊢ FP(〈i, J,K, Inform,GK′ ϕ〉)→ ¬GK ¬Gi GK′ ϕ ∧ ¬GK Gi GK′ ϕFrom Theorems (3.2) and (3.3) of Setion 3.3.1 Chapter 3, we an prove theequivalenes, for i ∈ K and K ⊆ K ′:
⊢ ¬GK ¬Gi GK′ ϕ↔ ¬GK ¬GK′ ϕ

⊢ ¬GK ¬GK′ ϕ↔ GK′ ϕSimilarly from theorem (3.2), we an show that:
⊢ ¬GK Gi GK′ ϕ↔ ¬GK GK′ ϕ

⊢ ¬GK GK′ ϕ↔ ¬GK′ ϕThe preondition of the ation 〈i, J,K, Inform,GK′ ϕ〉 is inonsistent and thusthis kind of ats is inexeutable. �If an agent ould perform the at 〈i, J,K, Inform,GK′ ϕ〉, one of its e�etswould be GK Gi GK′ ϕ, whih is equivalent to GK′ ϕ. This theorem highlights



122 CHAPTER 6. FORMALIZATION OF THE MENTALIST APPROACHan important property of our logi: if an agent ould perform suh a speeh athe ould ground a formula ϕ for the whole group without possible disussion.Moreover this theorem sheds a new light on the seemingly too powerfultheorem (3.2) (GI ϕ ↔ GI′ GI ϕ) and its ounterpart (3.3). In partiular, theimpliation GI′ GI ϕ → GI ϕ says that when it is grounded for a subgroup I ′of I that GI ϕ then de fato it is grounded for I that ϕ, and seems to give toomuh power to a subgroup. But the above theorem expresses that no agent of
I ′ an express a formula in the sope of operator GI , i.e. he annot establishformulas suh as GI′ GI ϕ. Thus suh a formula an only hold if GI ϕ holds,whih is a quite intuitive property.Theorem. The following ations are inexeutable:

〈i, J,K, Inform,Donek:α⊤〉, ∀k ∈ K (6.1)
〈i, J,K, Inform,¬Donek:α⊤〉, ∀k ∈ K (6.2)

〈i, J,K, Inform, ϕ ∧ ¬Gi ϕ〉 (6.3)Proof. Theorems (6.1) and (6.2) an be proven immediately from the abovetheorem thanks to axioms (PAI,α) and (NAI,α) of Setion 3.3.7 of Chapter 3:
GI Doneα⊤ ↔ Doneα⊤

GI ¬Doneα⊤ ↔ ¬Doneα⊤For theorem (6.3) we will prove that the preonditions of this at are inon-sistent. We have:1. ⊢ Pre(〈i, J,K, Inform, ϕ ∧ ¬Gi ϕ〉)→ ¬GK ¬Gi (ϕ ∧ ¬Gi ϕ)2. ⊢ Gi (ϕ ∧ ¬Gi ϕ)↔ Gi ϕ ∧Gi ¬Gi ϕ, theorem of any normal modal logi3. ⊢ Gi ϕ ∧Gi ¬Gi ϕ↔ Gi ϕ ∧ ¬Gi ϕ, Axiom (5GI
)4. ⊢ ¬Gi (ϕ ∧ ¬Gi ϕ)↔ ⊤, from 2., 3. and LP5. ⊢ GK ¬Gi (ϕ ∧ ¬Gi ϕ)↔ GK ⊤, from 5. by RNGI6. ⊢ ¬GK ¬Gi (ϕ ∧ ¬Gi ϕ)↔ ¬GK ⊤, from 6. and LP7. ⊢ ¬GK ⊤ ↔ ⊥, theorem of any normal modal logi8. ⊢ Pre(〈i, J,K, Inform, ϕ ∧ ¬Gi ϕ〉)→ ⊥, from 1., 7. and LP9. ⊢ ¬Pre(〈i, J,K, Inform, ϕ ∧ ¬Gi ϕ〉), from 8. and LP

�



6.2. PRIMITIVE FIPA SPEECH ACTS 1236.2.2 Request: Requesting an ation to be doneAgain, we state the FIPA version of the semantis �rst:
〈i, j,Request, α〉FP: FP(α)[i\j] ∧ Bel i Agent(j, α) ∧ Bel i ¬Intendj Done(α)RE: Done(α)Here, α is an ation expression, FP(α)[i\j] denotes the part of the feasibil-ity preonditions of ation α where the mental attitudes are those of agent i.

Agent(j, α) states that j is the only agent that ever performs, has performed orwill perform α, and Intendj Done(α) denotes that j has the intention (Sadek,1992) that Done(α) holds (i.e. that ation α has just been performed suess-fully).Obviously, these spei�ations again make strong assumptions about mentalproperties, whih are equally problemati as in the ase of Inform. In addition,
Agent(j, α) redues the sope of this ommuniation at unneessarily, disallow-ing onurrent intention of j to perform the same ation himself.As in our formalism the propositional ontent of a CA is a formula, a requestto do ation α is de�ned as a request that Done (α) be true. Furthermore, inour ase the addressee of a speeh at is a group of agents. Thus a request isaddressed to eah agent of the group in the aim that either at least one agent ofthe group do the requested ation (�open that door�), or eah agent of the groupdo it (�lean that room�, addressed to a group of hildren). In our formalism
(i:α) denotes that i is the author of ation α and makes super�uous the FIPAAgent prediate.We extend the Request speeh at by introduing the group K of overhear-ers: 〈i, J,K,Request, ϕ〉 means �agent i requests a subset J of group of agents
K to perform some ation having ϕ as e�et, K attending�. The relevanepreondition is: it is not grounded for K that1. i intends that ϕ,2. J intends that ϕ, and3. J does not intend ϕ (otherwise the at would be lose to a persuasionspeeh at).The rationality preondition is that it is not grounded for K that i does notintend ϕ.The FIPA RE (Done (α)) just spei�es that the intended perloutionarye�et of this ommuniation at is to get α done. Of ourse this e�et is toostrong, and for us the e�ets are:1. i intends that ϕ (expression of the sinerity ondition), and2. i expresses he believes that J does not intend that ϕ be true (expressionof the preparatory ondition).



124 CHAPTER 6. FORMALIZATION OF THE MENTALIST APPROACHWe did not de�ne what group intention is. Here, we only onsider individualations, whose authors are individual agents whih do not need other agents(versus group ations, group intention, teamwork. . . as e.g. studied in (Cohenand Levesque, 1994)). We thus have two kinds of request RequestEach and
RequestSome (whereas there is only one in FIPA), depending on the meaningwe give to �J intends to perform ation α�. Furthermore, due to our de�nitionof intention, here the negation of a hoie is more appropriate than a negationof an intention4. Thus we have the two following formalizations:
〈i, J,K,RequestSome, J :α〉 def

= 〈i, J,K,RequestSome,
∨

j∈J

Done((j:α))〉FP: ¬GK Intend i

∨

j∈J

Done((j:α)) ∧



¬GK

∨

j∈J

Intendj Done((j:α))





∧ ¬GK





∧

j∈J

¬Choicej Done((j:α))



 ∧ ¬GK

∧

j∈J

¬Choice i Done((j:α))IE: GK Intend i





∨

j∈J

Done((j:α))



 ∧GK Gi





∧

j∈J

¬Choice j Done((j:α))



whih spei�es that i intends that at least one agent among J performs therequested ation α.Seond, we de�ne:
〈i, J,K,RequestEach, J :α〉 def

= 〈i, J,K,RequestEach,
∧

j∈J

Done((j:α))〉FP: ¬GK Intend i

∧

j∈J

Done((j:α)) ∧



¬GK

∧

j∈J

Intendj Done((j:α))





∧ ¬GK





∨

j∈J

¬Choicej Done((j:α))



 ∧ ¬GK

∨

j∈J

¬Choice i Done((j:α))IE: GK Intend i





∧

j∈J

Done((j:α))



 ∧GK Gi





∨

j∈J

¬Choice j Done((j:α))



whih spei�es that i intends that eah agent of J perform the requested ation
α. 4Indeed by de�nition of the intention, the negation of an intention that ϕ holds is equivalentto the fat that either the agent believes that ϕ holds, or the agent believes that the ationwill be performed independently of any of his ations, or the agent does not hoose that ϕholds anymore. Only the last is relevant here.



6.2. PRIMITIVE FIPA SPEECH ACTS 125For ompatibility reasons, we hoose the RequestSome speeh at as the�o�ial� request at and de�ne:
〈i, J,K,Request, α〉

def
= 〈i, J,K,RequestSome, J :α〉6.2.3 Con�rm and Dison�rmFIPA also de�nes the ats Confirm (for the on�rmation of an unertain infor-mation) and its ounterpart Disconfirm (the utterane that ϕ is false whereasthe hearer believes that it holds) as primitives. Confirm and Disconfirm arelose to Inform assertive speeh ats, but they need stronger preonditions tobe performed. As we do not have Sadek's operator of unertainty, we onsiderthat a Confirm and Disconfirm speeh at an be performed only if the hearershave expressed that they envisage ϕ. Moreover we impose for the Confirm (resp.

Disconfirm) that the speaker has not yet uttered that ϕ (resp. ¬ϕ) holds (rele-vane preonditions). It is a bit stronger than the FIPA version of the Confirm(resp. Disconfirm) and also than the version in (Searle, 1969). We keep also therationality preondition that is that i has not already expressed ϕ (resp. ¬ϕ).Moreover we stay lose to the Inform speeh at onerning e�ets: after a
Confirm it is grounded that the speaker believes what he has uttered, that hehas the intention that the group of addresses believes ϕ (expression of siner-ity onditions) and that he believes they envisage that ϕ holds (expression ofpreparatory ondition).We thus have the formalization:

〈i, J,K,Confirm, ϕ〉FP: GK ¬GJ ¬ϕ ∧ ¬GK Gi ϕ ∧ ¬GK ¬Gi ϕIE: GK Gi ϕ ∧GK Intend i GJ ϕ ∧GK Gi ¬GJ ¬ϕConerning the Disconfirm speeh at, the e�ets are that it is grounded thatthe speaker believes that ϕ does not hold, that he has the intention that thegroup of addressees believes ¬ϕ (expression of sinerity onditions) and that hebelieves they envisage that ϕ holds (expression of preparatory ondition).
〈i, J,K,Disconfirm, ϕ〉FP: GK ¬GJ ¬ϕ ∧ ¬GK Gi ¬ϕ ∧ ¬GK ¬Gi ¬ϕIE: GK Gi ¬ϕ ∧GK Intend i GJ ¬ϕ ∧GK Gi ¬GJ ¬ϕThanks to the above de�nitions, we an now translate eah speeh at ofthe FIPA-ACL library in our framework. We begin by giving a ase study toillustrate the new semantis of these speeh ats. Then we show how to translatespeeh ats of FIPA, afterwards we express additional preonditions and e�etsfor dialogue ats related to Interation Protools.



126 CHAPTER 6. FORMALIZATION OF THE MENTALIST APPROACH6.2.4 Case studyIn order to demonstrate the properties and the appliation of our approah,this setion presents a brief ase study in form of an agent purhase negotiationsenario. In partiular, we aim to demonstrate the following ruial features ofSABS, all not being present in FIPA-S or, by nature, any other BDI-based ACLsemantis:
• Pre- and post-onditions of ommuniation ats only depend on publilyobservable agent behavior, thus being fully veri�able.
• It is possible to perform ommuniation ats whose ontent is inonsistentwith the beliefs and intentions of the partiipating agents.
• Communiation ats may address groups of agents.
• Multiple ommuniation ats may be uttered by the same sender, but withmutually inonsistent ontents (even towards nested groups);In addition, the example will show how the logging of the grounding stateof the negotiation dialogue an replae ommitment stores, whih are usuallyused to keep trak of the various ommitments arising during the ourse of aninteration (like to sell or buy a produt). In ontrast, by the use of our seman-tis we obtain the publily available information about the state of ommitmentof the partiipating agents diretly in terms of logial post-onditions of om-muniation ats, namely publily expressed intentions. As explained in Setion6.1, we onsider this to be simpler and formally learer ompared to the use ofsoial ommitments in the sense of (Singh, 2000).The interation roughly follows protools for purhase negotiation dialoguegames as known from, e.g. (MBurney et al., 2003), but omitting several detailsof suh protools whih are not relevant for our demonstrative purposes (likethe spei�ation of selling options in detail). Also, suh protools often makeuse of proprietary negotiation loutions, whereas we get along with FIPA-ACLonstruts, sine in our ontext, no ats not ontained in FIPA-ACL (like the�Promise� and �Threaten� ats in protools for argumentation-based negotia-tion) are required.Some of the agents in our senario are insinere, asserting information theydo not believe. As we have seen, SABS allows suh agents to interat withoutgetting into on�it with the norms of the ACL semantis. This is not in orderto enourage agents to lie, but rather to neatly separate the levels of privatebeliefs and intentions on the one hand, and publily expressed opinions andostensible intentions on the other. We expliitly take into aount that agentsmight be insinere, and respond by giving the possibility of modeling the dif-ferene between private and expressed beliefs and intentions. Thus, althoughno imposed ACL semantis an ever guarantee a ertain agent behavior (likethat an agent stiks to her publily uttered beliefs over time), SABS hinders theagents to give false aount of their publi attitudes. Of ourse, the (private)beliefs and intentions of the partiipants are usually not available to an external



6.2. PRIMITIVE FIPA SPEECH ACTS 127observer like the protool designer of an open multiagent system, but are givenfor the agents below for explanatory purposes.Our senario onsists of three agents AGT = {s1, b1, b2}, representing po-tential ar seller and ustomers. In the disourse universe exists two instanes
θ1 and θ2 of some ar type θ (e.g., speimen of the Alfa Romeo 159).We present now the interation ourse, onsisting of sequential steps in thefollowing form:Utterane no. sender→reeiver: Desriptive at titleMessage 5E�etNote that the interation ourse onsists of multiple interlaed onversationsamong di�erent sender/reeiver pairs and di�erent overhearers (i.e. di�erentaudienes). In partiular, agent b2 is involved in two selling dialogues at thesame time. E�et is optional and gives the e�et of the at in terms of groundedformulas, aording to SABS.Private information (PI) optionally unveils relevant mental attitudes beforeor after an at has been uttered and understood by the respetive agents. ThePIs are not determined by preeding ommuniation ats, due to agent auton-omy. They are also of ourse usually not available to observers, and just givenfor explanatory purposes. Note that utteranes U1 to U5 are meta-dialogial:their aim is to initialize interation by managing negotiation between agents todialog with eah others. Semantis of these ats is thus not detailed here.U1 s1 → {b1, b2}: Initialize dialogue

〈s1, {b1, b2}, {s1, b1, b2},RequestEach, enterDialogue(θ1)〉U2 b1 → {s1}: Enter dialogue
〈b1, {s1}, {s1, b1, b2},Agree, enterDialogue(θ1)〉U3 b2 → {s1}: Enter dialogue
〈b2, {s1}, {s1, b1, b2},Agree, enterDialogue(θ1)〉U4 s1 → {b2}: Initialize dialogue
〈s1, {b2}, {s1, b2},Request, enterDialogue(θ2)〉U5 b2 → {s1}: Enter dialogue
〈b2, {s1}, {s1, b2},Agree, enterDialogue(θ2)〉

PIs1
: Bels1

discountsU6 s1 → {b1, b2}: Information about disount
〈s1, {b1, b2}, {s1, b1, b2}, Inform,¬discounts〉E�et:
G{s1,b1,b2} Gs1

¬discounts ∧G{s1,b1,b2} Intends1
G{b1,b2} ¬discounts

∧G{s1,b1,b2} Gs1
¬G{b1,b2} ¬discouts5Using syntatial maros aording to (FIPA, 2002a). Only in ase the message primitivesare semantially relevant in our ontext, the respetive maros are expanded.



128 CHAPTER 6. FORMALIZATION OF THE MENTALIST APPROACHSeller s1 asserts that no disounts an be given while believing (PIs1
:

Bel s1
discount) that the opposite is true (there might be the ompanypoliy that disounts an be given, but that might redue the seller'sindividual pro�t).U7 s1 → {b2}: Information about disount

〈s1, {b2}, {s1, b2}, Inform, discounts〉E�et:
G{s1,b2} Gs1

discounts ∧G{s1,b2} Intends1
Gb2 discount

∧G{s1,b2} Gs1
¬Gb2 discountsWhile seller s1 informed group {b1, b2} that there would be no prie dis-ounts, he informs ustomer b2 that this is not true (likely beause s1thinks that b2 is a valuable ustomer whereas b1 is not).U8 b2 → {s1}: Query if ar type has high aident rate

〈b2, {s1}, {s1, b2},Request, InformIfAccidentRateHigh〉E�et:
G{s1,b2} Intendb2 Done(s1 : InformIfAccidentRateHigh)∧
G{s1,b2} ¬Gb2 Ints1

Done(s1 : InformIfAccidentRateHigh), with
InformIfAccidentRateHigh

def
= 〈s1, {b2}, {s1, b2}, InformIf, accidentRateHigh(θ)〉

PIs1
: Bel s1

accidentRateHigh(θ1)U9 s1 → {b2}: Information about aident rate
〈s1, {b2}, {s1, b2}, Inform,¬accidentRateHigh(θ)〉E�et:
G{s1,b2} Gs1

¬accidentRateHigh(θ)∧G{s1,b2}Gb2¬accidentRateHigh(θ)
∧G{s1,b2} Gs1

¬Gb2 ¬accidentRateHigh(θ)Seller s1 asserted ¬accidentRateHigh(θ1) while privately believing theopposite. Note that at this point, b2 an adopt privately the belief that
¬accidentRateHigh(θ1) or not regarding how he trusts s1, regardless thefat that G{s1,b2} Gs1

¬accidentRateHigh(θ) holds.U10 b2 → {s1}: Propose to buy at a ertain prie
〈b2, {s1}, {s1, b2},Propose, buy(θ2, 10000£)〉U11 s1 → {b2}: Aept proposal
〈s1, {b2}, {s1, b2},AcceptProposal, buy(θ2, 10000£)〉E�et (with the previous at):
G{s1,b2} Intendb2 buy(θ2, 10000£) (i.e. b2 is publily ommitted to buy θ2at the prie of 10000£ now).In this ase study we only highlight the use of our new semantis and inpartiular the link that the private layer has with the publi one. Note that wedid not onsider here the whole sequene of utteranes: this issue is the objetof the following setion.We have rede�ned the FIPA semantis thanks to the grounded operatorand thus de�ned it in terms of publi mental attitudes in partiular for the



6.3. APPLICATION TO THE CONTRACT NET PROTOCOL 129four primitives of the FIPA speeh at library. We now apply this semantis toformalize Interation Protools and more partiulary the Contrat Net Protool.6.3 Appliation to the Contrat Net Protool6.3.1 Desription of the CNP protoolWe revisit here the well-known Contrat Net Protool (CNP) (FIPA, 2002a).Following this protool, an agent (the initiator) wants a task to be performed byone or more agents and wishes some optimization of this performane by givinghimself the hoie between several o�ers of ation performane. The protool�aw is desribed in the �gure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Contrat Net Protool (FIPA, 2002b)In this protool, there is only one initiator and one and more partiipants.The initiator begins the dialogue by sending a Call for Proposal (Cfp) to allthe partiipants. Before the end of a ertain deadline, they have to respond



130 CHAPTER 6. FORMALIZATION OF THE MENTALIST APPROACHto him by a proposition (Propose) or by a refusal (Refuse). The initiator hasto hoose between the propositions to aept some (AcceptProposal) and torefuse expliitly the others (RefuseProposal). The hosen ones must inform himabout the result: Failure or InformDone, whih ends the dialogue. At any time,the initiator an interrupt the dialogue by aneling it (Cancel). To be morepreise, the FIPA protool foreasts the ase that there an be problems ofunderstanding between the two agents. If an agent doesn't understand a messagehe an perform a NotUnderstood speeh at in the aim to inform other agentsof its misunderstanding. In this ase, the dialogue is aneled.Our aim is to formalize speeh ats used in the CNP by mens of the aboveprimitives. Then we show the soundness and ompleteness of our system withrespet to the original CNP.6.3.2 Speeh ats formalization6.3.2.1 Simpli�ations.Due to our logial language (propositional modal logi), we need to do somesimpli�ations in the translation of original de�nitions of FIPA. In partiular,the FIPA Content Language (FIPA, 2002) uses referential expressions and ex-pressions with existential and universal quanti�ers. We have to to simplify suhexpressions. Of ourse we lose lot of expressivity and this limitation is very se-vere for atual systems. But we argue that this simpli�ation does not disturbthe orret exeution of the dialogue. We only adapt the de�nition of the speehats. The use of a more expressive Content Language would be straightforward.Moreover we do not have the notion of deadline in our language, so we onsiderthat every agent answers to the fp. Those that would not respet the deadlineare onsidered as if they have done a refuse at. Eah simpli�ation will bejusti�ed in the sequel on a ase-by-ase basis.Before the next paragraph, we stress that these simpli�ations do not hangethe spirit of the protool. Their role is to highlight the bene�t of our work forthe de�nition of a new semantis without (for our purpose) useless omplexdetails.6.3.2.2 Call for Proposal (〈i, J,K,Cfp, J:α〉)In FIPA Communiative Ats library, the all for proposal is viewed as a requestto inform the speaker if the hearer has the intention to perform some ationwith a referential preondition. As in (Paurobally, Cunningham, and Jennings,2005) and due to limitations on the Content Language (in partiular we do nothave the notion of referents), we onsider the all for proposal at as a kind ofrequest to propose to perform a given ation (without any additional referentialpreondition).Thus we assume that a all for proposal is nothing else that a requestwhere the requested ation is a proposal to perform some ation α, i.e.
〈j,Propose, i, j:α〉. Finally the preondition and e�et of a all for proposalare:
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〈i, J,K,Cfp, α〉FP: ¬GK Intend i

∨

j∈J

Done〈j,i,K,Propose,j:α〉⊤

∧ ¬GK

∨

j∈J

Intendj Done〈j,i,K,Propose,j:α〉⊤

∧ ¬GK

∧

j∈J

¬Choicej Done〈j,i,K,Propose,j:α〉⊤

∧ ¬GK

∧

j∈J

¬Choice i Done〈j,i,K,Propose,j:α〉⊤IE: GK Intend i

∨

j∈J

Done〈j,i,K,Propose,j:α〉⊤

∧GK Gi

∧

j∈J

¬Choice j Done〈j,i,K,Propose,j:α〉⊤6.3.2.3 Propose (〈i, J,K,Propose, i:α〉)The Propose speeh at means that the agent o�ers to perform a ertain ation.For FIPA-ACL it an be redued to an inform at that the speaker will adopt theintention to perform the ation if the hearer intends that he does it. Of oursein our formalism we impose that the left part of this impliation is publi: byproposing to do α, the agent i informs the group J (and thus expresses publily)that he will adopt the intention to perform the ation in the ase where theyexpress their intention that he performs it. One again this ation does notimply anything about any private intention adoption.
〈i, J,K,Propose, i:α〉 def

= 〈i, J,K, Inform,



GK

∨

j∈J

Intendj i:α

→ Intend i i:α〉This is a very general de�nition of the Propose at beause it allows spon-taneous propositions. It is relevant in an atual dialog between human beingsbut it appears a bit too weak in an interation protool. Thus we strengthenit in the sequel to avoid spontaneous propositions that ould a�et Intera-tion Protools properties (e.g. termination). Thus we onsider that a propo-sition an only be made after having been requested (for example after a allof proposals), and we strengthen the preonditions of Inform in onsequene:
GK Intendj 〈i, J,K,Propose, i:α〉.Note that this property is not CNP dependant. This relevane feature shouldbe imposed in the general ase. We ould moreover de�ne a spontaneous proposeat but a protool using suh a speeh at would not have termination property.In human-human dialogs, propositions an of ourse be spontaneous, but theynevertheless need some kind of oherene with the urrent dialogue. Here weonly impose a kind of strong oherene.



132 CHAPTER 6. FORMALIZATION OF THE MENTALIST APPROACHThus its semantis follows from the above remarks:
〈i, J,K,Propose, i:α〉FP: ¬GK Gi ψ ∧ ¬GK GJ ψ ∧ ¬GK ¬GJ ψ ∧ ¬GK ¬Gi ψ

∧GK

∨

j∈J

Intendj 〈i, J,K,Propose, i:α〉IE: GK Gi ψ ∧GK Intend i GJ ψ ∧GK Gi ¬GJ ψwhere ψ =
(

GK

∨

j∈J Intendj i:α)

→ Intend i i:αNote that the �rst part of the IE an be redued to:
GK

∨

j∈J

Intendj i:α→ GK Intend i i:αmeaning that as soon as an agent of the group J has expressed his intentionthat i performs the ation α (with a request or an aeptane of the proposal),agent i adopts publily the intention to perform it.6.3.2.4 Refuse (〈i, J,K,Refuse, i:α〉)Agents an refuse to perform some ation, for any reason. To simplify, we donot onsider here this reason. The Refuse speeh at has an Inform part: itinforms that the agent does not have the intention to perform the ation (i.e.
¬Choice i Done (i:α)). But it annot be redued just to an inform. Before, theagent must have reeived a request to do something in order to perform a refusal.So the semantis of Refuse is the ombination of the one of the Inform, with thepreondition that an agent requested him to perform the ation:
〈i, J,K,Refuse, i:α〉FP: ¬GK Gi ¬Choice i Done (i:α) ∧ ¬GK GJ ¬Choice i Done (i:α)

∧ ¬GK ¬GJ ¬Choice i Done (i:α) ∧ ¬GK ¬Gi ¬Choice i Done (i:α)

∧GK Intend j Done (i:α)IE: GK Gi ¬Choice i Done (i:α)

∧GK Intend i GJ ¬Choice i Done (i:α)

∧GK Gi ¬GJ ¬Choice i Done (i:α)In the ase of the Contrat Net Protool, agents have the hoie betweenproposing to perform the ation α and refusing to propose, i.e. performing theat: 〈i, j,K,Refuse, i:α〉, where j is the initiator.6.3.2.5 Aept and Rejet ProposalAept and Rejet Proposalats are very similar. By the AcceptProposal (re-spetively RejectProposal) at, the speaker aepts (respetively refuses) theproposition made to him, i.e. he informs the hearer that he has (respetively



6.3. APPLICATION TO THE CONTRACT NET PROTOCOL 133does not have) the intention that the addressee performs the ation he proposed.FIPA-ACL de�nes them simply as Inform:
〈i, J,K,AcceptProposal, j:α〉 def

= 〈i, J,K, Inform, Intend i Done (j:α)〉

〈i, J,K,RejectProposal, j:α〉 def
= 〈i, J,K, Inform,¬Choice i Done (j:α)〉This de�nition seems too weak: it does not onsider that AcceptProposal(resp. RejectProposal) an be performed only after a proposal. We must thenmodify the semanti of FIPA-ACL by strengthening the preonditions to om-pletly apture the notion of aeptane and refusal of a proposal. Moreoverin our framework, ations are performed only by a single agent. As these twoats are addressed to agents having proposed α, we lighten the notation byonsidering only the ase where J is redued to one agent j:

〈i, j,K,AcceptProposal, j:α〉FP: ¬GK Gi Intend i Done (j:α) ∧ ¬GK GJ Intend i Done (j:α)

∧ ¬GK ¬GJ Intend i Done (j:α) ∧ ¬GK ¬Gi Intend i Done (j:α)

∧GK Intendj Gi (GK Intend i j:α→ Intendj j:α)IE: GK Gi Intend i Done (j:α) ∧GK Intend i GJ Intend i Done (j:α)

∧GK Gi ¬GJ Intend i Done (j:α)Remark: The e�et an be simpli�ed beause GK Gi Intend i j:α
↔ GK Intend i j:α is valid in our groundedness logi presented in Chapter 3.
〈i, j,K,RejectProposal, j:α〉FP: ¬GK Gi ¬Choice i Done (j:α) ∧ ¬GK GJ ¬Choice i Done (j:α)

∧ ¬GK ¬GJ ¬Choice i Done (j:α) ∧ ¬GK ¬Gi ¬Choice i Done (j:α)

∧GK Intendj Gi (GK Intend i j:α→ Intendj j:α)IE: GK Gi ¬Choice i Done (j:α) ∧GK Intend i GJ ¬Choice i Done (j:α)

∧GK Gi ¬GJ ¬Choice i Done (j:α)Remark: The e�et an be redued as above beause GK Gi ¬Intend i j:α ↔
G ¬Intend i j:α is valid.6.3.2.6 Failure (〈i, J,K,Failure, i:α〉)The agent attempted to perform an ation but failed. We onsider that thisat has an Inform part in whih he informs that the ation has not been doneand the agent does not have the intention to do it anymore. But we annotredue it to a simple Inform as FIPA-ACL does beause it would not be relevantto inform of the failure of an ation (and on the resignation of the intention ofdoing it) if the speaker had not expressed before that he has the intention to



134 CHAPTER 6. FORMALIZATION OF THE MENTALIST APPROACHperform the ation and if the hearer does not intend that the speaker performsthe ation. Thus we have to enfore the preonditions of the Inform at:
〈i, J,K,Failure, i:α〉FP: ¬GK Gi (¬Done (i:α) ∧ ¬Intend i Done (i:α))

∧ ¬GK GJ (¬Done (i:α) ∧ ¬Intend i Done (i:α))

∧ ¬GK ¬GJ (¬Done (i:α) ∧ ¬Intend i Done (i:α))

∧ ¬GK ¬Gi (¬Done (i:α) ∧ ¬Intend i Done (i:α))

GK Intend j Done (i:α) ∧GK Intend i Done (i:α)IE: GK Gi (¬Done (i:α) ∧ ¬Intend i Done (i:α))

∧GK Intend i GJ (¬Done (i:α) ∧ ¬Intend i Done (i:α))

∧GK Gi ¬GJ (¬Done (i:α) ∧ ¬Intend i Done (i:α))

∧GK ¬Done (i:α)6.3.2.7 Inform Done (〈i, J,K, InformDone,Donei:α 〉)The agent i has performed the ation suessfully and so informs that he did it.We have to remark that this speeh at is useless in our formalism beause weonsider that ations are publi. There is thus no need for agents to inform eahother when they performed an ation, beause other ones are already aware.We an nevertheless remark that this hypothesis of publi ation is verystrong. It is well adapted for our purpose where we use only dialogial ations.But if we onsider also physial ations that an be privately performed (i.e.ations for whih Axiom PAI,α does not hold), the informDone speeh at shouldbe de�ned. Following the same reasoning as for Failure, we annot redue this atas FIPA-ACL does to Inform that the ation was performed and must strengthenthe preonditions.
〈i, J,K, InformDone,Done (i:α)〉FP: ¬GK Gi Done (i:α) ∧ ¬GK GJ Done (i:α)

∧ ¬GK ¬GJ Done (i:α) ∧ ¬GK ¬Gi Done (i:α)

∧GK Intendj Done (i:α) ∧G Intend i Done (i:α)RE: GK Gi Done (i:α) ∧GK Intend i GJ Done (i:α) ∧GK Gi ¬GJ Done (i:α)6.3.2.8 Not-UnderstoodFIPA introdued a speial at in the ase where there is mispereption of theat reeived by an agent. But we reason on what is publily grounded andwe onsider that there is perfet understanding of what is sent. So we do notonsider this at.After having de�ned our speeh ats semantis, we have to prove that oursystem behaves like the CNP.



6.3. APPLICATION TO THE CONTRACT NET PROTOCOL 1356.3.3 Theoretial ResultsWe here show that our system is omplete (i.e. we an do all sequenes ofspeeh ats allowed by the CNP) and sound (i.e. we annot do more than theallowed sequenes) with the CNP. These results entail the termination of theCNP protool.6.3.3.1 Soundness and ompletenessWe suppose that we have a set FRAME of frame axioms of the form:
¬GK Intend i j:β → After 〈i,Cfp,j,α〉 ¬G Intend i j:β6 and a set INIT ontainingthe relevant preonditions of the form ¬GK ϕ for all the ats appearing in theCNP.In the sequel we denote by i the initiator of the dialog and by J the set of allpartiipants to the protool (j represents eah partiipant). To prove soundnessand ompleteness, we begin by showing that the �rst step of the protool isexeutable:Lemma. LAWS ∪ FRAME ⊢ INIT → Happens〈i,J,K,Cfp,α〉⊤Proof.By de�nition of the set INIT , we have the inlusion FP (〈i, J,K,Cfp, α〉) ⊂
INIT and thus the lemma holds.

�We an next prove the same lemma for the seond step of the protool.Lemma. For eah j ∈ J , LAWS ∪ FRAME ⊢ INIT → After 〈i,J,K,Cfp,α〉

GK (Happens (〈j, i,K,Refuse, 〈j, i,K,Propose, j:α〉〉)
∨Happens (〈j, i,K,Propose, j:α〉))Proof. Thanks to the e�et laws of the all for proposals we have:
LAWS ⊢ After 〈i,J,K,Cfp,α〉 GK Intend i

∨

j∈J Done〈j,i,K,Propose,j:α〉⊤Thanks to the frame axioms and the set INITwe have for eah j ∈ J :
FRAME ⊢ INIT → After 〈i,J,K,Cfp,α〉

¬GK Intend i 〈j, i,K,Propose, j:α〉 ∧ ¬GK Intend j 〈j, i,K,Propose, j:α〉Thus we an derive that:
LAWS ∪ FRAME ⊢ INIT → After 〈i,J,K,Cfp,α〉 (FP (〈j, i,K,Refuse, j:α〉)
∧ FP (〈j, i,K,Propose, j:α〉))From that the lemma follows. �We an prove this kind of lemma for every speeh ats sequene of the Con-trat Net Protool. They ome straightforward from the above haraterizationof speeh ats. Putting all those lemmas together, we an state the followingtheorem:Theorem. Our system (with our logi and our speeh at semantis) is ompletewith respet to the Contrat Net Protool of FIPA (with the speeh at semanti6Ideally, these axioms should be eliminated by resorting to a solution of the frame problem.



136 CHAPTER 6. FORMALIZATION OF THE MENTALIST APPROACHof FIPA), i.e. every sequene of speeh ats α1, ..., αn permitted by the protoolis allowed in our system, in the sense that:
LAWS ∪ FRAME ⊢ INIT → Happensα1

GK ...GK Happensαn
⊤Moreover we prove the onverse theorem (whih is muh more powerful):Theorem. Our system is sound with respet to the Contrat Net Protool ofFIPA, i.e. no other sequene of speeh ats than the ones allowed by the CNPis permitted by our system, i.e. if α1, .., αn is not admitted by the CNP then:

LAWS ∪ FRAME ⊢ INIT → ¬Happensα1
G ...G Happensαn

⊤.Proof. We do not present the whole proof here but only highlight its mainpoints.Firstly when a kind of speeh at is made with a propositional ontent, itannot be performed (with the same propositional ontent) anymore by an agent.This property holds for the two main speeh ats, that are Request and Inform: ifan agent informs that ϕ then GK Gi ϕ holds, whih is inonsistent with the FPof 〈i, j,K, Inform, ϕ〉 and of 〈j, i,K, Inform, ϕ〉 (and same for Request). We anremark that the semantis of the other speeh ats is built upon the semantisof the one of Request or Inform, thus the property holds for all the speeh ats.Seondly we an prove that the preonditions of the speeh ats onstrain thepossible next ats to the ones permitted by the protool. �6.3.3.2 TerminationOur system is sound and omplete with the CNP. With its tree-struture, thisprotool learly terminates. So we do not need more evidene to prove that:Theorem. Our system terminates.With this result, we avoid in�nite yles that an arise in this type of system.Given our new semantis of speeh ats, we have shown that we an apturethe Contrat Net Protool. We have highlighted that the SABS avoids to imposestrong hypotheses on agents, suh as sinerity, redulity or ooperation. But asthese hypotheses an be made in some atual MASs, we will study in the nextsetion how we an integrate them in our logial framework. This will requirethe addition of some new axioms to our logi.6.4 How to take into aount stronger hypotheses6.4.1 Sinerity and ooperationIn our formalism, GI ϕ → Gi ϕ is not valid. Thus, when it is grounded that apiee of information ϕ holds for agent i (for example after asserting ϕ) then thisdoes not mean that i indeed believes that ϕ. So an agent an assert somethingand believe the ontrary. The power of our operator is to a large extent based on



6.4. HOW TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT STRONGER HYPOTHESES 137this property. It is possible (but a bit opposed to the main idea of this aount)to haraterize sinere agents by adding some axioms suh as:
GK Gi ϕ→ Gi ϕ (AxSinc)Note that the other way round, Gi ϕ → GK Gi ϕ, is not valid either: an agentmight privately believe ϕ while it is not grounded that ϕ holds for i. Moreoverto impose this formula as an axiom would be muh more powerful: as soon theagent i believes something, it beomes publi that he believes it. Neverthelessthis is lose to a kind of ooperativity feature of the agent: when an agentbelieves something, he wants to inform other agents of this fat (Demolombe,2004), that an be represented by the axiom of strong ooperativity:

Gi ϕ ∧Gi ¬BelIf j ϕ→ Intend i Done〈i,j,K,Inform,ϕ〉⊤ (AxSCoop)Moreover we an onsider that agents an be only publily sinere, meaningthat they annot lie about piees of information that are grounded publily forthem. This an be expressed by the axiom :
GK Intend i Bel j φ(i)→ GK φ(i) (Axpublicsincerity )with φ(i) a mental attitude of the agent i.6.4.2 Credulity and redibilityInspiring by (Demolombe, 2004), we an formalize other hypotheses suh as theredibility or the redulity. These hypotheses link private mental attitudes ofone agent to what others have expressed. In partiular we onsider that anagent is redulous when he believes everything that has been expressed:

GK Gj ϕ→ Gi ϕ (AxCredul)Credulous agents would run into inonsisteny when they are agents j1 and
j2 that have expressed opposite views: GK Gj1 ϕGK Gj2 ¬ϕ→ Gi⊥ follows from
(AxCredul). And as we have exluded suh inonsisteny (by axiom (DGI

)), itturns out that a single redulous agents implies unanimity.Contrarily, an agent is said redible when other agents believe what he hasasserted:
GK Gi ϕ→

∧

k∈K

Gk ϕ (AxCredibl)Note that this axiom is very strong in partiular beause, thanks to theneessitation rule (RNGI
) and axiom (CG), it allows that a redible agent anground for the whole group what he asserts:

GK Gi ϕ→ GK ϕ



138 CHAPTER 6. FORMALIZATION OF THE MENTALIST APPROACH6.4.3 Publi trustIn many ases, we an safely assume that group J immediately starts to publilybelieve an information asserted by agent i, namely when this group trusts theuttering agent in regard to this information.7 An important partiular ase iswhen the group J have asked i to publily delare that ϕ (for J ⊆ K). This isexpressed by the following axiom,:
(GK Done〈i,J,K,InformIf,ϕ〉⊤

∧

j∈J

Intendj Done〈i,J,K,InformIf,ϕ〉⊤)→ GK GJ ϕ(AxHearingIsBelieving )This spei�es that if an agent has requested a ertain information beforefrom agent i in form of a losed question (like with �Is it raining outside?�), itbeomes grounded that she believes the answer. The intention Intendj an betriggered with FIPA's QueryIf at.6.5 ConlusionIn this setion we have showed how to apply the new ACL semantis approahpresented in the previous hapter, that we have alled SABS. We have onen-trated on the FIPA paradigm, but we ould have done exatly the same workfor KQML semantis (and the result would have been very lose). We beganby rede�ning the semantis of the four FIPA primitives and illustrating it on aase study. Afterwards we apply it to formalize the Contrat Net Protool.Although our approah is based on the rejetion of strong hypotheses re-quired for lassial mentalist semantis, we have ended this hapter by intro-duing additional axioms, allowing the extension of our logi to take them intoaount. This allows MASs using suh onstraints to use our framework, butthey lose a bit the spirit of the aount.Following our goal of bridging the gap between the two main approahesof ACLs, we present in the following hapter how our logi an also apturethe soial semantis. We will formalize and disuss Walton & Krabbe's andColombetti's approahes based on soial ommitments.
7A notorious exeption are exam situations.



Chapter 7Appliation: formalization ofthe soial approah7.1 IntrodutionAfter having rede�ned the semantis of the FIPA mentalist approah of ACLsin the previous hapter, we bridge here the gap between both approahes byrede�ning soial approahes in our logial formalism. We onentrate our workon Walton & Krabbe's and Colombetti's approahes, that are based on the twodi�erent kinds of soial ommitment: propositional ommitments (Setion 7.2)and ommitments in ation (Setion 7.3).Our aim is to show that our logial framework allows to formalize bothapproahes to ACLs. Moreover, as announed in Chapter 5, we aim also atgiving a logial haraterization of the notion of ommitment. It is often used asa primitive to represent soial link between agents without having been studiedin depth.7.2 Walton & Krabbe's aount7.2.1 Presentation of W&K theoryAs presented in Setion 5.4.2.2, Walton & Krabbe (W&K for short) use propo-sitional ommitments to manage and desribe dialogues. They argue that thesemantis of speeh ats and the rules of these dialog games desribing allowedspeeh ats sequenes an be desribed in terms of propositional ommitments.(Walton and Krabbe, 1995) presents a dialogue type hierarhy based on the no-tion of on�it. Among them, persuasion dialogues are analyzed in detail, withquite preise desriptions of game rules and speeh at semantis in terms ofommitments. We now apply our formalism to this partiular kind of dialogue.A persuasion dialogue takes plae when there is a on�it between twoagents' beliefs.The goal of the persuasion dialogue is to resolve this situation:139



140 CHAPTER 7. FORMALIZATION OF THE SOCIAL APPROACHan agent an persuade the other party to onede his own thesis (in this ase hewins the dialogue game) or onede the point of view of the other party (andthus lose the game).W&K de�ne two kinds of persuasion dialogue: the Permissive Persuasion Di-alogue (PPD0 for short) and the Rigorous Persuasion Dialogue (RPD). RPD isasymmetri (partiipants have di�erent roles viz. proponent and opponent), andis analyti (the initial proposition is deomposed during the dialogue), while
PPD0 is symmetri and non analyti (allows to introdue new arguments).We show, by haraterizing PPD0 , how our formally well-grounded operatoran be used to de�ne speeh at semantis and game rules instead of the informalommitments à la W&K.In order to simplify our exposition we suppose with W&K that there areonly two agents (but the aount an easily be generalized to n agents).7.2.2 Strong and Weak ommitmentsW&K distinguish two kinds of ommitment1: those whih must be defended bya proof or a justi�ation when hallenged, alled assertions, and those whihneed not, alled onessions. We formalize this distintion with the notionsof strong ommitment (SCi,K) and weak ommitment (WCi,K) of an agent iw.r.t. a group K. Unlike W&K we introdue the set of agents in front of whihthis ommitment has been inurred, i.e. agents taking part in the onversation.Indeed this set remains impliit for W&K. It is equivalent to say that the om-mitment stores are spei� to one dialog between members of a group K. Thesetwo ommitments are linked by the fat that a strong ommitment to a propo-sition implies a weak ommitment to it (Walton and Krabbe, 1995, p. 133). Inrelation with our logial framework, we de�ne:

SCi,Kϕ
def
= GK Gi ϕ (DefSCi,K

)
WCi,Kϕ

def
= GK ¬Gi ¬ϕ (DefWCi,K

)Note that this is an approximation of W&K's assertion, noted a. Indeed, our
GK Gi ϕ is �more logial� than W&K's a(ϕ): W&K allow both a(ϕ) and a(¬ϕ)to be the ase simultaneously, while for us GK Gi ϕ∧GK Gi ¬ϕ is inonsistent. Inthe ase of weak ommitment, we agree with W&K's works: WCi,Kϕ∧WCi,K¬ϕis onsistent.In terms of the preeding abbreviations we an prove:

SCi,Kϕ→ ¬SCi,K¬ϕ (DSCi,K
)

SCi,Kϕ↔ SCi,KSCi,Kϕ (4SCi,K
)

¬SCi,Kϕ↔ SCi,K¬SCi,Kϕ (5SCi,K
)1We an note that authors introdue also a third kind of ommitment, that they all dark-side ommitments. These ommitments remain private (and an be unknown by the agenthimself) during the dialog until they are revealed. But due to its private feature, we will notonsider this kind of ommitment.
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(DGI

) shows the rationality of the agents: they annot strongly ommit bothon ϕ and ¬ϕ. (4GI
) and (5GI

) aount for the publi harater of ommitments.With these three theorems, we an show that SCi,K is an operator of a normalmodal logi of type KD45, just as GK .2We an prove additional theorems linking operator GK with ommitments.
SCi,Kϕ↔ GK SCi,Kϕ (7.1)
¬SCi,Kϕ↔ GK ¬SCi,Kϕ (7.2)
WCi,Kϕ↔ GK WCi,Kϕ (7.3)
¬WCi,Kϕ↔ GK ¬WCi,Kϕ (7.4)These four theorems express the publi harater of the strong and weakommitments. If a ommitment holds (resp. does not hold), this is groundedfor the group of overhearers. They an be proved from (SR+), (SR−) andde�nitions of strong and weak ommitments.

GK ϕ↔ SCi,KGK ϕ (7.5)
¬GK ϕ↔ SCi,K¬GK ϕ (7.6)
SCi,Kϕ↔ SCj,KSCi,Kϕ (7.7)
¬SCi,Kϕ↔ SCj,K¬SCi,Kϕ (7.8)

(7.5) and (7.6) entail that it is equivalent to say that a formula is grounded(resp. ungrounded) and that the agents are ommitted to this grounded (resp.ungrounded) formula. (7.7) and (7.8) mean that eah agent is ommitted to theother agents' ommitments, and non-ommitments.The following theorems links strong and weak ommitments.
SCi,Kϕ→WCi,Kϕ (7.9)

WCi,Kϕ→ ¬SCi,K¬ϕ (7.10)
(7.9) says that strong ommitment implies weak ommitment. (7.10) ex-presses that if agent i is weakly ommitted to ϕ then i is not strongly ommittedto ¬ϕ.

WCi,Kϕ↔ SCj,KWCi,Kϕ (7.11)
¬WCi,Kϕ↔ SCj,K¬WCi,Kϕ (7.12)

(7.11) expresses that weak ommitment is publi. (7.12) is similar for abseneof weak ommitment.2From the de�nition of GK , we an prove that the axiom K is a theorem for SCi,K andthat the rule of neessitation RN an be applied to it.



142 CHAPTER 7. FORMALIZATION OF THE SOCIAL APPROACH7.2.3 Formalization of PPD0For speeh ats we keep the notation introdued in the previous hapter: speehats are 5-tuples of the form 〈i, J,K,FORCE , ϕ〉 where i ∈ AGT is the authorof the speeh at (i.e. the speaker), K ⊆ AGT the group of attendees, J ⊆
K \{i} the set of its addressees, FORCE its illoutionary fore, and ϕ a formuladenoting its propositional ontent. As said above we onsider dialogues betweenonly two agents, thus the addressees group J is the singleton {j}, and theattendees group K is {i, j}. In the sequel we will use a simpli�ed notation forspeeh ats: 〈s, h,FORCE , p〉, where s is the speaker and h the hearer. Moreoverto stay lose to W&K's formalism, p denotes the propositional ontent.The dialogues that we want to formalize (W&K-like dialogues) are on-trolled by some onventions: the rules of the game, whih desribe the allowedsequenes of speeh ats. The allowed sequenes of ats are those of W&K's
PPD0 (Walton and Krabbe, 1995, p. 150-151). They are formalized in Figure7.1 and will be disussed below. For example, after a speeh at 〈s,Assert, h, p〉,

Resolve(p)

Concede(p)

Argue(q1, . . . , qnSOp)

RequestConcede(p)

Serious(p)

RefuseConcede(p)

Challenge(p)

Assert(p)

SRetract(p)

WRetract(p)Possible movesAdditional possible movesFigure 7.1: (Additional) possible moves after eah atthe hearer an only hallenge p or onede p. We formalize W&K speeh ats inour logi by expressing that an at grounds that the hearer's hoies are limitedonly to some ats. Speeh ats have two di�erent e�ets: one is on the ommit-ment store in terms of weak and strong ommitments (f. Figure 7.1) and theother one is the set of ats the hearer an perform in response (f. Figure 7.2).We suppose that initially nothing is grounded, i.e. we reuse the set INITintrodued Setion 6.3.3 of the above hapter, adapted for PPD0 ats.The Assert at on p an only be used by the two parties in some preliminarymoves of the dialogue to state the theses of eah partiipant. The e�et ofthe at is that it is grounded that its ontent p holds for the speaker: he hasexpressed a kind of strong ommitment (an assertion for W&K) on p in thesense that he must defend his ommitment by an argument if it is hallenged.
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¬SC s p 〈s,Assert, h, p〉 SC s p

SC s p 〈s, h, SRetract, p〉 ¬SC s p

WC s p 〈s, h, WRetract, p〉 ¬WC s p

SC s p ∧ ¬WCh p 〈s, h, Argue, q1, ..., qnSOp〉
∧

1≤i≤n SC s qi∧

SC s (
∧

1≤i≤n
qi → p)

¬WC s p 〈s, h, Concede, p〉 WC s p

¬WC s p 〈s, h, refuseConcede, q〉 ¬WC s p

SC s q ∧ ¬WC h q∧ 〈s, h, requestConcede, p〉 ∅
¬WCh p

¬WC s p ∧ SC h p∧ 〈s, h, Challenge, p〉 ∅
¬GDone〈s,h,Challenge,p〉 ⊤
¬WCh p 〈s, h, Serious, p〉 ∅
WCh p ∧ WC h q∧ 〈s, h, Resolve, p〉 ∅
(p ↔ ¬q)Table 7.1: Preonditions and e�ets of speeh ats (with ommitments).To Conede p means to admit that p ould hold, where p is a strong ommit-ment of the other party (e.g. p has been asserted). The e�et of this at is thatit is grounded that the speaker has taken a kind of ommitment on p. But thenature of this ommitment seems weaker than the former one: this one has notto be defended when it is attaked. W&K all it onession and it orrespondsto our notion of Weak Commitment.The Challenge at on p fores the other partiipant to either put forward anargument for p, or to retrat the assertion p. For a given propositional ontentthis at an only be performed one.To defend a hallenged assertion p, an argument, expressed by Argue, musthave p as onlusion and a set of propositions q1...qn as premises. We write itas follows:

q1...qnSOp
def
= q1 ∧ ... ∧ qn ∧ (q1 ∧ ... ∧ qn → p) (DefSO)The e�et of this at is that the speaker is strongly ommitted on all premises

q1, ..., qn and on the impliation q1 ∧ ...∧ qn → p. It follows that the hallengermust expliitly take position in the next move (hallenge or onede) on eahpremise and on the impliit impliation. To hallenge one premise means thatthe argument annot be applied, while to hallenge the impliit impliationmeans that the argument is inorret. If he does not hallenge a proposition, he(impliitly) onedes it. But as soon as he has oneded all the premises and theimpliation, he must also onede the onlusion. To avoid digressions W&Ksuppose that an unhallenged assertion annot be defended by an argument.Note that, we took over their form of the support of arguments, viz. ϕ → ψ,although we are aware that more omplex forms of reasoning our in real worldargumentation.



144 CHAPTER 7. FORMALIZATION OF THE SOCIAL APPROACHAts α Constraints on the possible ations following α

〈s, Assert, h, p〉 GK (Choiceh Happens (〈h, s, Challenge, p〉)∨
Choiceh Happens (〈h, s, Concede, p〉))

〈s, h, SRetract, p〉 ∅
〈s, h, WRetract, p〉 ∅
〈s, h, requestConcede, p〉 GK (Choiceh Happens (〈h, s, refuseConcede, p〉)∨

Choiceh Happens (〈h, s, Concede, p〉))
〈s, h, Argue, q1, ..., qnSOp〉

∧

1≤i≤n
GK (Choiceh Happens (〈h, s, Challenge, qi〉)∨

Choiceh Happens (〈h, s,Concede, qi〉))
∧
GK (Choiceh Happens (〈h, s, Challenge, q1 ∧ ... ∧ qn → p〉)∨

Happens (〈h, s, Concede, q1 ∧ ... ∧ qn → p〉))
〈s, h, Challenge, p〉 GK (Choiceh Happens (〈h, s, SRetract, p〉)∨

Choiceh Happens (〈h, s, WRetract, p〉)∨
Choiceh Happens (〈h, s, Argue, q1, ..., qnSOp〉)∨
Choiceh Happens (〈h, s, Serious, p〉))

〈s, h, Concede, p〉 ∅
〈s, h, refuseConcede, p〉 ∅
〈s, h, Serious, p〉 GK (Choiceh Happens (〈h, s, refuseConcede, p〉)∨

Choiceh Happens (〈h, s, Concede, p〉))
〈s, h, Resolve, p〉 GK (Choiceh Happens (〈h, s, WRetract, p〉)∨

Choiceh Happens (〈h, s, WRetract,¬p〉))Table 7.2: Additional e�ets of speeh ats.At any time, the speaker may request more onessions (with a RequestCon-ede at) from the hearer, to use them as premises for arguments. The heareran then aept or refuse to onede.W&K use the same speeh at type to retrat a onession and to refuse toonede something: the at nc(p). But we argue that it is not indeed the samekind of at, and we hoose to introdue two di�erent ats: 〈s, h,WRetract, p〉 toretrat his own weak ommitment on p, and 〈s, h, refuseConcede, p〉 to deide notto onede p. A strong ommitment an be retrated with a 〈s, h, SRetract, p〉.This at removes the strong ommitment from the ommitment store, but notthe weak ommitment, whereas the 〈s, h,WRetract, p〉 at removes the weakommitment and, if it exists, the strong ommitment, too.In our logi, WCi,Kϕ ∧WCi,K¬ϕ is satis�able, but not SCi,Kϕ ∧ SCi,K¬ϕ.Thus we are more restritive than W&K: in the following, a ontradition in anagents' ommitment store is only due to ontraditory Weak Commitments3.When a party detets suh a ontradition in the other party's ommitmentstore, he an ask him to resolve it (with the at Resolve(p,q) where �p and q areexpliit ontraditories� (Walton and Krabbe, 1995, p. 151)). The other party3W&K allow the agents to have some ontraditory onessions (WC ) and assertions (SC )in their ommitment store (i.e. SCi,Kϕ and SCi,K¬ϕ or WCi,Kϕ and WCi,K¬ϕ an holdsimultaneously).



7.2. WALTON & KRABBE'S ACCOUNT 145must retrat one of the inonsistent propositions.W&K do not make any inferene in the ommitment store, so Resolve onlyapplies to expliit inonsisteny, that is: Resolve(p,¬p). We will write Resolve(p)instead of Resolve(p,q) where q is ¬p. Resolve(p) and Resolve(¬p) are thus equiv-alent. To perform the speeh at Resolve(p), we an show that it is neessaryand su�ient that the propositions p and ¬p are weak ommitments of the op-ponent. In our formalism, the at Resolve applies only to weak ommitments.Moreover the two ontraditory weak ommitments annot be derived from twoinonsistent strong ommitments (whih W&K allow), beause strong ommit-ments are onsistent in our logi (theorem DSCi,K
).When an agent hooses to hallenge a proposition p or to refuse to onedeit, his opponent an query him to reassess his position. Finally the speeh atSerious(p) imposes that the agent must onede p or refuse to onede it.As we have already said, W&K de�ne a third ommitment store that on-tains what they all dark-side ommitments. Whereas assertions and ones-sions (light-side ommitments) are publi, no agent is neessarily aware of theseommitments. They haraterize deep features of agents. If p is a dark-sideommitment, it must be revealed after a Serious(p), and the agent must onede

p and annot retrat it4.We do not onsider suh ommitments here beause, we fous on what isobservable and objetive in the dialogue: so if an agent hooses to onede p,we do not know if it was a dark-side ommitment or not, onsequently the agentmay, even if it had a dark-side ommitment on p and ontrary to W&K's theory,retrat it in a subsequent dialogue move dialogue.The ation preonditions are not mutually exlusive. This gives the agentssome freedom of hoie. We do not desribe here the subjetive ognitive pro-esses that lead an agent to a partiular hoie.7.2.4 ExampleWe reast an example of a persuasion dialogue given by W&K (Walton andKrabbe, 1995, p. 153) to illustrate the dialogue game PPD0 (see Figure 7.2):initially, agent i asserts p1 and agent j asserts p2. Thus, the following prepara-tory moves have been performed: 〈i,Assert, j, p1〉 and 〈j,Assert, i, p2〉. Aftereah move, the agents' ommitment stores are updated (see Table 7.3). In his�rst move, j asks i to onede p3 and hallenges p1. i responds by oneding p3,and so on. In move 7., agent j onedes p1 whih is the thesis of his opponent.He thus loses the game in what onerns the thesis of i but in what onernshis own thesis, the game is not over yet.As we have said above, in order to stay onsistent with our logial framework,4Thus W&K onsider agents an be publily inonsistent but they annot hide deep darkommitments if the opponent insists with a Serious. We note in passing that this feature ofW&K's approah is subjet to the same ritiism as the mentalist approahes as exposed inSetion 5.3.5 of Chapter 5: just as private beliefs, dark-side ommitments annot be veri�ed,and a partiipant in a onversation an never exlude that the dark-side ommitments ofanother partiipant is empty.



146 CHAPTER 7. FORMALIZATION OF THE SOCIAL APPROACH1. 〈j, i, requestConcede, p3〉,
〈j, i, Challenge, p1〉2. 〈i, j, Concede, p3〉,
〈i, j, Serious, p1〉,
〈i, j, Argue, p3SOp1〉,
〈i, j, Challenge, p2〉3. 〈j, i, refuseConcede, p1〉,
〈j, i, Concede, p3 → p1〉,
〈j, i, Argue, p4, p5SOp2〉,
〈j, i, Challenge, p3〉4. 〈i, j, Concede, p5〉,
〈i, j, Concede, p4 ∧ p5 → p2〉,
〈i, j, Serious, p3〉,
〈i, j, Argue,¬p4, p5SOp3〉,
〈i, j, Challenge, p4〉5. 〈j, i, WRetract, p3 → p1〉,
〈j, i, Concede, p3〉,

〈j, i, Concede,¬p4〉,
〈j, i, Concede,¬p4 ∧ p5 → p3〉,
〈j, i, Argue, p3SOp4〉,
〈j, i, Challenge, p3 → p1〉6. 〈i, j, Resolve, p4〉,
〈i, j, Argue,¬p4SOp3 → p1〉,
〈i, j, Challenge, p3 → p4〉7. 〈j, i, WRetract, p4〉,
〈j, i, WRetract, p3 → p4〉,
〈j, i, SRetract, p5〉,
〈j, i, SRetract, p3〉,
〈j, i, WRetract, p4 ∧ p5 → p2〉,
〈j, i, Concede,¬p4 → (p3 → p1)〉,
〈j, i, Concede, p3 → p1〉,
〈j, i, Concede, p1〉,
〈j, i, Argue, p6SOp2〉,Figure 7.2: Example of dialogue (from (Walton and Krabbe, 1995, p. 153))we have to add an e�et to the W&K speeh at of onession: when i onedesa proposition p, every strong ommitment of i on ¬p is retrated. Agent i isthen weakly ommitted on both p and ¬p. We thus abandon the paraonsistentaspets of W&K, viz. that an agent an have assertions or onessions that arejointly inonsistent, in order to keep in line with standard properties of themodal operator GK .Now we an establish formally that our logi aptures W&K's PPD0 -dialogues. For example we have:Theorem.

LAWS |=INIT → After〈s,Assert,h,p〉 ((¬WC h p ∧ ¬Done〈h,s,Challenge,p〉⊤)→

GK (Happens (〈h, s,Challenge, p〉) ∨ Happens (〈h, s,Concede, p〉)))Thus after an assertion of p the only possible reations of the hearer are toeither hallenge or onede p, under the ondition that he has not doubted that
¬p, and that he has not hallenged p in the preeding move.Proof. LAWS ontains (see Table 7.2) the formula:

After 〈s,Assert,h,p〉 GK (Choiceh Happens (〈h, s,Challenge, p〉)∨

Choiceh Happens (〈h, s,Concede, p〉))The preondition for 〈h, s,Challenge, p〉 is:
¬WC h p ∧ SC s p ∧ ¬Done〈h,s,Challenge,p〉⊤



7.2. WALTON & KRABBE'S ACCOUNT 147Grounded propositions SCi WCi SCj WCj

∅ p1 p2

WCi,Kp3 p1,
SCi,Kp3, p3, p3 → p1

SCi,Kp3 → p1

WCj,Kp3 → p1, p2, p4, p5, p3 → p1

SCj,Kp4, SCj,Kp5, p4∧p5 → p2

SCj,Kp4 ∧ p5 → p2

WCi,Kp5, p1, p3 → p1,
SCi,K¬p4, SCi,Kp5, p3, ¬p4, p5, p4∧p5 → p2

SCi,K¬p4 ∧ p5 → p3, ¬p4 ∧ p5 → p3

WCi,Kp4 ∧ p5 → p2

¬WCj,Kp3 → p1, p2, p4, p5, ¬p4,
WCj,Kp3, p3, ¬p4 ∧ p5 → p3

WCj,K¬p4 ∧ p5 → p3, p3 → p4,
SCj,Kp3, p4∧p5 → p2

SCj,Kp3 → p4,
WCj,K¬p4

SCi,K¬p4, p3, p3 → p1,
SCi,K¬p4 → (p3 → p1) p1, ¬p4, p5, p4∧p5 → p2

¬p4 ∧ p5 → p3,
¬p4 → (p3 →
p1)

¬SCj,Kp4, ¬WCj,Kp4 p2, ¬p4,
¬WCj,Kp3 → p4, p6, p6 → p2 ¬p4 → (p3 →

p1),
¬SCj,Kp3, ¬SCj,Kp5, p3, p5,
¬SCj,Kp3 → p4, p3 → p1, p1,
¬WCj,Kp4 ∧ p5 → p2, ¬p4 ∧ p5 → p3

¬SCj,Kp4 ∧ p5 → p2

WCj,Kp3 → p1,
WCj,Kp1,
WCj,K¬p4 → (p3 → p1)
SCj,Kp6, SCj,Kp6 → p2Table 7.3: Commitment stores in the example dialogueNow the postondition of 〈s,Assert, h, p〉 is SC s p. Hene we have by the law ofintentional ation (IntChoicei ,αi

):
LAWS |= After 〈s,Assert,h,p〉 (¬WC h p ∧ ¬Done〈h,s,Challenge,p〉⊤ →

(Choiceh Happens (〈h, s,Challenge, p〉)→ Happens (〈h, s,Challenge, p〉)))Similarly, for onede we have:
LAWS |= INIT → After 〈s,Assert,h,p〉 (¬WC h p→

(Choiceh Happens (〈h, s,Concede, p〉)→ Happens (〈h, s,Concede, p〉)))Combining these two with the law of intentional ation for Assert we obtainour theorem. �Similar results for the other speeh ats an be stated. They formally ex-press and thus make more preise further properties of W&K's dialogue games.



148 CHAPTER 7. FORMALIZATION OF THE SOCIAL APPROACHFor example, the above theorem illustrates something that remained impliitin W&K's PPD0 dialogues: the hearer of an assertion that p should not beommitted that p himself beause, if he were, then the dialogue would no morebe a persuasion dialogue and no rule would apply.Similarly, in a ontext where h's ommitment store ontains SCh (p ∨ q),
SCh ¬p, and SCh ¬q (and is thus learly inonsistent), W&K's dialogue rulesdo not allow s to exeute 〈s, h,Resolve, p∨ q,¬p ∧¬q〉. This seems neverthelessa natural move in this ontext. Our formalization allows for it, the formalreason being that our logi of GK is a normal modal logi, and thus validates
(SCi,Kp ∧ SCi,Kq)→ SCi,K(p ∧ q).We �nally onsider in the next setion Colombetti et al.'s aount of om-mitments. It is more oriented toward ACLs semantis de�nition. Moreoverauthors argue that their aount an take into aount both ommitments inproposition and in ation. Its study will thus permit us to extend the formaliza-tion of propositional ommitments presented above in more general ases andto introdue a formalization of ommitments in ation. Thus we will be able togive formal relations linking both kinds of ommitments.7.3 Colombetti et al.'s aountAs remarked in Setion 5.4.3.1, Colombetti et al. manage ommitments via thevarious states it an hold (desribed in the ommitment life-yle in Figure 5.1of Chapter 5). The authors argue that this life-yle is adapted for all kindsof ommitment and in partiular also for propositional ommitments. We haveshowed that it should be disussed and adapted to take them into aount aswe will show in the following setion before studying ommitments in ation.In the sequel, we stay lose to Castelfranhi's view of the links betweenommitments and ations: we base our formalization mainly on speeh at the-ory by haraterizing ommitments in terms of speeh ats induing them. Wemainly study the primitive assertive, that is Assert. Assertive speeh ats induepending propositional ommitments. Likewise diretive ones indue unset ationommitments, and ommissive speeh ats indue pending ation ommitments.The primitives are Direct and Commit.To simplify the exposition, we here drop overhearers introdued in the pre-vious setion, whih means that we ignore witnesses. In Colombetti's aountommitments are for a part desribed by their state. Note that when we will usethe generi term �soial ommitment�, we will refer to a pending ommitment.7.3.1 Propositional ommitmentFor desription of propositional ommitments, we reuse some de�nitions intro-dued for W&K's persuasion dialogues. Note that we are not limited to thispartiular type of dialogue here and thus all these de�nitions an be used inevery kind of dialogue.



7.3. COLOMBETTI ET AL.'S ACCOUNT 149We need to simplify Colombetti's general ommitment life-yle and adaptit to propositional ommitments. In partiular we drop the unset state that wedo not onsider relevant for them, as stated in setion 5.4.3.1. We onsider thattransitions between states are not the result of general institutional ations orevents as in (Fornara and Colombetti, 2002), but rather of speeh ats of whihwe will give the semantis.7.3.1.1 Pending ommitmentFor W&K and Colombetti, propositional ommitments ome from an assertivespeeh at. Following speeh at theory (Vanderveken, 1990), Assert is the prim-itive assertive speeh at. It has �the preparatory ondition that the speaker hasreasons or evidene for the truth of the propositional ontent� and �the siner-ity ondition that the speaker believes the propositional ontent� (Vanderveken,1990, p. 125). Contrarily to Inform speeh ats de�ned in the previous hap-ter, Assert neither supposes anything about the group of hearers (i.e. that theyare not aware of ϕ), nor about a speaker's intention that the hearer learnssomething. Thus we only impose as preondition that the speaker stays on-sistent, i.e. that he has neither asserted nor oneded the ontrary. With theterminology used to represent W&K's aount that means that he has neitherinurred a strong nor a weak ommitment on ¬ϕ. The Feasible Preondition isthus redued to ¬G{i,j} ¬ϕ, beause ¬WCi,{i,j}¬ϕ → ¬SCi,{i,j}¬ϕ (thanks toTheorem 7.9).As Illoutionary E�et, we impose (with Vanderveken (Vanderveken, 1990))that the speaker expresses the preparatory and the sinerity ondition. Wesimplify this aount by omitting the preparatory ondition. We onsider thatthe existene of reasons and evidene for the truth of ϕ are impliitly embeddedin the fat that the speaker believes that ϕ holds.We thus de�ne the Assert speeh at by:
〈i,Assert, j, ϕ〉FP: ¬G{i,j} ¬Gi ϕIE: G{i,j} Gi ϕNote that our aount onforms to the speeh at theory as to the linksbetween Assert and Inform speeh ats, viz. that Inform is an extension of Assert.The Assert preondition (resp. postondition) is implied by the Inform preon-dition (resp. postondition).As mentioned above, a propositional pending ommitment is the result ofan assertion. We therefore identify a pending propositional ommitment withStrong Commitments de�ned in the previous hapter. Thus we have the follow-ing de�nition of a pending ommitment Cprop :Definition.

PCi,j (ϕ)
def
= Cprop(pending, i , j , ϕ)

def
= G{i,j} Gi ϕ



150 CHAPTER 7. FORMALIZATION OF THE SOCIAL APPROACHWe an remark that due to the equivaleneGi ϕ↔ Gi Gi ϕ (Theorem (4GI
)),we have the following theorem:Theorem. |= Cprop(pending, i , j , ϕ) ↔ Cprop(pending, i , j ,Gi ϕ)This theorem means that, by performing a speeh at, an agent expresses thesinerity onditions, that is in this ase that he believes what he has asserted.7.3.1.2 Caneled ommitmentA aneled ommitment is a pending ommitment that has been retrated. It isthus the result of a Cancel speeh at that an be identi�ed with the at named

SRetract of W&K's formalization (Setion 7.2.3). This at drops the strongommitment (G{i,j} Gi ϕ).
〈i, j,Cancel, ϕ〉FP: G{i,j} Gi ϕIE: ¬G{i,j} Gi ϕThus an agent has a aneled ommitment when he has aneled (i.e.

¬G{i,j} Gi ϕ holds) a pending ommitment inurred in the past (PG{i,j} Gi ϕ),under the ondition that ¬ϕ has not been oneded (this last ondition makesthe distintion between aneled and violated ommitments):Definition.
Cprop(canceled , i , j , ϕ)

def
= PG{i,j} Gi ϕ ∧ ¬G{i,j} Gi ϕ ∧ ¬G{i,j} ¬Gi ϕ7.3.1.3 Violated ommitmentTo haraterize a violated ommitment, we extend the loss PPD0 -rule: an agenthas violated ommitments when he has retrated it and, as additional ondi-tion, when he has oneded the onverse. This represents the ase of a publiontradition5.Definition.

Cprop(violated , i , j , ϕ)
def
= PG{i,j} Gi ϕ ∧G{i,j} ¬Gi ¬ϕ ∧G{i,j} ¬Gi ϕ5Our logial framework does not allow to have ontraditory ommitments(C (pending , i , j , ϕ) and C (pending , i , j ,¬ϕ)). Hene an agent has to drop his ommit-ment before oneding the ontrary. This state an be reahed for example by the followingourse of ations:

[〈i, j,SRetract, ϕ〉][〈i, j,¬ϕ, Concede, ]〉G{i,j} ¬Gi ϕ



7.3. COLOMBETTI ET AL.'S ACCOUNT 1517.3.1.4 Ful�lled ommitmentA proponent i wins a PPD0 game when the opponent j onedes his thesis.Thus a PPD0 game is won by an agent i i� G{i,j} Gi ϕ ∧G{i,j} ¬Gj ¬ϕ holds.Definition.
Cprop(fulfilled , i , j , ϕ)

def
= G{i,j} Gi ϕ ∧G{i,j} ¬Gj ¬ϕProperties. Our propositional ommitment has the following properties:

⊢ ϕ↔ ψ

⊢ PCi,j (ϕ)↔ PCi,j (ψ)
and ⊢ ϕ↔ ψ

⊢ Cprop(fulfilled , i , j , ϕ) ↔ Cprop(fulfilled , i , j , ψ)But we do not have:
⊢ PCi,j (ϕ)↔ PCi,j (ψ)

⊢ Cprop(fulfilled , i , j , ϕ) ↔ Cprop(fulfilled , i , j , ψ)In partiular we have PCi,j (ϕ)↔ PCi,j (Gi ϕ) but not Cprop(fulfilled , i , j , ϕ) ↔
Cprop(fulfilled , i , j ,Gi ϕ), beause 0 ϕ↔ Gi ϕ.We have thus made learer the propositional ommitment notion of Colom-betti's aount and showed that it is indeed a generalization of the W&K'saount. This formal haraterization will also allow us to link propositionalommitments with ommitments in ation that we will de�ne in the followingsetion.7.3.2 Commitment in ationFor ommitments in ation, we stay lose to Colombetti's life-yle as it appearsto be well adapted for this kind of ommitments. We will not onsider transitionsvia low-level institutional ations, but via high-level speeh ats.7.3.2.1 Pending ommitmentFollowing Colombetti, there are two ways to inur a pending ommitment ination: either by ommitting oneself spontaneously with e.g. a Promise, or byaepting to ommit on a requested ation. Thus in both ases, it is the resultof a ommissive speeh at. As above we onsider the primitive ommissivespeeh at that is Commit. A ommissive speeh at has �the ondition that thepropositional ontent represents a future ourse of ation of the speaker�, �thepreparatory ondition that the speaker is apable of arrying out that ation�and �the sinerity ondition that he intends to arry it out� (Vanderveken, 1990,p. 125�126). Thus by performing a ommissive speeh at, an agent expresses atleast that he has the intention to perform the ation (G{i,j} Intend i Donei:α⊤)



152 CHAPTER 7. FORMALIZATION OF THE SOCIAL APPROACHand that he believes that he an arry out the ation (G{i,j} ¬Gi ¬FDonei:α⊤).We an remark that:Lemma. G{i,j} Intend i Donei:α⊤ → G{i,j} ¬Gi ¬FDonei:α⊤Proof.1. ⊢ Intend i ϕ
def
= Choice i FGi ϕ∧¬Gi ϕ∧¬Gi FGi ϕ , by De�nition (DefIntend i

)2. ⊢ Intend i ϕ→ Choice i FGi ϕ, by 1. and LP3. ⊢ Choice i ϕ→ ¬Gi ¬ϕ, by Axiom (BA1Gi ,Choicei
) and (DChoicei

)4. ⊢ Gi Donei:α⊤ ↔ Donei:α⊤, by Axioms PAI,α and NAI,α5. ⊢ Intend i Donei:α⊤ → ¬Gi ¬FDonei:α⊤, by 2., 3., 4. and LP6. ⊢ G{i,j} Intend i Donei:α⊤ → G{i,j} ¬Gi ¬FDonei:α⊤, by 5. and RNGI

�As preondition, we only impose that the agent stays oherent (i.e. that theperformane of this ation does not involve inonsisteny). Thus we have:
〈i,Commit, j,Donei:α⊤〉FP: ¬G{i,j} ¬Intend i Donei:α⊤IE: G{i,j} Intend i Donei:α⊤We an thus haraterize a pending ommitment in ation.Definition.

C (pending, i , j , α)
def
= G{i,j} Intend i Donei:α⊤We an link this formal de�nition with the above disussion on the natureof the ommitment in ation (f. Setion 5.4.2.1). We had argued that it shouldbe publily grounded that the debitor i has the intention to perform the ationand that nothing is imposed on the hoie of the reditor j. Finally even thoughwe admit the importane of the deonti aspet in soial ommitments, in thisattempt of formalization oriented toward ACL appliations, we omit the deontipart of the ommitment. Thus the above de�nition mathes with the informalharaterization given in the previous hapter.In that respet, note that Promise is often used to represent ommissivespeeh ats. Being a partiular ommissive at, it inherits the preonditionsand postonditions of Commit. But it brings also into play the reditor's goaland obligations ((Searle, 1969) and (Vanderveken, 1990, p. 182)). Thus itspreise formalization remains out of the sope of this hapter.



7.3. COLOMBETTI ET AL.'S ACCOUNT 153Links with propositional ommitments. As far as we are aware, no linkhas been identi�ed in the literature up to now between propositional ommit-ment and ommitment in ation. By uttering : �I promise to take out thegarbage�, John is inurring a ommitment to take out the garbage. Moreover,following Speeh At Theory (Vanderveken, 1990), he is also expressing at leastthat he has the intention to perform the ation to take out the garbage. Thushe is also ommitted on this proposition. As said in Setion 5.4.2.2 he an besantioned if he does not perform this ation, but also if he utters that he doesnot have this intention (the santion would be at the dialogue level: he wouldappear to be inoherent and thus untrustworthy). As the formalization shows,by inurring ommitment on ation6, an agent inurs de fato some proposi-tional ommitments. In this example, John is ommitted to his intention toperform the ation.Due to the equivalene: Intend i ϕ↔ Gi Intend i ϕ (see Setion 3.3.5), whenan pending ommitment in ation is inurred, a propositional ommitment ap-pears:Theorem. |= C (pending, i , j , α) ↔ Cprop(pending, i , j , Intend i Done i:α⊤)7.3.2.2 Unset ommitmentAn unset ommitment of j toward i represents the partiular soial relationthat results from the performane by agent i of a request, an order or anotherdiretive speeh at. To formalize suh a ommitment, we need to onsiderwhat is primitive in diretive speeh ats and to formalize the primitive diretivespeeh at: that is Direct. Diretives are lose to ommissives: the distintionis only on the author of the ation (Vanderveken, 1990). A diretive speeh athas �the ondition that the propositional ontent represents a future ourse ofation of the hearer�, �the preparatory ondition that the hearer an arry outthat ation� and �the preparatory ondition that the speaker desires or wantsthe hearer to arry it out� ((Vanderveken, 1990, p. 126)). Thus by performing adiretive speeh at, an agent expresses at least that he has the intention that thehearer performs the ation (G{i,j} Intend i Donej:α⊤), and that he believes thatthe hearer an arry out the ation (G{i,j} ¬Gi ¬FDonej:α⊤). As previouslythe �rst formula implies the seond one. As preondition, we only impose thatthe agent stays oherent with previous ommitments. Thus we have:
〈i,Direct, j,Donej:α⊤〉FP: ¬G{i,j} ¬Intend i Donej:α⊤IE: G{i,j} Intend i Donej:α⊤We an now haraterize an unset ommitment:6We onsider here that agents only inur ommitments intentionally by performing speehats. We do not take into aount ommitments oming automatially, e.g. by representativesor due to soial position... (see (Walton and Krabbe, 1995, p. 32), for a detailed aount ofthe ways of inurring ommitments).



154 CHAPTER 7. FORMALIZATION OF THE SOCIAL APPROACHDefinition.
C (unset , j , i , α)

def
= G{i,j} Intend i Donej:α⊤We note that ontrarily to Colombetti, it is direted from i toward j. Weonsider that after a request of i it is doubtful that agent j is a debtor of a kindof ommitment. We onsider that in this ase, only i is ommitted to something.Link with propositional ommitments. As above, this ommitment isequivalent to a propositional ommitment:Theorem. C (unset , j , i , α)↔ C (pending, i , j , Intend i Donej :α⊤)For example, when Mary requests John to take out the garbage, sheexpresses she wants John to perform the ation takeOutGarbage, i.e.

G{m,j} Intendm Donej:takeOutGarbage ⊤. She is also ommitted about her ex-pression of this intention: as desribed above, she annot at as if she does notwant John takes out the garbage. She has thus the propositional ommitment:
PCm,j (Intendm Donej :takeOutGarbage ).7.3.2.3 Caneled ommitmentFor Colombetti, an unset ommitment and a pending ommitment an be an-eled. We here onsider that, while the anelation of a pending ommitmentseems to be a genuine anel ation, the ation induing a aneled ommitmentfrom an unset one is rather a refusal. When Mary requests John to take outthe garbage, he will refuse to do this hore instead of anelling a ommitmentthat Mary has inurred for him.

Refuse is also a ommissive speeh at. It is the ounterpart of aeptane of arequest. Thus a previous performane of a Request (i.e. G{i,j} Intendj Donei:α⊤)is a preondition of this speeh at. By refusing to perform an ation, anagent expresses thus that he does not want to perform the requested ation (i.e.
G{i,j} ¬Choice j Donej:α⊤).

〈i,Refuse, j,Donei:α⊤〉FP: G{i,j} Intendj Donei:α⊤ ∧ ¬GK Intend i Donei:α⊤IE: G{i,j} ¬Choice i Donei:α⊤We an thus de�ne the refused ommitment in ation:Definition.
C (i , j , α, refused)

def
= G{i,j} ¬Choice i Donei:α⊤



7.3. COLOMBETTI ET AL.'S ACCOUNT 155For example if John has aepted to take out the garbage, he has inurreda pending ommitment (G{i,j} Intend i Donei:α⊤). As he does not want any-more to perform this ation, he must anel his ommitment. As the preon-ditions of the Cancel speeh at de�ned for propositional ommitments hold(G{i,j} Gi Intend i Donei:α⊤ ↔ G{i,j} Intend i Donei:α⊤), he an perform thisspeeh at to be disengaged (i.e. ¬G{i,j} Intend i Donei:α⊤).Definition.
C (i , j , α, canceled)

def
= ¬G{i,j} Intend i Donei:α⊤ ∧ PG{i,j} Intend i Donei:α⊤7.3.2.4 Ful�lled ommitmentColombetti et al. onsider that a ommitment in ation is ful�lled as soon asits propositional ontent holds. This ondition of satisfation is a simpli�ationof Castelfranhi's that is better adapted for ACLs: only objetive onditionsremain to avoid subjetivism (Singh, 2000). But eah agent annot verify thestate of a ommitment. This ondition an be veri�ed only by an omnisientagent. We onsider that this is problemati in non-entralized multi-agent sys-tems where eah agent is autonomous and where the interation with otheragents should not depend on the validation of a entral agent. Thus in thesequel we will impose a publiness ondition in order that every agent be awarewhen a ommitment is satis�ed.We simply onsider that a pending ommitment in ation is ful�lled as soonas it is publi that the debtor has performed the ation. Moreover as illustratedin the following example, an unset ommitment an also be ful�lled. This orre-sponds to an impliit aeptane to perform the requested ation by performingthe ation.Definition.

C (fulfilled , i , j , α)
def
= P(C (pending, i , j , α) ∨ C (unset , i , j , α)) ∧Donei:α⊤We stay lose to Colombetti's ful�llment ondition but we onsider that eahagent must be able to determine whih is the urrent state of the ommitment.As we have the hypothesis of publi ations (G{i,j} Donei:α⊤ ↔ Donei:α⊤), apending ommitment is ful�lled as soon as as the ation has been performed.Moreover as it is publi that the ation has been performed, it is publi thatthe intention of his author to perform it is dropped and thus as a ommitmentis ful�lled, the pending ommitment is dropped:Theorem. C (fulfilled , i , j , α) → ¬C (pending, i , j , α)Proof.



156 CHAPTER 7. FORMALIZATION OF THE SOCIAL APPROACH1. ⊢ Donei:α⊤ ↔ Gi Donei:α⊤, Axioms NAI,α and PAI,α2. ⊢ Gi Donei:α⊤ → ¬Intend i Donei:α⊤, from De�nition (DefIntend i
)3. ⊢ Donei:α⊤ → ¬C (pending, i , j , α), from 1., 2. and LP

�7.3.2.5 Violated ommitmentWe onsider that a ommitment is violated when it is not possible anymore forthe agent to perform the ation. It is the ase when he admits publily that hewill never be able to perform it.Definition.
C (violated , i , j , α)

def
= PC (pending, i , j , α) ∧G{i,j} Gi ¬FDonei:α⊤As previously, as a ommitment is violated, the pending ommitment isdropped.Theorem. C (violated , i , j , α) → ¬C (pending, i , j , α)Proof.1. ⊢ Gi ϕ→ Choice i ϕ, from Axiom (BA1Gi ,Choicei

)2. ⊢ G{i,j} Gi ¬FDonei:α⊤ → G{i,j} ¬Intend i Donei:α⊤, from 1., De�ni-tion (DefIntend i
), Axiom DChoicei

and Rule RNGI

�7.3.3 ExampleWe now illustrate the formalization of ommitments in our logial frameworkwith a ase study. It is instrutive to give a new view of the example of arseller and buyers of Setion 6.2.4 in terms of ommitment to also make a linkwith the formalization of mentalist approahes. We present only a fragment ofthis example. In partiular, we onsider only the dialog between agents s1 and
b2.
PIs1

: Bels1
discountsU7 s1 → {b2}: Information about disount

〈s1,Assert, b2, discounts〉E�et:
Cprop(pending, s1 , b2 , discounts)The seller s1 has inurred a propositional ommitments on the possibilityof disounts (while he had inurred a propositional ommitment towardagents {b1, b2} on the ontrary, f. Setion 6.2.4)



7.4. CONCLUSION 157U8 b2 → {s1}: Query if ar type has high aident rate
〈b2,Direct, s1, 〈s1, {b2}, {s1, b2}, InformIf, accidentRateHigh(θ)〉〉E�et:
C (pending, s1 , b2 , 〈s1 , {b2}, {s1 , b2}, InformIf, accidentRateHigh(θ)〉⊤)By asking whether the ar type has a high aident rate, the buyer b2 hasthus reated a pending ommitment for agent s1 to perform the InformIfation.

PIs1
: Bels1

accidentRateHigh(θ1)U9 s1 → {b2}: Information about aident rate
〈s1,Assert, b2,¬accidentRateHigh(θ)〉E�et:
Cprop(pending, s1 , b2 ,¬accidentRateHigh(θ))Seller s1 has inurred a propositional ommitment on ¬accidentRateHigh(θ1)though thinking the opposite.It is also interesting to remark that by having performed the requestedation, s1 has ful�lled his pending ommitment and thus:
C (fulfilled , s1 , b2 , 〈s1 , {b2}, {s1 , b2}, InformIf, accidentRateHigh(θ)〉⊤)U10 b2 → {s1}: Propose to buy at a ertain prie
〈b2, {s1}, {s1, b2},Propose, buy(θ2, 10000£)〉U11 s1 → {b2}: Aept proposal
〈s1, {b2}, {s1, b2},AcceptProposal, buy(θ2, 10000£)〉E�et (with the previous at):
C (pending, b2 , s1 , buy(θ2 , 10000£))
b2 is thus ommitted to buy θ2 at the prie of 10000£ now.7.4 ConlusionIn this setion, we have used our logial framework to desribe some soialapproahes of ACLs.In partiular we formalized the notion of soial ommitment. We beganby desribing Walton & Krabbe's aount of propositional ommitments usedto desribed persuasive kinds of dialog. Afterwards we presented Colombetti'saount of ACLs based on soial ommitments and their life-yle. Contrarily toColombetti's standpoint we argued that this life-yle should di�er dependingon the nature of the propositional ontent of the ommitment. We have modi�edhis life-yle to take into aount propositional ommitments, whih allowed toestablish the link with W&K aount. We also disussed Colombetti's work onommitments in ation, where we gave an formal haraterization of eah of itspossible states. Moreover we linked formally both kinds of ommitments.We also formalized again the example of the ar sellers and buyers. Thisshows how to analyse the same example from two points of view with the sameformalism and thus highlights how to bridge the gap between both kinds ofsemantis.
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Chapter 8ConlusionIn this dissertation, we aimed at giving a formalization of the soial attitudesand in partiular of group belief in modal logi. We applied this formalizationto propose a new kind of semantis for Agent Communiation Languages basedon soial attitudes.We started by giving an overview of the state of the art about group atti-tudes, group belief and group aeptane. We highlighted the di�erene betweenredutionist approahes of group belief and proper group belief. On the one handolletive belief is viewed as a funtion of individual and private beliefs of eahagent, whereas on the other hand it is studied independently of individual belief:it desribes the belief of a group as a whole, i.e. onsidered as one autonomousagent as individual ones. The former belief an and is often formalized withthe ommon belief notion. As far as we are aware, the latter one has not beenformalized yet. Thanks to the omparison with the group aeptane presentedabove, we believe we have exhibited key features of group belief.We have given a logial framework for group belief with hoie, intentionand ation. Individual belief is identi�ed with a group belief where the group isredued to a singleton. The main features of group belief is that it is publi inthe group in whih it has been established, i.e. every agent is aware of what isand is not established. Moreover a group an have a group belief whereas somesubgroups do not have this belief, whih generalizes the fat that group beliefand individual belief are not linked. We have extended this aount by addingthe institutional ontext in whih this group belief has been established, allowinga group, follower of two institutions, to have distint aeptanes depending onthe institution. We have shown how to de�ne institutional fats in terms of thisaeptane, and thus how to anhor institutions in soial attitudes.As appliation of the group belief formalization, we have highlighted the linkbetween group belief and the proess of grounding in a dialogue. We then haveintrodued a new approah of semantis for ACLs bridging the gap between thementalist and the soial theories. Like mentalist approahes, our approah islinked to the notion of mental attitudes and thus uses their preditive power.Like soial approahes it is based on what is publi in the dialogue. We have159



160 CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONshown that our approah an math both approahes, apturing the FIPA Con-trat Net Protool or Colombetti's ommitments.Compared to the formalization of individual mental attitudes in BDI-likelogis, the development of soial attitudes logis is only at its beginning. Thedevelopment of a formalization of the group hoie and its link with the groupintention ould lead to a soial BDI logi. One partiulary interesting appli-ation would be the formalization of emotions of a group following one againGilbert (Gilbert, 2002b). This ould extend our previous works about the for-malization of emotions in modal logi (Adam et al., 2006b; Adam et al., 2006a).Indeed in her dissertation Carole Adam (Adam, 2007) has presented a logialformalization of emotions following Ortony, Clore and Collins' work of lassi�-ation and haraterization (Ortony, Clore, and Collins, 1988). The underlyinghypothesis is that emotions are ognitive: they an be desribed in term ofagents' mental attitudes. For example, the joy that some proposition holds anbe desribed as the belief that this proposition holds and that the agent desiresthat this proposition holds. The extension of that aount by group attitudeswould be useful to give a logial formalization of emotions of a group of agents.More generally reasoning about groups ould produe interesting results inpartiular in the study of interations of one agent with a group, a group withone agent or a group with a group. It ould inrease the expressivity of for-malisms of trust and reputation, for example to represent the trust that has agroup of agents (e.g. buyers) toward an individual target agent (e.g. the seller).It appears also that this work laks an implementation to be omplete. In-deed a software platform managing Multi Agents Systems ould be based on ourlogi. This software should use a theorem prover, suh as LOTREC (Gasquetet al., 2005) a Tableaux-based prover for modal logi. Note that this theoremprover is not dediated to a partiular logi but generi, i.e. it an be usedto prove theorems in various logis. This software ould be a dialogue systembetween agents designed in our framework and more generally BDI-agents, butit ould also be used as an interfae between agents having a distint design:we have shown that our logial framework an take into aount both mentalistand soial approahes. We an thus translate both aounts into our formalismto allow mutual understanding between agents using various approahes. Weargue that it ould also handle the agents' reputation and its hanges along theinteration.



Appendix ASummary of the axiomatis
A.1 Group Belief LogiIn the sequel, we onsider that: i ∈ AGT , I ∈ 2AGT \ {∅}, I ′ ⊆ I.

ϕ

GI ϕ
(RNGI

)
GI (ϕ→ ψ)→ (GI ϕ→ GI ψ) (KGI

)
GI ϕ→ ¬GI ¬ϕ (DGI

)
GI ϕ→ GI′ GI ϕ (SR+)
¬GI ϕ→ GI′ ¬GI ϕ (SR−)
(
∧

i∈I

GI Gi ϕ)→ GI ϕ (CG)
GI ϕ→ GI GI′ ϕ, with ϕ objetive (WR)
MBel I ϕ↔

∧

i∈I

Gi (ϕ ∧MBel I ϕ) (FPMBelI
)

∧

i∈I

Gi ϕ ∧MBelI (ϕ→
∧

i∈I

Gi ϕ)→ MBelI ϕ (LFPMBelI
)

Choice i ϕ→ ¬Choice i ¬ϕ (DChoicei
)

Choice i ϕ→ Choice i Choice i ϕ (4Choicei
)

¬Choice i ϕ→ Choice i ¬Choice i ϕ (5Choicei
)161



162 APPENDIX A. SUMMARY OF THE AXIOMATICS
Gi ϕ→ Choice i ϕ (BA1Gi ,Choicei

)
Choice i ϕ↔ Gi Choice i ϕ (BA2Gi ,Choicei

)
¬Choice i ϕ↔ Gi ¬Choice i ϕ (BA3Gi ,Choicei

)
ϕ→ Afterα Doneα ϕ (IAfterα ,Doneα

)
ϕ→ Beforeα Happensα ϕ (IBeforeα ,Happensα

)
�ϕ→ ϕ (T�)
�ϕ→ ��ϕ (4�)
♦ϕ1 ∧ ♦ϕ2 → (♦(ϕ1 ∧ ♦ϕ2) ∨ ♦(♦ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2)) (Linear�)
ϕ→ �Pϕ (I�,P )
ϕ→ H♦ϕ (IH ,♦)
�ϕ→ Afterα ϕ (InAfterα

)
Happensα ϕ→ Afterβ ϕ (Hist1)
♦ϕ→ (ϕ ∨ Afterα ♦ϕ) (Hist2)
GI Doneα⊤ ↔ Doneα⊤ (PAI,α)
GI ¬Doneα⊤ ↔ ¬Doneα⊤ (NAI,α)A.2 Aeptane LogiIn the sequel, we onsider that: i ∈ AGT , C ∈ 2AGT \ {∅}, B ⊆ C and

C:x,B:x,B:y ∈ ∆.
ϕ

[C:x]ϕ
(RN[C:x])

[C:x] (ϕ→ ψ)→ ([C:x]ϕ→ [C:x]ψ) (K[C:x])
[C:x]ϕ→ [B:y] [C:x]ϕ (4[C:x],[B:y])
¬ [C:x]ϕ→ [B:y]¬ [C:x]ϕ (5[C:x],[B:y])
¬ [C:x]⊥ ∧ [C:x]ϕ→ ¬ [B:x]⊥ ∧ [B:x]ϕ (In[C:x],[B:x])
¬([i:λ]ϕ ∧ [i:λ]¬ϕ) (D[i:λ])
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